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FOREWORD

The participants =in the three weeks workshop during June

1972 who produced the following materials were primarily interested

in developing ideas and approaches which would appeal tO the slovi

student._ At_ a result, the -teacher :who -u-ses this c011ection in___ con.-

-junction =with- the Durhatir-County- Curriculum= Guide Off1968 shOUId __find

himself with a solid foundation from which aunch his instruction.

is hoped:- that te-achert----Will_

each in its entirety; these are-rescurceu-:-nita_ and -as_ _sndh-- are'

meant to be used selectively, allowing the individua.1 teacher
draw upon =the ideas and activities which apply to specific situations.

The authors of these units-= hope to hear from teachers who

use the materials in their classes. from an indication of how

successful or unsuccessful the materials were -will there- come any

change and improvement;
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Change in the English Curriculum:
& Problem for- Prognosticators

Working with curriculum in any subject field is a

bit like trying to predict-the weather. We can make the
,

forecast easily enough, but then we may be disappOinted as

to -what- really happens. -However,:;tha oldNew-England

Weather=fc

ar -res one- wo

authdritarian stage, appearing about the turn o e cen
placing =its =emphasis =upon rote learning; pre-
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literature was treated as a sacred artifact to be admired
only from a distance. The second stage was 'marked by the

appearance of the progressive era in education, often
attributed solely to-John Dewey; in stuality much of what
happened in the progressive era did Dewey's philosophy a
great disservice by not ftilly -comprehending:what -his vision
encompassed, The progressive era, falling about the 19201s
and 19301s, emphasized_ social and life: adjustment, -- English
educators --knew- that language was an_ important part -of :a--
student Is- life: so they_ helped to take: the-__claasroom-ria place_

y-upon- =such practices = =as= =proper K elephone, etiq-ue_t

e _=3Ociall_atenities Anvolved.-in-aaking;for a te--

completely _,-growt

sination,_:--andl__-acadetic:--montent:,-a _-=times:iseeted__ -to__-ditatpe-ar

=completely.`

But Sputniktlatrichet-Titself Tover_the:=hbrizonz: in 1957
and- the -shock waves- were f
How was it possible that A

scientific first?
system that

ericans- =had =not achieved this

netriproduced-eno_
---n the--_-tillei:tradition--of- ericanJeducatiOn9.1_=I_

-- development, -_the-_eiter_,H-preaent - pendulum swung madly to_ithe



opposite 'end of the spectrum and academic discipline

became the key words. New mathematics, new physics,

new English everything must be new and the emphasis must
be placed on content mastery. = We were_socially adjusted

but not intellectually adjusted the weakness must be

overcome.

Intellettual---grouping,:titreaming-,-_-or tracking, -e

-eame fashionable, Scholars= -from :institutions higher

-- learning -were called =in as consultants. Studiee such a5-__--

and =The American -Hi --Schoo3

e public an

ced on-college preparation.



_2.- Repetition and- ac-cumUlation =of -facts do- not--constitute a satisfactory curriculum in any --subject.-

3. The induetive or discovery-method must befostered in the classroom,

The childts intuitive powers mus-t_ be developedin his school
experiences.

-_.

5. 'Media and Vechnological advances must- be usedappropriately-in the classroom to allow the tea-cher to_accomplish more effectively his task ascommunicator model and identifier.
= In, the :1970's are

still-attaMpting-_-:to use Bruner !a
principles. In-- soMe -cases --Are quite -we 11
Lion =within

the:curriculum-,18 _gradually
_disappearing;------more

=plat_

onz-E-_-s-d=== e_r_fs Went
ec-t=o ortunit o- .develop=

-_-_learizint_approac --also-Are _be-
:-__understan

-
ore_ =f_ul-

chnologic-a-e-----.-- _

ow--t technolo

=



-1 mos t impact-- are the , following;-

1. :Children :-shOuld :loperate_ in the= dialect of _their-_
community _at the -lov-i_e_r---_-levels _of elementary school
education._ ._ Direct _instruction; in_the_ use of ' stan _-

_dard- -informal __English should: be -rstarted---_ no --earlier:
than the= Interinediate-- -elementary: grades,

2. Greater stress -is- to- be_-=placed on- oral-- language-
- in- all =aspects = of -language =_ instruction=- for the

__disadvantaged at `talk_ leVels _of= edimations :from_
proachool thrOugh:_adult_ -- ------

3. At all levels of:tinstruction-s-the --Engli-sh-eUrri-_cultim-_-f or- the-disadvantaged_ student_ ahould-i include::
appropriate imaginative =literature's- :chosen_ and
-_presented with-these _students- "in -mittd,3- ---'

and the- uses --_Of-'-adVertiaing- o_ :develop_ :1-inguistie:--sophisti.4.

--_catitin"-in_-our-:students-- inductive_ approach to-Aanguage
udy__ts :promisin&r__-_ t==farft-o-o--_rfew=;:_of the =present_ genera=



approach in teaching, much less in their own learning.

Teacher education- institutions must begin to shift the
focus of their programs rapidly to encompass the Changes
in the schools; only in this Way will real progress be-

.

come noticeable._ But the public needs to be educated as

Sputnik to launch our campaign for change ins
English education and yet perhaps the lack of such an

external-force will cause us to present _our proposals

mote thoughtfully and to engage in =more meaningful communi-

gathered. to compare and- contrast:their_ icteaS aboUt English
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education. Some of the questions sugge_stea that a
shift in philosophy was beginning to-occur. Why- divorce

the stuaent from- his learnings-? Why are we not stressing -_

his response and his involvement in what he reads, writes,
apeake, and acts? Is it so iMportant _that a = student learn
all about a piece of literature? Why is it not equally
important that -he consider how that piece -of literature
affects him, fits_ into _his life and gives Dim insight -into
his relationships-with_ other -human -beings? so --

important-- that,lie: -Write in such _a _way _that___-he =pleases_ only=

his te-acher?-

What is-- communita-ti-on -any_Way

speaker-_,_ 1-iS tener

languag&:__to-- grammari?_-_,

it important `or_ =all atiad-enta=.- s_-=:of grammar?

Arict why-- _i t---peopie--;speak :ctifferently-ifromi_ each--

Other?'= -Snoula===ta -__sintlittenta-be-- tau t'_:the__Same---way?

the intellectual"-:experiente-- enriched by_ DeVing all the
-nietype -of students -2
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should be seriously considered as we go about the work
or making our English curricuium appropriate for the
seventies.

le -The centrality -of the- pupil z ring,
tending, and -shaping_-expert the E_ nglish

-classroom.

-2, The urgency or -developing classroom acproaches
stressing the- Vital-, ;re-involve:dramatic
ment of- children and young people -in language
experiences. _

The importance_ of_icti-recting_ more attention _to_
speaking and listening experiences --Mr_ all _pupils=
-at_ all- levels, particularly_ -those -_ experiences =which involve vigorous _interaction among children.--

ei=_-Wi-daom_-or=providing-J yoUng ,people at
with significant= -opporttnities=-for=:the creative-_i_
U-se-s-zofi-_language creative nramatics_,:: imaginative

and----diMilar_=====s_ - _ s

_the==_=:_-_-_-_=e-aucative=1_prodess--_-arid=the=siMpbrtance-rorii
_teachers f of h:nglish:__-_re studying ,`particula-r
-tions--_---to--:_aet-ermine-----theire-=-apprOpriateness_- for

--=resid-er3;:at-_;-dirrereirit =--

_ _

_-112e-need overcome_iii restrictiveneeS----or_ rigict=
patterns =- _-",_gr_ouping!1__ -or4- "-streaming'!_ -Which
_thei--linguist-i-c--__environMent--iri- Which= boys and= girls

-1--learn:-- English -And===which= tendf-to_ -inhibit language_
development. -_

1. Tri- need' =to -__=-negate-=-the limiting,-_ -often- _atuit
impact =_ of _ examination =patterns-- which_--direct---atten

-ton__-or== both teacherS-1-ana__Ipupils-to-_-laspects_- or- _

shlivhiChi-are at best= superficial- and-, --o-ften-=_misleading,

c-ompelling-;Urgency_---or___Improving -the
under which -Engli-sh- the-,_ Ohools_:,;the__ =
neeu x'or more = books= _and___librariea ,, for better:- equip-

ror_reasonable:=class _size,- for a Classroom
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environment which will make good teaching possible.

b. The -importance a teachers of English at all levels
informing themselves about the results of perti-
nent scholarship ana research- So that =their dittos-
room approaches may be guided accordingly.

LU. Tne need for radical reform in programs or teacher
eaucation, both preservice aria inservice.

The importance of educating the public on what id
meant by good. English and what is meant by good
English teaching,

These principles ara Laing scrutinizect by aavocates of
. ,

a more humanitarian approach vci the teaching of English.

Although not _always--_-clear-r_yet- in itheir_---proposals or _their

claims,, I ti,_____ h_

z

e E n g_
_

l_ i_ s__

_-h-,___

i_ h u__ m. a-n i___ s t s_

_

- -a___

:_s-__-
w__,e -

=

s
_

ha l_ -i- =ca_ l_ 3 --- t__-h- em , = f

xgge- st a aefinite-_ shift- in focus_iss_coming, ==aomelfin=

stances literaturq = is being= placed at= the= center' of = =the

curriculum to develop the_=imagination. _ In =_other _cases-,

oraI-- -exprestion whidh-
_

a-11 aevelopment -in :-=built -. I- --Inctividual-31:_such_ as
_-__---_-

John Dixon, James= Moffet_tt- James

others-nare-cl-tea_more
=

= -these= =people= have_- bean- tening=it -_the _Winds -"of 'Change in,

=e-duCation which-_-have-

as Jonathan Ko-zol-vi-James=sHerndon,_=-Herbert__ --Charles

Silbermart and others,-

The programs and iaeas are beginning to appear.

longer is there so much concentration upon the idea tha
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lu
English is a single subject all by itself. In-an address
to the fall conference of the New_Englana Association of
teachers in September 1968,- Arthur_ Daigon triea to explain

=

what was happening:

English- is anEtlsai, _yes tan tIL :e , that -requiresaisciplinea employment -of the language, for speaker,or_-writer, or reaaer, or _listening.: To olaini_ thevalia aomain ot our-subjec-t is -EngliSh
to me, absuro.,_ ,for- certainly we --must -English --_ aboutsomething.

-_ Our real _problem, then, is to find thosetomethings to English about. --TheSe -somethings --are-the -rpivotal -ideas,- issues, - interests, aria concerns,important:- and, interesting or -= potentially:_important_
And__ interesting, toadolescenbs. Further, these
pivotal icteas, issues, -interests, and concerns sbou.LUlena'-i-themseives±to-e-xploratibit_i;_thtotighilthe-_:----reading-__Of_nove-180_=_Trays

# --
east-ana-7=ckifficult)---,-_,--newSpapers__and --magazinesi=1-thro

_

viewing films and television, -:
_ tapes ana-== records, -:

__=-__

Schoo17-experion0762,--z-through_c_individualv-_-_Etroup,,--___anu-whole class activities. These ideas, issues, Interests,and concerns should-permit _written----_report-ing, s4aisdus-s i -_ slut interdisciplinary In-vOlVenient_--

Dangers- exist-_--in-=_Ohange-,-=:of----cotirseT-too- Often-- _- find_

--__-

teachers- of En glith, teachers of other disciplines,
--f _ charging ahead--ivith_new- ideas =-or_rolimbii-ig---onto baridwagon,--

--- _7_

effects---_thase--changeS---
-will have on their teaching, as well as their relation-

ships involving students, aaministrators, parents and
payers. We can, of course, hide our heads in the sana like
the ostriches, but the problems will Still be there when

.

4



we come out of hiding. Better to fs:ce them, to prepare
solutions, to educate for change, than to get- ca
we -have _so many, titei,- unprepared _to cope -wi=th what _is

__-_happening in the worla outside:the- classrodm._ , The two
worlds -- the classroom one and the external one - should.
becothe more closely intertwined. Presumably they are
moving in that direction ir we can judge from recent articles
-lit-professional journals= with titleS such as ,-"Rook-up,, Plug

In, Connect: :Relevancy _Is All, " "Toward Meaia Competency,"
-"An Integrated --Approath to- the Teaching -=of- -ana

21-suit -of = -Relevance--,11

I=many =- others. The =- worn z="r-eevance" ke-e ramie aring_r_ in_ =t
_

professional literature but there can be little "relevance
meaning" until there -conies a relevance- n attituae."

Perhaps the-greatest -tasks _facing the- English= educator
in the 1v7U Is are one =of -attitude and
in those == attitudes. James Squire has
these problems and suggests severa

educating for change_

ances" which he

roposals now appearing with increasing regulari are not
ones = which call for a-rejection of subject learning. Wnat



they call for is a realization, that subject learning

must involve the full development of the human personality,

It is no longer adequate to simply study aria the works

or Hawthorne because they are by Haithorne; more important

is how the student feels about Hawthorne and his work arter-
he finishes reading. Two key titles'which came from the

Anglo-American Conrerence suggest this shift: The Uses of

10.2111 by Herbert Muller (1w67) and gronnThEn
by = John =Dixon (1967). These two works are subject to the

personal opinions of their authors, but they orfer a key

the way educators are looking at Englishh-t

English?

basic grammar = including= control of most of the = basic ==sen

tem. patterns that they= will use ,later in-adult life,
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the time the chila enters the elementary classroom he

has ma- sterect the essential :grammar of his languagerjat

usage. What remains for the _school =igi tO proVide him rri_th

sufficient opportunities- to extena his vocabulary and to

refine his control = of ls.nguage. Repetitive arilli ana
_

-work sheets -are_ -not the:main- ansWeri- Experiences -whichwhich:

call_ for: perSonaI langtage InvolVement- and _eiperiffientittiOn-_

-are, TheSe experiences can be built =into the curricUlum
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deserved rest.

These stances will Call for changes in teaching

approaches as well. More discussiondmore experimentation,

more inquiryana discovery - these will be the key emphases

in the curriculum structure of the seventies. Leas rote

absorption of ideas and straight factual knowledge will

lead to more seminar type discussion with teachers and

students sharing the leadership roles equally; more group

projects with -students __again acting :as_- resourcesi_ _catalysts

and leaders; more tutorial- supervision for individuals,

retching_ -toward- the:- irtatrUCtion___apprOadh
--'----

-_which-wei-have--listittl-__-so;-_-stuch_iabout_nahsttiTet-i:eteristo-

in practice. And finally, more indàpenaenc -itudy that is
and=hat :is act- ually -study.=

-liaturally, none of thes- e change's In curriculum con--
= _tentss approach i1l zBut th- ey

-= =- --- -1z--
---_--_ will come, -= = Loolc at One of the

has -c-ome with the prolifeftt ion- elective

-phase-__lective;:lezor--minitour--se;_programb. ----These= inv- olve
_

-the use or _many,' nine -or- eighteen=_-_-_--weeks_-__=courseS--,-_ quite__

siidlar to thes-college---elective_isyste-
t,----from_which- stuaents-t---

= select their -yearls-_-_-progrants--;Ots- etuiee. --Beziefitiv-from

his _approach --include_s-in-creased-istuderit--- ini_Olvement_ in



of teacher talents -- instructors can aevelop specialtiei

or draw upon specialized backgrounds-ana a greater focus

in the _learning process.

Most of these progtams begin by CO determining the

range of talent and abilities which exist within an English-

aepartraent; (2) inviting students =to participate in tfii

independent study, = and= with still others, the use of

LAPts (Learning Activity Packages) means =that the student

works-at his own pace 411Ct abili with the aid of the

teacher in a= tutorial =typ e situation.-



occurs and basic skills are often neglected in favor of

a Very specialized and narrow focus on subject matter.

Teachers sometimes assume that because they are giving

an elective in speech,- -elements of writing and reading

are not important; however, if each teacher happens to

adopt this attitude - and it has happened on occasion

then the student is worse off than he was in the-begin.
*ming. The tendency toward nine weeks or eighteen weeks

of instruction in the elective encourages heavy emphasis

handled --skiillfully-,_-_,_degenerate-_-intOf

groove to- the -_soluta,_==-easSions_

Some_ multiple- eiectiVe-:=-programs-=,:such---10-==the-lAPEX-

-one Trenton,=_--Michigan,- have: been inr-existencet'for--
several years and are =enenjoying considerable-success. __

Student response very good and teachers feel that their

appearance of Ill* courses. Movies have been with us for



some time but education has chosen to ignore them; only

recently have English-educators begun to take notice of

the fact that most students are quite accomplished film

buffs. Unfortunately, -`teachers are not. It has taken

some-time for English teachers to accept the ictelk that

there may be a language or film and that a comparison/

contrast -study of film anct literature -could be within-

the legitimate province or the English_clasa.r In some-

incredibly bad teaching of film has occurred, mainly

It is true that a teacher faces the problem-of selecting

judiciously and remaining within his buutet, However,

most schools can 'afford at least one. or two movie Cameras
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and if not, inexpensive caMeras to make ,slide/tape essays

can be substituted. Students who participate in film-

making learn not only about film but also about writing,

organizing, focusing, editing, and cooperating.

Although it may be too soon to make a final judgment,

the uses of turn seem to orfer a Wide range or possibill-
ties rot' opening up the traditionalEnglish curriculum.

Stories, poems, dramas, essays all -the forms of liters-
.

tun_ and writing an be represented or enhanced through



. than that of the teacher. Much free writing is done where

no limitation is -placed-upon the topic. Gradually the: stu-

dent learns to focus his writing through guidance from his

peers and the teachers; as this occurs he becomes more pre-

pared to explore his experiences in depth.
13

The Northwestern materials debunk 'the four conven-

tiona/ forms of -discourse (narration, description,' exposi-

tion and argumentation) and instead substitute a suggested

outline basect on "the purpose of the author, the audience

edi-t-or:--abouti -the:product

-Both _t_he Macrori-e:Land thezliorthwestern. apgroarch-_=put

Much- more: emphisle_ on sstuden-t--__Involtement in__ thei writing_

process _than __has _beenti_the-:_-curitoin.._ -The- student _does =- =more



=
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pose it will be written, how it will be written, and for

whom it will be Written. Both approaches see the teacher's

role in composition as one or "setting up an atmosphere

in the classroom and an attitude towards language and

writing which encourage- students to try to include, in

their writing, some of the lively, accurate words, the

complex grammatical structures, and the relatively sophis-

ticated sentence patterns that they use more or less regu-
16

larly and -easily in their talking."

Many writing programs are using the writing laboratory

approach_because English teachers are realizing that the

o-onventional classroom approach- to teaching writing does

not _provide- the test- environment: for learning 1or practicing-
the art or fcomposition. _: _ -Hance- writing_ -workshops are fea.'

-,--__--tured-i-asirpart_ of -thtviatudentls experientejmi_English-,

_wor keho p-o fera tin_ many opportunitiesopportunitiee tOlobserver and_ to
-report in his writing. Rete--_-_-_-workS-:--at his own pate;

_ --conferring with his peers and with is teacher as_he de-

sires, but retaining solitude when ft- is needed._
_

The major emphasis in writing, then, is upon the

process of writing, not the final product. Thfodus of

the composition class has shifted from -emphasis )on correct-

ness and mastery of formal rhetorical devices tO more per.-
sonal and creative writing. Red pencils and impersonal

1

1
-t

74,



symbols are set -aside in an effort to convince students

that writing is a part of their real lives, not simply
= lb

another subject divorced from experience,

Language also comes in for its share of change,

Slowly but surely the traditional grammar texts of miles

and drills are being replaced. with =ones --that emphasize

the uses of language in various situations, Studies of

dialect, levels of usage word_fornis- and derivation, _se

mantic- implicationt of langtiage::Usei and oftheentire role -of-
language behavior are b e c oming more camnon, Students are

language and literature,

Formal =grammar study is -reserved for academically

inclined =students who wish a deeper knowledge of their
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language's structure, But most students receive instruc-

tion in basic- sentence patterns and transformations; this

instruction is spaced c 1:ai _a peiioa of time ana in less con-

centrated folim, than has been the practice. Much- of_ the

language instruction is incorporated into writing and spealt-

iug experiences where the -practical applications can be
16

seen and heard.-

English teachers have always seemed to reserve liters-

ture study az their first love. Probably- no_ other -aspect

or -the -English curriculum_ has been given so- much attention.

Ranging
_

,frOM,the chrohological-tothe thematiC-, t he'-etudy

of literature has undergone a- number of = changes over -ttie

-_1_

years, But most- -obvious by its- -absence-_-heS_ been- the---ia-ttenr

tion paid to student response to literature, Louise Rosen-

Blatt _ #n Literature torati-ozEx rirst _published Arii-l%58

aria --recently up- dated -in tried --_to:make teachers- -or

English- aware_ of theT need for stUctentf-involvement -in read-

ing-. _Howeirer, the- -New CritiCism'movettrit_ came along: and

over&hadOwea much of what-she advodated-, Now English-
,

teachers -are beginning =to discover that what Rosenblatt had

to say in Literature-As- Exploration is very_ appropriate for
_ = - : - - 17

the -kinds of students-in- secondary schdols today.

At tames English- teachers-become _Itio delighted _with

the analysis of llteriture that they lose sight of the fact

that many students do not have- sufficient backgrOund or



interest, to share such enthusiasm; aria they are not likely:

to get it by exaining_every:.symbol In an Emily Dickinson

poem or a trall168 Joyce novel, Experience Is important in
the act of reading and the thrust in -the- literature curricu-

lum today is towara reaching into that experiential back-

ground of tho child to touch a responsive chord; once a

rosponso is establishea,,a process of building reaaer in-
terest can begin, But to accomplish this the English

teacher must be aWare not only of the literary giants- or

his own schooling but also of the contemporary offerings-

in adolescent -literatUre.= Most:English= teSehers= have not

has =courses in = adolescent literature a ncy so they fail to-
realize----that many studentS=may,:-;hatre tofvroce-ed through

expariences with -nysters,--sciencelfic tions -romance _and_

hot- rod- stories-s--;:---;:cOre

n,,,,,,,,,,,--;;)rks. Ana contrary to --6-pulr belief, some ex-t'vq4"'.- _,.-7-j _

--- .rent literary works arirvailable in -adolescent litera-
Itura which allow the English teacher to introduce his

students to many of the important aspects of literary

study, Programs such as Daniel Fader's Hooked On Books
18

(11068) and his more recent account of trying-to put a
1V

program into effect The Naked Children (1971) - suggest

that in many cases the curriculuzn has ignored the changing
20nacos and interests of students in literature,
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SloWly, however, English teachers are becoming aWare

or: the offerings- in adolescent literature and are also

recognizing the neea- for magazines and newspapers in the

English classroom. These media. _are_important to the livts

or students just as television and movies are. We-have

not done a very gooa job of using magazines and- newspapers

because we rave dismissed them as inferior literature ana

not worthy _of teaching time. But thia- is the literature

rena by millions of people, many times- with an,astonishing--

degree of misunderstanding. curriculum change_ has -to con
_

alder such things, particularly when-_ar large percentage or
the _population has extreme -cti.rfi-culty_ in simply reading

the average newapaper_or Magazine, _Shakespeare, -_Hardy,

and Faulkner may have to wait awhile.
_ e have to develop

some readers first.

-
Innovation and curriculum change come slowly to edur;. _-

cation. Along with -them must- come judgment, evaluation

and vision. But if we -are to shed- the- rear view mirror

image which persists- in -English education, we must d irect-

our eyes to the front, -face the increasing pace of change

in our Woria and work ailigently to develop curricular

formats which will enable our students to face the woria

they must live= in with increasing confidence ana skiil.

Past concerns must make way for present and future meas.
Z1

V
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Some Thoughts on Communication

by-

Larry Tucker

We get too concerned about the teaching of grammari-

for most of us, grammar is a dirty word that we use when

we are angry at students or when we want- to keep them
bitsy and can't think of anything better to no. Of course,
we worry_ about what grammar-to teich, and we become indoc-

trinated with the latest thinking and the latest cOntent.

But 3et us try to step outsicte the confines of grammar
and talk about -some things - which= are =equally as important.

First, consicter our attitude toward how-we-handle our

instruction in the classroom, We have some set ideas about-

what our subject matter -is =and if we have taken time to
try to define English we know what a difficult

i
task that
-_

can be, The "Uses of English by Herbert Muller or Growth

Through English by John Dixon, ooth of which came from
theAnglo-American Conference on the Teaching of English
held at Dartmouth College, illustrates that other educators

have struggled with defining English and haven't come up

with any clear definitions either,

Still, everyone has an idea of what English is, If

we had the time we could play that old 'game you know the

(Mr. Tucker is language arts consultant for the NorthCarolina State Department of Education)

A
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one where the fellow on the end whispers in his neighbor's

ear what English is; the neighbor passes it on to the next

person ind_so on until the message gets to the other-ena

of the line. The result rarely resembles the original

message.
-

Parents have their very specific ideas as to what

English is and so do stuaents. North Caroiina just haa a

new adoption-in-grades 1.8 ana-my aaughter, Who just finished

the third grade, was given the opportunity to help select

the textbooks for use in grades 1.6. She upset me because

she chose the-most-traditional book in the lot. I asked

her why, thinking that as a third graaer she could not

possibly be inaoctrinated alreaay. But she replied, "Wells

it was just like the book we"ve always had." Sta was right,'

aria it is the
saMeittituae-imany_teachers=have when :caiiea

upon to select a text; they are comfortable -with. the familiar

and they know there will be no radical departure from the
,

old ways of doing things. So even as early as the third

grump opinions are being formea as to what English is.

But let u,l1 test your thinking and your feelings about

what,English is by using a portion of a language inquiry.
A few years ago at the University of Illinois, Ellen A.

Progrier devised one hundred statements *bout Englisn to

aetermine teachers' attitudes towards the subject. Take
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a look at these statements and reply to each in terms of
whether you'agree with the atatement, disagree with it,
mouerately agree, or have no reaction at all, (The follow-
ing are ten of the statements which Mr. Tucker usea with
the group).

.1. Teachers should insist on formal English in the
classroom, both in speaking an writing.

2, The signs saying DRIVE-SLOW Mould be cOrrected
to reaa DRIVE SLOWLY.

a. A native speaker of English h.as an operationalknowledge of -his language without instruction init.

i. A college

the==tiMe-Avas-ilonger =between_-qUar--go doWn--itt =Florida- or --somewhere." = --HeshOuld-=-haVe- _usea were Artste-ad---Of=-Wits_ in _ -the -if( clause. _ =-1=-

C

b. Verbie_ns nentences_-are--fre_quently
aescriptive writing.

b.- -An= outilne_-written-actording,---to -stanattrd. form =
_ is a _prerequisite-- to the succe-ssful Writing of an

= essay.
17. One looks in vain for order in English spelling.
8. People who speak differently from the majorityfollow some pattern of regularity in the Englishlanguage,

9. A student who thinks independently would beskeptical about the common textbook definition "Anoun is a worn that normal,'"
lt.). Even though "It's me" is acceptea in InformalEnglish, the expression "It is I" 'is'really right.

As I have- inaicatea, I ao not want to talk about
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grammar specifically, but I do want to work with language. ,
*

I am always appalled that Bnglisn teachers ao not read.

It is.disgracerul ror English teachers to say, "I don't helve ,
,1

time to read the newspaper; I don't have time to watch

television." Frankly, I don't see how it is possible to

teach English today unless one does these two things. They

are the means for keeping a person aware of what is going

on, for allowing him to talk to other people, anafbr1 help-

ing him to south somewhat intelligent when he is talking

about the uses of language in the world.

It must be understoou that grammar is not, to be shuntea

_aside,- --Graminar has a_ specific place the curriculum ror

specific- types bf students. But there are some things in

language study which are more important for many students-

-such things as reading a-newspaper_ or magazine wisely or

viewing television with-critical appreciation. Why is the

latter so important? By the time the average male aies,

he, will have spent nine years of his entire lire watching

television. Think about that. k tour or rive year old

chilu has already had more instructional time'from tele.

vision than the average-person going to get an undergraduate

degree in a four year college. The average home-owner's

television is on seven hours a day; multiply that figure

by the number of-homes with television sets in the United
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States ana you will begin to-see why television is an

important factor in communication study. Couple this

with the fact that the average American watches television

six hours a day and you have an even clearer indication or

why the English teacher-shoula spena some time with tnis

meaium.

But our major concern today is language. _The follow.
. -

ing applicationb and-concepts-illustrate howelassroom

activities can-be designed to_ help stuaents comprehend cer--

tain principles-of language behavior. These examples

been-taken front the-ninth-gracte:=level--ofthe-Dynatice_I-af

Language aeries by Allan F. Glatthorn, Charles W, Kreialer

ana Ernest J. Heintan (D.C. Heath ana= Company, 1771).

1.= Collect from a current newspaper or magazine at
least, three examples of meseages that ao not seem
trasi;wortny because of the speaker's doubtful
qualifications or probably Mae, Be prepared to
explain your reactions,

z. Collect several aavertisements in which each
statea purpose seems to conceal some real purpose&
Be prepared to explain the conceaiea purpose,,

Concept

The first step in becoming a perceptive commuhi-
cation-receiver ia to examine critically the
communication situation, the message-senuer, the
purpose, the occasion, ana the medium.

Applications

1. Select something you own that you might like to
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List all the objective facts that describe
it. Write an aa that makes that possession sound
very uesirable; then write another ad that makes
it sound unctesirable,

2, Clip a news article from a magazine or newspaper.
Underline all the words in the article, excluding
quoted comments, that imply someone Is judgment
Or opinion,

Concept

A report is an objective, verifiable statement
about something in the real worici.

New materials are coming out every day that feature

good language activiti.. Look for them; use them, The.

new text-000ks on the Market are beet:1111111g= better although

-they still fall short of what We -Woulal-Iike to see,- Auxiii-

ary types or materials also are improvea.

t

What- we need in the English curriculum is more or what

James -Moffett ta-iks-rabout irl:-The,-Stuaent--Xentered'larm21a's-
3 _

Arts Curriculum, K-b, We neeu "to- _provide more i-opportUni-

ties far students --to Work- with,--play with "end:deal with

their language, It will be difficult for stuaents to re-
main as passive by-standers if-these-opportunities exist.

Let us now talk about what is happening in Nortn

Carolina, primarily in graces Durham'County has

begun to move towara _a curriculum_ structure that is built

eround short elective courses. This trend is appearing all

over North Carolina and the nation in most subject areas.

'Right now about 25ro or the schools in this state are in.

.
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volvea, or will be involved, in programs of this nature; _

requests keep coming in for--information about the:_eiective'

systet.

The movement toward the elective format is an attempt

to develop a more individualized kind of program and in

this way to move toward breaking the lock-step_ pattern of

learning. The one-precaution is that we should_ not-develop-

a collection of short courses in lhglish which have little

resemblance to each-other. At thepresent-time there it

a tendency in this direction and the-result is chaotic.

A _aeifihite-_ need exists- for some -fowls: to-- -hold= those course -s

together;-that focus -might -bethe area -of __literature or-

it -might be graMmar, or pOssib1y compOsitiOn. One:_element

that seems-central _ta all-English courses and-_which:might

work well as:a-combining-force_tacommunicationEverything_

We do in-_Englishis -reiated:in-some-way tcycommunication.'

Not enough research- exists _yet to:determine- the effects

of short Course formatt on students.aha overall patterns

of learning. But -scatterem=pietes-of-evidenceare-beglu-:-

ning to appear.- My faiorite_example is aschoo1-in the

far southwestern part of North Carolifia. Last year-at

the end of the first-nine weeks reporting period in this
-_

school, they failed 2u% of their students in Envisn,

That figure sounds high, but strangely enough it is very

.
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close to tne state average of etuuents who fail English

every marking perioa. This year the school went into the

short course format after a year of study; in the first

nine weeks marking period, they failedexactly five stu-

dents in English, grades 9-1. Although not goon research,

this example does suggest that for some reason, either on

the teachers' part, the students' part or the curriculum's

part, something held nom that large number of failures.

Faculty at_the school attributed the success to two things:

the new structure in the curriculum and the changea otti.

tunas of-teacherA and stuaonts,

As schoo.Ls move to uevelog-nee =strinetttree-_-in etirtimikum;

they -tut° must change_ their-zetheds--ivthe- classrooms and -_-

that is Where- the -Secret of_success-:lies, SImp1y chang1n _

from one curriculUm structure to another will not work.

Er everyone relies on such change to no the job_, programs

will collapse within two years. But if attitudes and

methods change, then success can occur, Teachers 'are

trying to develop more individualization of instruction;

large groups still exist suxr shoula, but coupled with the

format, teachers are setting up multiple situations for

learners to explore on their own. The .dictatorial airec-

tion in learning is dying.

These changes will eventually move into the junior
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high and the middle school. At least two systems in the

state have received federal runes to begin programs in

grades 7.4. Actually the changes we have been talking

about should have begun at this early level. We talk

about the junior high age as being one of exploration,

yet on the whole we fina the most rigialy structured pro-

grams on that level. We need to break the loci -step

pattern here as well and perhaps the move toward the short

course format will help to accomplish:that.

Another trend_ appearing in the state is the movement

away rrom the single textbook. Paperbieks are abundant,

or course, but we have courses-in English in this state

which have no textbooks. No appropriate materials are

available for these courses, most of which are in occupa-

tional education, so multiple materials are used.

.Corresponaing with this trena is an attempt to ao

more in terms of occupational education, particularly in

the English classroom. Again the short courses lena

themseivas to this aeveiopment because establishing a

short course with an occupational overtone'is_not aifficuit.

We can continue our business English or vocational Englisn

courses, but we must be careful that we don't spena all

our stuuents' time in ri41ing out application forms. Some

more valuable activities are available. For instance,
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it' teachers took a week and visitea inaustries and

businesses in their area and asked them specifically

what kinds of writing their employees have to ao, some

worthwhile ideas might be obtainea. T e business community

has always told English teachers that employees cannot

spell or write. That is not specific enough. We need to

know what special types writing wisp be aone, the kinds

of_forms-useu, the types or questions askea, the manuals

that must be read, the-vocabulary that will be usea.- From

inrormation like tnis, teachers can begin to aevelop their-

own materials,

-A move towara more-occupational eaucation is long

overaue. Perhaps the 84 figure being tossed arounu

these clays is-a--'bit high, but certainly a large proportion-

or our stuaents uo not go on to four year institutions of

learning. We owe it to these people to try to develop

activities, units and courses which will be more closely

related to what the present anu future needs of these

people are.

One final_trena needs to be mentionea; this is the

increasing use or media in the classroom. If you have

reaa the English Journal in the last six or seven months

you know that much is happening in this fiela. You can

write to Kodak in Rocnester, New York, and they will sena

I'

.
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you tree materials seating with visual Ilterac This

is a row aspect or communication which we have not

thought about very much. But visual literacy is becoming

a part or our literature, language and composition pro-

grams. We must begin to educate ourselves in the uses

of meaia.

It is a good time to be teaching, at least as far as

English content anu metnoaoiogy are coneerneo; it may not

be the best time as far as stuaent discipline and stuoent

reaction are concerned; but these are part of a phase

that will pass. English has been a subject in aecline

for a long time, but within the iast three or lour years

it appears that we have begun the long climb back to tne

top. The turn-about is long overaue ana it corns at au

appropriate time. North Carolina apparently will move to-

ward dropping its graduation requirement of four years or

English. Will English, on its own for the first time, be

strong enough to attract and hold stuaents? On the basis

or what is happening in our English programs throughout

the state I would nave to say that English will survive.

We have the potential for some exciting aevelopments in

English education in the next aecne if we prepare for

them now.
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Is 15% of the Time Good Enough - A Look at the Teaching
of Writing in the Junior and Senior' High School

by

Charles R. Duke

Most English teachers have heard the complaint from

the public - "Why can't Johnny read?" _But-Johnny has

more problems than just being unable to read - he can't

write either. When you add to this the fact that he is

offered very little opportunity to-express himself orally,

we can begin to understand why today's student seems so

inarticulate.

The area Of writing hasteen overlooked-for some time.

A study done by Squire and Applebee indicated that only

fifteen per cent of the Instructional time in the English
1

class is devoted to writing. Teachers, when asked about

this, suggested that writing was one of the areasin which

they felt the least qualified to-teach. A survey of the

-undergraduate preparation of English teachers reveals

that the majority usually have had only one or two

courses in writing and that only about twenty-five per

cent of these same teachers have :.aken post graduate
2

courses in writing.

Due to poor and antiquated preparation of teachers

in this area of English, most of the teaching of writing
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which occurs in schools today is governed by adherence

to certain myths. Donald Murray in The ;triter Teaches

Writing lists ten such myths which he feels inede the
3

progress of change in writing instruction.

1. Correct usage comes first.

2. Each- student paper must be corrected by the
teacher.

3. Students should write a few papers but write
them well.

4. Students do not want to write.

5. A good reader will become a good writer.

6. The best subject is a literary subject.

7. Grade levels-are 'significant in teaching writing.

8. Students learn by imitating models of great
writing.

9. You can teach writing by talking.

10. You can't teach writing.

Although no extensive research can be found- to

support these beliefs, they remain firmly entrenched in .

most high school writing programs. That writing instruction

does occur is error-oriented, and little attention is paid

to process or continuous development. A student is given

an assignment which is often poorly worded and thrown

at him as the bell rings for the end of the class period.

He struggles with the topic overnight and turns in some-

thing the next day. If he is fortunate, he Jill receive

4
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the paper back in a few days, usually covered with

scarlet symbols and cryptic comments. Another assign-

ment is given; the procedure is repeated. Seldom does

the student have the time to work, with an idea, to test

it on a variety of audiences or to receive helpful

commentary and discussion. Small wonder, then, that

most students become cynical about writing and look at

it as a torture -just one stepshortof conjugating Latin

verbs.

But most of the problems in writing are brought on

by the teachers themselves. Their negative attitudes

and basic insecurity abOut writing - many English teachers

are poor writers themselves . are easily discovered by

students: Often the concentration upon error-weeding in

which many teachers engage -is merely an indication of

their inability to communicate with the student about his

problems and ideas. It is also an indication of the tea-

cher's selfish denial of each student's creative expression.

What comprises the process of writing is ignored.

Teachers overlook the many aspects of writing which must

be involved whenever one decides to express himself in

`printed form. Asking a student to write an essay on the

use of symbols in a short story'by,Bawthorne, for

example, presents a very difficult; task for the individual.
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Not only must he be able to apply critical reading skills. -

a task that overwhelms many students - but also he must

bring to bear many skills in writing. Bruce Miller in

an article entitled "On Composition as 1!.rt" ggests what

some of these problems may include:.

When we ask a student to write an essay
we are asking very much from him, If he is an-
ordinary sort of person. 'Cie are asking him, in
the first place, to call up a large fund of in-
formation - about lexicography; social conven-
tion, rhetoric, grammar, spelling, euphony,_ logic -
and then we are asking him to bring ell that to
bear in a creative effort. In other words, we
are asking him to be an artist ..-e4

How, then, may we overcome some of the obstacles that

we place in the path of the student writer? In the begin-

ning, teachers have to realize that they must spend more _

time preparing students before each writing experience.

Nothing is born in a vacuum. Writing experiences must be

well thought out; they must provide for individual differ-

ences within a class in terms of skills and experience.

For example, Gilbert Tierney and Stephen Judy outline some

possible considerations for aritins. eSsiEnments; they

suggest that attention be given to the followinz:: (1)

motivation and stimulation'-: is the assignment

basically interesting and potentially miarding, enough

so that kids will choose to do it rather than simply see-

ing it as one more routine classroom exercise? (2) ttpppro-
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priateness - does the assignment encourage the student

to "be himself" withoUt forcing thim into a premature,

false adulthood? (3) open-ondedness - does the assignment

provide for a variety of forms and responses? (4) language

play - will the student feel free enough to "mess around"
5

a bit, trying to find new expressions, voices-and styles?

The problem of keeping student writing experiences

from becoming perfunctory exercises in empty rhetoric is

great. Students need to feel that some definite purpose

exists for the writing; and that purpose should not be

just satisfying the teacher. No revolutionary approaches

-exist for keeping student writing from becoming routine,

but ways of injecting variation do exist and these should

be explored fully.

Slower students, in particular, object to writing.

They feel uncomfortable with language in printed form and

often have such a history of failure in_written expression

that they refuse to expose themselves to the experience

again. Working with such students, the teacher minimizes

any emphasis upon form and individual error. "The error-

avoiding approach has hardly given students a feeling of

confidence and success; since it is the predominant method

of teaching writing, it seems hair to attribute to it =a

lot of wariness and sense of failure so widespread among
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student writers today,"

One way to develop confidence in these students is

to give them frequent exposure to free writing. Based

on the pretise that one learns to write by actually-

writing, the approach initially calls for the student to

write without interruption for five minutes; no topics,

no outlines, no revisions - Just keep that pen moving.

If nothing comes to mind, the student can be told to simply

write - "nothing comes to mind, nothing comes to mind";

usually after a-few-writings of that_ expression, the

student finds something to say. The results may not be

profound; that is immaterial. What is important is that

the student is-engaged in writing and-he is free to express

himself as he wishes-ompaper.

Often after students have done a free writing acts»

vity, papers can be excheingedand students are-asked to _

read for words, phrases, sentences and ideas to which they

react strongly; these are circled and then a discussion
.

occurs with students contributing different examples and

explaining their reactions to them. Sometimes no,examples

are evident, No one should feel ashamed; few people,tmrn

out lasting prose on the first attempt. But surprisingly,

after a few experience with the "shotgun" type of writing,

some effective examples do begin to appear, such as this



one from a seventh grader:

I'd like to be a car. You get to go all over ,

and get to go through mud puddles without 7
getting yelled at ... that's what I'd like to be.

Or this example from a senior high student:

_I like to go fishing. But I don't like to touch
the soft, elongated, repulsive nightcrawlers.
They wiggle and contract themselves. Then I
can't grab the one I want. Of all the other
things in this world I can't stand, baiting the
hook is the worst. It's like giving a shot;
Sometimes the hook won't go through the worm's
wrinkled, slimy body. Then I have to wiggle and
and force it. That's like stepping on a cock.
roach and hearing the bones crack, or piercing
a stubborn earlobe.8

It makes little difference whether the student is-a

slow or fast learner. He responds to this type of activity

and is pleased when_his peers praise excerpts from his

work. Sometimes the teacher can ditto examples of the

students' free writing and give the results to the class-

without comment. Students keep their free writing exer-

cises in a folder and refer:to them for-ideas, key words,

phrasee_or even whole paragraphs-during later writing

activities. Ken Macrorie in Writing -to Be Read has developed

this approach, using free writing that gradually works

toward more focused expression and the appearance of the

honest voice of the student.

For too long we have stifled that voice. The student

has written for a norm that seldom corresponds to his,own

4
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life or to his awn audience. EMphadis upon writing for

a larger audience than the teacher is important. Writing

fOr classmates, writing for external audiences such as a

school publication or a letter to the editor of a local

newspaper show the student writer that he has many audiences.-

and that each one calls for special skills and approaches.

James Moffett summarized the situation in the following

manner:

Ideally, a student would write because he was
intent,on saying something-for real,reasons of
his own and because he wanted to-get certain
effects on a-definite,audience-, liewould-write-
only-anthentioltinda Of-ditcOurse:Such'-as-ekist
outside the- school, A maxi-mud amount -of 'feed.:
back -would be providedThit-in the formof_atdience
response. That is, hia-writing-would be_read_and
discussed by this-audience,_ ho would also be -his
coaches. This respond() would-betandid)and speci-
fic. Adjustments to-languages-fortaid-content -
would come- as to'-his-audience's
response. Thus instrAction would always be individuals_
relevant, and timely.

Some students, however, find the-free writing approach

too threatening at the beginning. They-cannot cope with

the sudden freedom that is handed to them. Teachers are

familiar with the cries of "I don't know what to-write

about" when the subject of a writing'assignment arises.

Students, especially slower ones, often need a hint of

structure and a bit of stimulus for ideas.

A number of excellent materials are available now
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for such purposes. One of the best visual approaches

is exemplified in the program developed by David A.

Sohn called Come to Your Senses. Centered around four

filmstrips entitled "Using Your Senses," "Relationships,"

"The Drama of People.," and "Telling the Story," the pro-

gram provides a variety of visual stimuli for writing
10

activity. The use of such a program remains flexible;

individual filmstrip frames can be used, often with one

frame serving ,as a" catalyst for an entire lesson. Stu-

dents engage in dialogue about each picture and respond

in a variety of ways and activities. The limitations of

such a program are governed only by the imagination of

the students and teacher. If a school district cannot

afford such programs, other materials are easily substi-

tuted. Slides may be made simply and inexpensively from

pictures in magazines; another variation is to make trans-

parencies from such pictures through a color-lift process.

And if all else fails, simply having pictures displayed

around the classroom and discussing them with students

will often initiate writing activity.

Other possibilities besides pictures exist for

stimulating expression. For instance, taping common

household sounds and then playing them to students can

initiate some different kinds of activities; students
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may be asked to select words to describe the sounds, to

write sentences explaining the sounds, or even to develop

stories around the sounds. Other exercises develop from

the use of creative drama; students like to enact situa-

tions and from these enactments script writing may develop

or observation reports may be written. Still a further

possibility is to tape soap operas and play them to a

class, stopping the tape at a crucial point in the story

and-letting the students complete the action; the actual
.

ending and student versions can be compared and discussed.

Programs and activities such as hive been suggested

illustrate one of the major shifts occurring in writing

instruction. Traditionally writing instruction has been

closely related to the study of literature. The student

reads a piece of literature and then responds in writing.

With many students, however, this approach has not worked

well, primarily because of reading problems. Therefore,

some teachers have begun working more intensively with

the students' experiences, asking the students to draw

upon things they know best as sources for ideas in writing.

The results are encouraging as can be seen from the follow-

ing paragraph done by a seventh grade boy who was in the

fourth and lowest track of his grade.

A huntingtrip to me is getting out into the
open without people telling you what to do.
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Slowly you walk down a path and then, all of a
sudden you see a fox! You don't move or he will
run away; so you stand there like a rock. You
slowly move behiml a bush, very slowly without
any fast moves; the wind is in your favor. You
stand there frozen and slowly raise your gun.
And the fox comes a little closer and then even
closer. Soon he's about ten feet away. You very
slowly take the safety off of your gun. You take
good aim at the head, so_you won't shoot his fur
up, and then pull the trigger, and that's it.
It's all quiet again, 11

Sometimes a personal experience, sometimes a film,

a sound, a picture, a headline, a television program - all

potential sources for stimulus - will trigger writing acti-

vities. But above_all, when working with students who have

not had success in writing, maintain-a positive atmosphere.

Start off with the student by-selecting things to praise;

let the errors wait for a time until he is' more confident

that he has something to say; then he will accept construc-

tive criticism more readily. Conversatic.ia with him about

what is going to be written or what has been written is

important, for it gives him a feeling that he is not facing

the blank page alone. Be patient; the writing process is

not an instant mix. Time, interest, experience and accep-

tance are essential ingredients for-a beginning.

Approaching writing instruction in this way can be a

frustrating experience for the teacher. Activities must

be set up, discussed, and responCo!'d to. Then the student

may want to revise and reappraise his written response.
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He !hould have the time and encouragement to do this.

Occasionally he will not want to spend further time on

a writing activity. That, too, should be respected.

Not always do we as adults wish to finish everything we

start; we realize that perhaps we have taken in more

than we can work with or that some other idea shows more

promise. A flexible writing program allows for such

shifts of attention, but this flexibility does not mean

that-the student-will avoid-producing anything; writing

has a discipline to it, and the student who is interested

in his subject will submit to such discipline without much

complaint.

Evaluation of students' efforts in writing is diffi-

cult. One of the reasons for teachers spending most of

their time marking mechanical errors is that they are

easy to contend with in an objective sense. But'when one

begins grading ideas, he feels uncomfortable.' In most

cases the first efforts in writing should not be graded.

In fact, grading of writing should be kept to a bare mini-

mum and eliminated if at all possible. After all, how

do you justify assigning a grade of 85 to a piece of

writing? Would anyone care to grade Hemingway, Steinbeck,

Shakespeare or any other writer on that basis? The key

to evaluation comes from the audience; feedback from that
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audience in terms of questions, suggestions and emotion,

not percentages, determines the success or failure of a

piece of writing.

If teacher and student can see writing as a process

which is constantly moving and changing; if they can see

it as an -opportunity for playing with language, and if

they can see writing as a way of seeking response to

ideas and of finding an honest voice in self-expression,

then the whole process of writing will cease to be so

threatening to both teachers and students. When those

conditions prevail, writing will take its proper place

in the curriculum and share equal time with literature

and other aspects of English.

The following books will prove helpful for the tea-

cher who wishes to explore some of the newer ideas in the

teaching of composition.

Chesler, Mark and Robert Fox. Role Pla in Methods in the
Classroom. Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc.,
966.

These authors offer one of the clearest explana-
tions of the many uses to which role playing
may be put in the classroom; the present interest
in the uses of drama makes this text a helpful
one; although the material is not directly related
to the teaching of composition, many of the
ideas will suggest activities for stimulating
writing expression.

Christensen, Francis. Notes Toward 'a New Rhetoric. New
York; Harper and RcZ71r67:------

The Christensen Rhetoric Program, marketed by
Harper and Row, is an expansion of the views
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expressed in this small paperback. Christensen
favors beginning with the sentence and emphasizing
the generational. idea of structure. The short
essays in this book are concise explanations of
the writing principles which Christensen feels
modern writers follow; his philosophy is a pro-
vocative one and should provide some stimulating
ideas for your own teaching.

Corbin, Richard. The Teachin of Writing_In Our Schools.
Urbana, Illinois: Nationa ouncil of. Teachers of
English, 1966.

Although slightly dated now, Corbin's explanation
of the high school writing program is still help-
ful, Originally written to explain writing pro-
grams to parents, the text outlinos quite satisf.
factorily some of the major concerns and problems
with which the teacher of writing must cope.
Good source for general orientation toward writing
programs. as they have existed for some time.

Domains in Language and Composition. New York: Harcourt,
Brace-nianovich, 19 2.

The Domains is a series of twenty-four paperbacks
whic=f7lop different aspects of language and
composition. Each title focuses on one topic.
Of particular interest for the Writing teacher
are Write On; by Arthur Daigon, Writer!s Journal:
Explorations and Writer's Journal: Ex erfmentu
both by Dalton H. licBee, Also or nterest is
James Norton and Francis Gretton's Writing mmliblE
Short Pla s Poems and Stories. The series is
definitely wor cons i °ring as reference material,
for a number of excellent writing activities
appear in the texts.

Leavitt, Hart Day and David A. Sohn, St2p Look and Write.
Hew York: Bantam, 1964.

Although this paperback has been available for
some time, its material is still very appropriate.
Through a combination of pictures and writing
suggestions, the authors attempt to involve stu-
dents in sharpening their powers of observation.
The book is divided into sixteen sections which
focus on such aspects as "The Image of Concentra-
tion," "Contrast," "Dialogue" and "Moving Word
Pictures." All photographs are in black and white.
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Macrorie, Ken. U tau ht (1970), Writing to Be Read (1968),
and Telling 'r TIE (1968), ----T;IT---aydenNewoxBook.Co,

These three books offer a clear view of-Macroriels
"experience" centered approach to writing.
U to .ht is a loosely organized diary that tries
o s ow the gradual shift in Macrorie's approach

to the teaching of writing. The book is filled
with examples of strong and weak writing by stu-
dents and teachers. litilLKARJALEDIA is a
high school writing text that offers a sensible
program for putting much of Macrorie's philosophy
into action. allineExItplas is the college
level text. All three works offer many sugges.
tions about writing programs, writing activities
and student/teacher relationships in the writing
process. Macrorie's approach works particularly
well with the student who has not had a history
of success in writing.

Murrary, Donald, A Writer Teaches Writing. Atlanta: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1§68,

Written by a professional author, this text
offers a concrete, no nonsense approach to the
teaching of writing, Steps in the writing process
are clearly explained and many examples of
various types of prose are given. Murray favors
a laboratory approach to writing; his suggestions
are particularly appropriate for working with the
beginning writer. Although more disciplined'in
his approach-than Macrorie is, Murray's ideas
will offer sound support for the teacher who
feels somewhat uneasy in teaching writing.

Sohn, David A. Pictures for New York: Bantam,
1969.

This text .is based on the idea that to write well
you must be observant and then be able to inter-
pret what you have seen with accuracy and imagi-
nation. By seeing how much there is to observe
in a picture, the student should become more con-
scious of what is going on around him; this book
will be helpful as a resource; minimum of prose,
maximum of pictures.

Tate, Gary and Edward P. 3. Corbett, eds. Teaching High
School Com osition, New York: Oxford University 'ress,
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This anthology of articles about writing is a
valuable addition to the English teacher's
reference library; Tate and Corbett have collec-
ted a wide sampling of attitudes toward writing,
both theoretical and:practical, traditional and
non-traditional. As a result the teacher has
. an excellent source book for rationales and. tea-char ideas to draw upon when updating or develop-
ing a writing program.

3
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Simulation: It's the Name of the Game

by

Charles R. Duke

Studies of primitive tribes indicate that most child-

ren in primitive societies learn about much of their cul-

ture through the playing of mimetic games. Such activities

as hopscotch; tag, and hide-and-go-seek-are close to pure

games with little simulation of conditions in the real

world. But playing with dolls, building a pretend house

or playing with toy guns, spears, bows and arrows may be

considered almost pure simulation during which a child

imitates conditions in an adult world; through this pro-

cess of imitation he learns to perform some of the roles

be may play as an adult.

The basic distinction between serious and child-like

games is that the serious simulation relies more on know-

lege than on imagination. Such simulations freqUently

involve principles or theories which provide players with

explanations of the dimensions of human behavior, mathe-

matics, ecology and other subjects.

The increasing interest in simulation stems from -an

ever present criticism of education. Schools are continually

criticized for not preparing students adequately to cope

with the crises and the necessary planning of courses of

action which constitute a good portion of our lives.
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Actually education has been exploring the role of simula-

tion in learning for years; for instance, games such as

chess and checkers were originally conceived as a means

for simulating war problems. Until recently, however,

most simulation attempts in the classroom occurredin gradu-

ate programs such as those of business management.- Now games

are moving into the classrooms at all levels and are stimu-

lating some exciting learning activities.

As adults we can understand many of the complex inter-

action processes that confront us in written_or spoken

form almost daily. We base our understanding-of these

processes on analogies to direct personal experience.

By doing this we are able to simulate the new process we

are studying; in a sense we translate it into known terms,

or experiences, act it out eithermentally or physically,

and then translate-the results back to the original pro

cess. To an elementary or high school student, however,

this process is not easy. Since the student often does

not have enough experience from which to draw analogies,

abstractions presented to him for the first time without

any concrete simulation of their interaction remain ab-

stractions.

Playing a game is psychologically different in degree

but not in kind from dramatic activity. The ability to

.



create a situation imaginatively and to play a role in

it are important experiences - a sort of holiday from

one's regular self and the routine of everyday living.

Any gOod drama has an element of uncertainty about how

it will come out because of conflict between principal

characters; the basic requirement is that one cares about

the characters .- they cannot be utterly trivial people,

Educational games must be constructed in the same way so

that all roles have some fantasy interest for the players,

but are still meaningful, and the interaction among these

roles must have an uncertain outcome.

Educational games feature a combination of systems

analysis and dramatics. The systems analysis is in the

design of the game and the analysis and re-statement of

the problem in a structured, analytical format; the drama-

tics comes in selecting those aspects of the situation

which are full of conflict and uncertainty and whose out-

comes are unknown, thus lending a dramatic interest to

the activity.

Two general types of simulation occur in education.

One is the board games such as Monopoly; these are basic-

ally weak as learning instruments because: the outcomes of

the moves are relatively independent of the quality of

the decisions made by the players. The other type of game
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is the role play one which is nimilar to a partially

structured drama whose ending is still uncertain. Here

the players and their decisions Ttre an integral part of

the outcome of the simulation. Examples of such games

include Life Careers and Generation DAR.

The most immediate application of the educational

game method lies in the areas of social sciences and the

humanities where there is little opportunity in the con-

ventional educational program for tho student to parti-

cipate actively in decision- making concerning the problems

under study. Although simulation has made more impact

on the teaching of the social sciences than-English, the

English teacher should not overlook the possible applica-

tions of simulation to his arm field. James Brewbakor in

an article entitled "Simulation Games and the English

Teacher"-suggests that at least three broad areas in English
1-

exist where simulation can be of_great value.

First, Brewbaker claims that "...because simulations

make primary use of language skills, gaming does a great

service to the school's English program." English teachers

constantly try to involve all the faculty of a school in

the teaching of basic English skills. Regardless of the

subject area, the student who participates in simulation

must listen closely, speak-persuasively, and observe
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closely; he must also be able to read perceptively and

on occasion to write with conciseness and forcefulness.

It makes little difference whether we are working with

junior or senior high students; these characteristic acti-

vities will occur in most simulations.

Brewbaker also indicates that games which at first

may seem related to only one subject area often can be

keyed to certain aspects of study in the English classroom

as well. Many of the games on the market deal with con-

flicts and problems which have their parallels in litera-

tura. For the_English teacher who finds bridging-the gap

between literature and real life difficult, -the simulation

offers a possible solution, particularly with the_slower

student who has difficulties with abstractions in print.

Finally, some simulations are being developed which

deal directly with skills and appreciations which English

teachers consider. important. For example, learning how

language affects behavior is one of the key concepts in

the simulation Propaganda; another game, which is not

on the open market, deals with the way opinions are formed.

For the harried English teacher who despairs of getting

his students involved in reading and in active language

experiences, such games suggest that the direct action

called for in simulation may be as applicable in the
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English classroom as it has proved to he in the social

sciences.

Many educators and parents want to know what "educa-

tive" value simulation has because some individuals are

still skeptical about anything which sounds like play in

school. Research suggests that at least three kinds of

learning occur during simulation. First, the student

learns the facts of a sif,WWIT&i: lib cannot begin to aetun-

til he has mastered these. Presumably the facts of a

given simulation will correspond to certain key facts and

concepts in the student's subject field. Then as the

student participates in the simulation he is given opporw

tunities to examine cause-and effect relationships. He

must also contend with comparisons of alternative courses

of action including the costs, benefits and risks. After

examining his courses of action in light of the above, he

makes decisions, and plays them out; he sees the immediate

results of his actions. During simulation a student feels

he has some control over what is happening - a feeling

that does not always come through in regular types of
2

classroom learning.'

The learning principles which serve as a foundation

for simulation are very similar to those which govern the

use of dramatic activity in the classroom, Some of these
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principles include the following:

1. By exreriencing the consequences of his actions,
the student becomes more-involved in learning.

By using games and drama which offer an approxi-
mation of the outside world, the. learner comes
to have a grasp of the complexities of his pro-
blems before beginning to tackle them.

3. By having his attention focused, the learner
has a sense of direction in his study.

4. By placing more emphasis on the student and
his responsibilities and by developing the role-
of the teacher as guide rather than director,
simulation- -and drama: ielp to- make learning a
more individualized process.

5. By offering players a sense that they have some
control over outcomes, drama and dimulatiOn con-
tributeto developing confidence and security.

6. By encompassing a wide range of subject matter
and skills, drama and simulation may be used by
multiple groups in varied subject fields at
the same time.

The educational game method,- then, is a laboratory

approach similar to that used in physics and chemistry.

Simulation provides a natural group format which calls

for an involvement and personal freedom necessary for

experimentation. When the actors of a simulation parti-

tipate in a simulated social system by making decisions

and arranging for their enactment, a mixture of competi-

tion and cooperation typical of the real experience occurs.

Students learning to cperate the simulated system are making

progress toward acquiring a better concept of the dynamics
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which exist in the macrocosm that lies beyond the class-

room.

The development of classroom simulation is still in

its infancy and a great many of the simulations on the

market reflect the growing pains of unsound attempts at

producing a finished product which is useful in the class-

room. Judith Gillespie in an article entitled "Analyzing

and Evaluating Classroom Games" outlines several questions

and criteria which may be used to evaluate the usefulness'
3

of a particular simulation.

One of the first considerations is the central rro7

blem in the game. Just how clearly is it presented? How

-does it relate to the concepts which a teacher feels must

be taught? And what is the relationship of the problem to

the real-life ,world?

A second-consideration involves-the choices of action.

Because of limitations of time and control-, only.a certain

number of-choices can be presented, and the responsibility

of the teacher is tc determine the soundness of such

choices. -These, in turn, must correspond-closely to the

different moves or activities that students will bee; is

there, consistency here?

A further consideration involves the rules of the

game. Are they presented in an easy format so students
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will be able to operate the game on their own? The

rules will also suggest something about the organization

of the game; are there logical sequences and consistent

relationships among moves, choices, and rules? And

finally, what summary activities conclude the simulation?

Are they adequate in providing a focus on the culmination

of the problem, and do they suggest a relationship to the

previous activities of the game?

Like most innovations in educations-simulations have

their disadvantages. Used without discretion, simulations

can cause false assumptions about the real_ world. In a .

restricted_ game situation, little provision for unexpected

change exists and sudden reversals of action and uncontrol-

lable happenings-are automatically ruled out. Another pro-

blem is that in the construction-of a game, certain values

have to be preset and 'only a given-number of options are

available. Along with these difficulties come possible

distortions of time and principles. Negotiation is often

accomplished in two minutes during a simulation while a

corresponding negotiation in real life might take years.

Complex principles of behavior and knowledge have to be

simplified in a simulation while in real life we may spend

our entire lives attempting to.understand and adjust to

similar concepts. And one final consideration is the role
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of the teacher in simulation; often this role becomes

so mechanized that it is reduced to nothingemore than

that of scorekeeper and referee.

Gamis, like other teaching devices, should not be

introduced into the educational program without a certain

amount of caution and preparation. Used with discretion

and understanding, simulations can offer help in foster-

ing actiVe learning. Perhaps the greatest reward, however,

comes from what happens after a simulation has been com-

pleted. The discussions which should follow any use of

simulation are extremely important as part of the learning

process. Such discussions help to increase the understand-

ing of what occurred, how realistic it was, why some strate-

gies worked and why others did not; and finally, how the

participants themselves felt and acted during the simula-

tion.

As has been mentioned, the educational market has

seen a sudden increase in the number of simulations avail-

able to schools. The following annotated listing suggestt

some of the types of games which are available. These

simulations call for actual role playing; in most cases

students are asked to take on identities and to project

actions. The emphasis is on the feelings and the behavior

which stem from thcse identities. Teachers should remain .



ulluvratana 'me nonverbal communication
of others. Players express emotions, provided on
cards, and others must try to determine these emo-tions as accurately as possible. The game is not
as personal as some and can be used on all age levels
with as many as ten players.

Game of Sacrifice (Education Ventures, 209 Court Street,Middletown, Connecticut 06457, $4.95).

Players deal with the difficulties of consensus
decision-making, conflicts of interest and value
clashes. The scoring system is somewhat weak; the
idea for simulation, however, is excellent and should
provoke considerable discussion. The game may be
played with as-Yany as sixty people.

Ghetto (Western Publishing Co., Inc., School and Libraryrix, 850 Third Avenue, New-York, New York 10022, ($20,00)

The game deals with pressures that the urban poor
live under and the choices that face them as they
seek to improve their life situation. Each playeris given a fictional personal profile. He allocates
his time among several alternatives: work, school,
hustling (crime), passing time, and neighborhood
improvement. Players learn among other things how
neighborhood conditions affect them individually andhow such conditions might be improved. Good for
junior high and senior high; accommodates seven toten players; playing time is one to three hours,

81

Unit 6: Tales for. Retelling, pp. 318-319

Unit 7:- Suspense and Mystery, pp. 36E-369

Unit 8: Growing Up, pp. 416-417

Reading text: -Elplorinfr Literature

Level: Above Average

General comments about text:_

1. Teacher's kit consists of

a. Teacher's notes for text
b. Manual - text answers, aims, organizations

and bibliography
c. Handbook guide and review tests

Organization of text:
(Selections grouped by topics, heritage and genre)

Kind Unit Pages Reading Consideration

Part I Topical Courage 5-52 Theme
Man and Nature 55-108 Theme
Discoveries 111-164-Theme
Heroes 167-224 Theme

Part II Heritage American
Narratives 227-324 Fictional vs.'resl-

life characters



This is a community simulation involving participants
as Community members. Each person is supplied with
biographical information, memberships in various
groups and different involvement in selected key
community issues. Group members are called upon to
solve various predicaments and changes. The game
takes six to ten hours to play and can be used from
junior high through senior high; it will accommodate
twenty to forty players.

Insi ht (Games Research, Inc 48 Wareham Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02116, $8).

Each participant examines a series of cards which
provide him with choices. (In which of these settings
would you be happiest? Which of these books would
you take with you to a desert island?) The partici-
pant marks his choices and also predicts the choices
of others. The game is useful in helping indiViduals
learn more about theMselves, about others, and helps
to increase inter - personal communication. Most im-
portantly, the game is fun and has a low risk factor.
It can be used with two to twenty players.

Inter-Generation GaR ( Western Publishing Co., Inc., School
rtigiEIbrary Dept., 850 Ihird Avenue, New York, New York,
10022, $15).

This game treats the relationship between a parent and
adolescent in respect to five issues important for
different reasons to both. Parents compete against
parents and children against children to develop the

Kind

Part III Genre
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Unit Pages Reading Consideratiaa

Short Story

Poetry

Drama

*Novel

*Twenty-two novels of the past
possible use with eighth grade
book listing in this resource
or more for in-class reading.
in the teacher's manual under

399-446 Basic literary
techniques: plot,
conflict, _setting,
character, theme

449-515 Theme, rhythm,
rhyme, metaphor,

onomatopeeit,
alliteration

518-558 Dialogue, stage
directions

561-565 Appreciation of
form, reading, etc.

and present are available for
readers (see supplementary
book). You may select one
Other listings may be found

"Novel."
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Propaganda Game ( Wiffin Prof f. Games, New Haven, Connecti-
cut, price n.a.).

This game gives students an understanding of various
propaganda techniques including quoting out of con-
text, false analogy, and emotional as opposed to rational
appeals. Players plan public relations campaigns in
terms of audiences they have selected and the ideas
they are promoting.

Sensitivity (Sensitivity Games, Inc 9 Newbury Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 02116, 610).

A game of psychodrama or role playing which is designed
to help individuals learn more about themselves, how
they relate to others, and how they identify with
others. Players assume the role of individuals involved
in personal crises and improvise and act out individual,
responses. More likely to be useful with older and
more mature adolescents, but teachers might'try develop-
ing their own versions for younger students.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR SLOW L:'! HERS

What kinds of things should be considered when

dealing with slower learners in English/Language Arts

classee9 No list is exhaustive, for each teacher has

unique and stimulating methods for teach:l.ng these stu-

dents. The following suggestions, however, have stood

the test of time and have proved useful in many situa-

tions.

1. App to the experiences of the students.
An Alice and Jerry approach to reading or a
detailed, critical study of Macbeth im likely
not to blend with the ex;eriences a slower
learner brings to class. Find out all you
can about him and go from there, This tack
may take you away from basally acopted texts
and put you in the clutches of. television,
radio, newspaper, and maivizinel. but who cares?
Far more important ie the student. Be prac-
tical in your approach,

2. Use multiple activities within a given in-
struction period; remembering that attention
spahs are fairly short for all of us.
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For additional listings see the following: The Learn-
ing Directory 1970-71 (New York: Westinghouse LeaTaNgU37:
poration, 1970)0 and David U, Zuckerman and Robert E. Horn,
The Guide to Simulation Games tauquavanso212110a,
7701577FTWYgraiii;gfts: Information Resources, Inc., 1675
Massachusetts Avenue, 1971),;
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5. Rend current literature wheneVer possible.

6. Use popular television shows to advantage
Remember that your students probably watch
TV to the tune of five hours a day. Help
them to be critical in their viewing.

7. Use nonprint media whenever possible - tape-and
video recorders, films, and photographs.

8. Try reading something that ls really good
aloud to your students. You and they will
enjoy it.

9. Let your students' emotional impulses flow
by providing Many opportunities for role play-
ing, dramatization, film mnkthg, etc,

10. Study language in the real world. There is
more to language study than whether to say,
"Aren't T?" instead of "Am I not?" How people
communicate, how language changes, how language
persuades, how language sounds and how language
shapes thought and environments are more im-
portant than the eight parts of speech, a vela-
tivo clause transformation or the distinction
between who and whom.

11. Keep composition assignments short and specific
and relate them to the students' experiences.
Take some time to teach writintr,; don't just
assign composition topics,
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An Overview

It is hoped that the following language arts

course of study for the eighth grade will be used as a

general guide with the new language textbook, The Dynamics

of Learning, 2; this text should be used as a central focus

for all related areas in language study.

This outline has been developed to-present an.over-

all view of the language program.. The contents include

the coordinated areas from the basic strands suggested in

The Dynamic:s of Language (see p. 4 of thetext).

The following are the major areas:

1. Communication
2. Language and-Literature
3. Grammar: Phonology and Morphology
4, Grammar: WordClaSses
5, Grammar: Individual Grammatical Structures_

and Sentence Patterns
6. Rhetoric
7, Language Context
8. Lan age History
9, Dialectology
10. Lexicography
114 Composition

It is recommended that the teacher unfamiliar with

the new text, follow it quite closely until she becomes

familiar with its content and procedures. The Teacher's

Edition Workshy 2 and-the Evaluation Program are to be

used along with the basic text. Teaching and learning

activities are,available for slow, average and above

average students, but the teacher will-have to select the
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appropriate areas of concentration from the text to,meet

individual needs.

The teacher at the beginning of the year may -wish

to evaluate where her classes are in terms of reading

readiness. Suggestions given below may be used before

introducing reading texts:

1, /by Read: enjoyment, information,-adventure,
travel, general vicarious experiences

2, Parts -of a Book: cover, title_page, contents,
glossary, indexes, appendixes-

3. Literary classifications: fiction, nonfiction,
drama, poetry, essay, biography, autobiography,
legends, myths

-Mechanics for good reading

5. Effective reading skills: oral, silent, develop -
mental,critical, creative, appreciative

The teacher, too, may wish to undergo.a readiness test

for -her own teach-ng at the beginning of the year. She

might consider some of the following areas:

For use with any text:

1. Check with language coordinator in your school
for help and advice

2. Check the reading_basal books which are avail-
able for class use

3. Check supplementary and library books for avail-
ability and range

4. Check teacher's professional book shelf

5. Check audio-visual aid materials; become familiar
with procedures for borrowing equipment, reproducing
materials, etc.
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6. Check to have proper teacherst editions and
manuals on hand

Screen students for reading levels

8. Confer with special reading teacher regarding
problems

9. Check for availability of magazines like Read,
Scholastic Voice, or Calvacade

Indicated below are the various texts which are used

in Durham County at the eighth grade. Each text has been

carefully examined and correlated with the major areas

indicated in the overview.

Language-text: anatics of Language

Location in text

Unit 1: Communication

A. Semantics Chapter 1

1, Symbols
2. Concrete or abstract

Oral and written Chapter 11
expression

1. Time and place
in communication

2. Purpose and
choice
a. To direct,

inform
b. To persuade,

socializes,
perform

c. To inspires to
chtertain
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Location in text

3, Oral Style
a. Formal
b, Casual
c. Informal -

public
d. Intimate

4. Written Style
a. Formula
b. Formal
c. Informal
d. Casual

Writing esources

D. Variations of commu-
nication
1. Newspapers,

magazines
2. Radio, Tele-

vision

Unit 2: Language history

A. Dialects

(see index) also
Handbook, pp. 384-

. 387

B. Etymology

C. Vocabulary (lexico-
-graphy)

Unit 3: Library resources

Unit 4: Morphology and syntax

A. Speech parts

1. Nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives, adverba,
simple, compound
and complex words

2. Stress

Sentence Patterns

Chapter 3

Chapter 3

Chapters 2, 4-6

Handbook, p. 388

Chapter 4

Chapter 4
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Unit 5:
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Location in text

C. Sound sense Chapter 5

Writing sentences .Chapters 6-9

A. Subjects

B. Noun phrases

C. Adjective-adverb
phrases
1. Transitive
2, Intransitive
3. Linking
4, Tense

D. Statements and nega-
tives

E. Compounding expressions

F. Sentences and questions

G. Participles Chapter 7

H. Negatives and contrac-
tions -

I. Expanding phrases Chapter 9

3. Clauses. Chapter 9

Unit 6: Introduction to composition Chapter 13

A. Finding ideas

B. Mechanics of writing Handbook, p. 388

C. Kinds Of paragraphs

De Creative writing Chapters 11-13

Unit 7: Language of literature* Use lang. index

Note: Unit V should be used in conjunction with other units
throughout the year. Composition work may be supplemented
through the use 'of csmolaulaftLaInsimst 0).

4
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Location in text

A. Fiction Chapter 13

B. Short story Use reading texts

C. Poetry

D. Drama

Spelling text: Bremer, apelling
(correlated to the Heath text -

Exasmiss2fktmates)

Unit 1: Communication

Unit 2: Language history

Unit 3: Library resources

Unit 4: Morphology and syntax

Unit 5: Writing sentences

Unit 6: .Introduction to composition Chapter 35

Unit 7: Language in context Chapter 7

Unit St Language in literature

Reading Text: New Worlds of Reading

Level: Low average

General comments about text:

Chapter 1, pp.4-6
Chapter 8, pp.24-26;

the newspaper
Chapter 17: pp. 48-50;

diary
Chapter 26: pp. 73 -75;

the editorial

Chapter 4 & 5
Chapters-10 & 11
Chapters 13, 14, 16_,

19,22, 23, 25, 28,-
29, 31, 32, $4; sec
PP. 104 - 105 in
Chapter 20

Chapter 2, 16



1. Examine teacher's manual and
basic format; teacher's aids
book but are continued again
students' pages.
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Location in text

edition to determine
begin at front of
at the end of the

2, Note list of reading skills in teacher's edition
(pp. 121-124). .

3. Note detailed lesson plans for each story as
well as vocabulary

Correlation to general areas:.

Unit 1: Communication - Semantics Teacher's manual,p.21-
Oral reading (TM) p. 23

Unit 2: _ Language history - Semantics TM p. 21
Morphology TM p. 21

Unit 3: Morphology and_syntax---Syntax IM_p, 21
'Morphology TM p, 21

Note: Ali-subsequent-parts of the-general areas are erreferred
to on pages 21-24-of the teacher's manual,

Reading text: Focus

_ -Level: Average and abr.v-.; average

The Focus text -ill divided into-14 units:

1) Range Not a thematic unit but geared to
giving the student a broad range of
literary material for study

2) Word Attack-
Vnf.t may be used as a separate study
of context, structure, sound, and dic-
tionary; may also-be used with Unit L

3) SensomIntlgel
Unit is designed_ to make students aware _

of reading; also set up to be used with
units 5 & 6

3
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Central idea
Unit is designed to aid students in
understanding and identifying the
central idea in stories; to be used
with units 5 & 6 & 14

5) Courage
Note the chart in teacher's manual
which gives an overview of each
story (p. 64)

6) Search
Chart in teacher's manual (p.96) gives
overview of each story

7) Judgments. _

Unit centers-upon-aspects such as
stereotypes, facts vs. opinions, etc.
Concepts are reinforced in unit 9

9

Relationships:
Unit centers upon cause/effect, comparii.
son/contrast, and simple listing; also-
uses unit 9

Second Look-

invol7es judgments and relationships;
see TM, p. 134-for-breakdown Of stories
and their concepts

10) Turnip Point
,o low 'the introdUctory guide-in TM
(p. 157) -and on p. 158 TM use the intro.
dUctory suggest-1-6ns for unit

11) Plexibilitz_ -

Unit is_concerned with student's ability_
to --vary his reading rate; unit, provides
stories in-Which-a student may\practice
-this skill; geared tote done in class

12) Inventor

13) Then

Exercises to guide the student in the
special practice-of taking inventory
of -hiMself; use with unit 11,_

Chart in TM, p. 187 and introduction,
p. 188, indicate concepts and introduc-
tory activities
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10 Wind of Change
Novelette about an African boy and a
continent caught in the turmoil of
change; story provides opportunity for
students to use all their reading
skills; note TM 209 for introductory
activities

Correlation with language:

Location in text

Unit 1: Communication Chapters 2 & 7

Unit 7: Language in context Chapter 3

Unit 2: Language in literature Chapters 3-4, 7-8,
11-12

-Reading Text:, aploraticsthrouSq2nlina

Level: Average

General comments about text:

1. Teacher's manual -- see pp. 460-62

2. Teacher's manual-includes helpful aids:

a. Bibliography for teachers, I)._ 463
b. Book titles - below, average and_-above, p. 465
c. Audio-visual materials, pp. 470.472
d. See manual for suggestions on how to correlate

with overall theme- of the year - Discoveries
through Communication

Summary of units1,

Unit 1: The'Lure of Adventure, p. 20-29

Unit 2: The Sporting Spirit,- pp. 92-92

Unit 3: Giants of the -Earth, pp. 148-149

Unit 4: For the Fun of It, pp. 262-263

Unit 5: America Grows, pp. 262-263
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15 Be lavish with praise. Attend the students'
extra-curricular activities. Compliment new
dresses and hairdos: Shake hands with the
boys sometimes. Touch all of them occasion-
ally - a slap on the back, a touch on the
hand, maybe even an occasional hur, or arm-around-
the-shoulder squeeze. ;)1_,

16. Make sure that your inatruction allows for con-
stant success.

17. Love them:

:---_-

=



M.
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_Resource Unit: Discoveries through Communication

Overview

Level: Below average and average

The following unit is focused on Unit 1: Communication

of the year's program of study; the intention of the unit

is to involve-students with language-experiences so they

will have a better understanding of the language they use.

The student analyzes how people think, feel, and communi-

cate with- verbal anion- verbal expressiOn.

This unit is also offered :wish= how a 'particular-

aspect of the nrogramts study may be organized and uses

the following objectives fer'that purpose:

General concepts_

1. There is i basic communication model by
which machine, animal and human oommuni-;
cation can be best-Understood.

2. Language,is only one means by which man
communicates; he also communicates- through
gesture, facial_expression, and his use-
of time and space.-

3. Language, the primary mode of human
communication, uses words as symbols, but
those words are not the same thing as the"
reality they represent._

4. The speakers of a given-language, -such as
English, see the world in a special way,
and their language is a kind of filter
through which they perceive the reality
around them,-



Specific objectives
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1. To gain an understanding; of the importance
of communication

2. To recognize the varieties of communica-
tion: machine, animal, and human

3. To understand communication as verbal,
non-verbal and visual

4. To realize that literature communicates
through the special uses of language

5. To notice that sound and shape of language
affect communication

6. To hove a knowledge of -hoW sentences are
formed and how their form affectunderstand-
ins

To have-an awareness that language changes
and affects the way one communicates

Pivotal questions (to be translated_ into appropriate
terms by-the teacher)

1. What are your reading interests and
hobbiesl

2. What are your writing Interests?

3. Do you have difficulty in J inding ideas
to write- about ?_ Why? .

4. Do you have difficulty in, taking part in a
conversation or a dieussion? Why?

5. Why do you read?-

6. What are your reading problems?

That is the difference between-language
and grammar?

8. What- is the difference between reading and
literature study?
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9. What are your feelings, problems and con-
cerns in growing up?

10. Do you know the skills involved in oral
and written communication?

-11. How well do'you use your knowledge of the
parts of speech in daily communication?

12. Can you name some of the forms of mass
media?

13. Can you name some of our famous news
commentators?

14. .what newspapers and magazines are you
acquainted with?

15. What are the ways communication can be
achieved?

Outcomes

1. The :student will_ understand the processes
of communication, gaining insight into the
nay -man communicates both effectively and
ineffectively.-

2. The_student willunderstandthe_ nature- of
language as the primary means of communi
cation,

3. The student -will
language and how

A. The student will
communicating in
other people.

learn how he forms his
his lanewectorms him.

bedome more skilled in
spiech and-in writing with

5. The Student will be e discriminating r4s-
ceiVer'and-a creative producer of film,
television and the printed page.

6. The student will become more skilled -in
receiving and evaluating spoken communi-
cation,

7._ The student Will value the languuge4 cul-
ture, and contributions ()fall ethnic groups
and rationalities that make our society.-

=m101=0111,
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A. Semantics

Semantics is the study of the meanings of words,
their classification and history, and their
effect on our behavior. We shall attempt to in-
troduce students to specific and advanced con-
cepts_of general semantics, such as levels of
abstracting, the abstraction ladder, nonidentity,-
indexing, and dating. We shall attempt-to under-
score the importance_and complexity of the con-
cept of the symbol. We shall also introduce the
concept of abstracting and the abStracting pro-
cess.'

1. Symbols

Concept: Words are only symbols of reality and should
not- be- confused with the things they repre-
sent.

Activities: -

-LiSt nonverbal symbols observed_around--
schools -

(Heath P-24) _

-- Watch for news, stories- illustrating the-1m-
portance of syMbols and confusion of the
symbol with the reality

_

- Find-examples of symbolic- protests, like
draft-card: burnings, or of-Warlike actions
involving symbols,:like the desecration of
a church by soldiers=

-. Use the daily newspaper *ads, cartoons,
editorials for illustrations.of the word
as a symbol.

(Heath pp. 14),

- Ask each student what "dog" means. Discuss.

- Ask for report on-use of number thirteen
for hotels or buildings in Durham.
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- Ask for examples of the use of labels to
trick people,

- Discuss the effects that labels have on
students (people).

- Think of a superstition connected with
words, other than the number 13.

- Discuss clothes as symbols - i.e. army
-jackets worn by _students.

- Use four applications listed on pages 4-5
in Reath,

Bremer, SpellinD 8 - Chapter One

Films: (from-Durham County)

CoMmunications: A First Film Bailey-- dolor:
9i minutes. For-
-Grades 1-6, brings
in use of symbols4
facial expresslens.
and gestures. ---

Signs - 8ailey - color - For- Grades 1 -6- btt
emphasizes non-Verbal_communication

Transparencies (aVailable oounty -office)

412 Each language IS a-different code`

428 A language is like a code

Related Stories:

Focus p. 235 . Antaeus
p. 298 - The-Soul of Caliban
p. 232 -_ Counting Coup on a Wounded Buffalo-
p. 472 Soars -of Honor'
p. 464 - Moonflight

Exploration Through Reading

p. 151 WaShington-Monutent by Night
p. 194 - The Fifty-first Dragon
p. 337 The Deacon:s Masterpiece
P. 374 A Night -at an T.rin
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legal: documents-i__ directions- -t_a--finct- =

loc-al_lbusiriesees-;_- :eectiOns-__--a_ the- city.

_To:- -int! orm-:,

-_ --L-anguaige-t_=shocidd--_--_be---_rcleA-r4__ 15rec-Ise-i-__And
--_comtirehensi-Veeo _itha,t1-_thei ate terie r --or
-e- reader -understands; :---:---- -1--

Application: Use= oral--__orwritten--s-ituittions- hy_ gtiring- __

-- short_ --_- speeche-s--, -:_annountemente--,-, -_or articles
_thEtt- =inform -the-_- reader -_- -Or ; lie tener.-:-= -Yrom--
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l-_Genera =Concept_:---14nguttge-_=_Arariatt_Ow=ls'il_called, _style.- = Ou
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Application: Have students d{scussor write conver-
satiOn scenes: clissroorn,.bus, cafe-
terta.

Concept 4: Intimate t.yle

The speaker communicates with a personal
oxpreszion. With this forrni we comtnuni-

- cato only to those whom we trusts PH-
váto codes of iinals, pet name3 and
jargon vvithin a special group are fea-

- tures of t1it tyle. Intonation (voice
pitch) is used ofton

Application: Have students list pet names or jargon
-. talk often displayed in this style of-

language.

The concepts for writte*i -and oral expression are
closely related. Application can follow the same principles
-to fill the ppropria10 situation. In both cases the
writer or thpeaker can select the expression that suits thó

relationship to the listener.
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ORAL AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION
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onununication _through Hadio_, Television,- Newspapers:*
--COmie -gooks

-_- Overview -Variations:-- of-- C_Onmiunication-

This section-it deVelOped to _supplement- the Semantics _

and__'Oral -and-Written Expression_;sectibro, Tt must:-,bes noted
that:- our_--MUltimedia-society on oral_ 7and -_

_-Written r-expresSion_ibut .for- -changes
in our = == language -. An zexample _ of the -effeet- of_-_ television__

which television= is _z-s tandardizing- cm* la ngt.._
age- -adding_-to our
large population 'to new-_ expressions_ in :our- languagc.-

_

_rCentral---Conceptst--_ =

StUdentsi_tan=___-bocome =more perceptiVet-Ieceivers:-
communication=- if = they --_ _Undo rstand the -_-differences

aMong-___r-epOrts, --inference's,:- and:- judgmentt-;--_'_and= if
-e_they_ --aro-awarein-o :prOpaganda_
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The object_ of this unit- -is :that -each student se-el

.,1) importance of the-se _Vehicles-I of c-omtunication and

the- effeet they- hav6 _daily: -life.

It is -ad4i_ktble,-that--as:t-he-inttrutto-r begins to

study -- each -ms diutyl, that the--__students to__-research

the___histor_y of in the =_stUdy- of radio _research

its _hi stOry-, deVeio-pment_i_ etc. "And_ :prolohi into dis
cussion---about --it-n-imte-dine_ and -long term --effects- on-

pUblic and :Low--_-the modiUm-has_-_evOlvcdithr:ough__the -yeart-

a-S-Ats-_-_audience_ihas --mature-di-or- -changed--__in



e. What is each commercial trying to
communicate ?: Dees it =do so effecti,velyr

Bring a radio to class ___an' have the -class listen
to different programs, -1'','aluato each station-Is
programming in _relation to:

The- -audience _t_t'ap_peaIs to; -i.e, age
group_, interest- grouper

Lsting the different types a program_ s on
each .sta ti one

The-- =programming have= any relation-ship =to
the -,area_ station=_ it

'pregramming__-for_ eha-pel__ Hill :different
-from;that



Have the cla=88 view two tbievial_On =Show3_-
of si-mliar- format and thon r.tite _a compara---_
t lye paper =On their apneal --format _ye _

--_e t_c ._-, for -- the_ltelev-iSion

1)- -Dis_cu-s-s: With -the_ cia s the value- Of the newt--
paper-_ in -a_ _so-c-j ety _ receives nem__ through
'radio__ and -T.V._ at a-much ifa-;mer =pace- than=
through_

Di-se-us:1-- the language of advert:la-int, with -=the
:cla You_-thiPtht 1-refer -to-the- film-=
Le-arninrr-1 from = -_C-or_ Onet-

Countlr

ores

remer, rou.s
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Have students- create their- own magazine.
They rahciulcl- first decide on. the-andience-I-_the

= magazine will try to -reach. its -:format, H and its -_
_ Content. Have them:

_

---_draW_- or _clip illustrations
(b) write articles
(-:c) create- -adyertisements_-for products' i--=- __: I_ __

_

stildents-=_sheUld be aware of the- different
te-chniqL_ of --adve-rt1-aing=4::--Ex. 1=-___USing_ the --good.Connotation Of_-one ,image--- such as --a --Country-- clubtO--tran-sfer -an

-References __

-A--'_gobd reference- --:to

mrnerc -a--

= _ =

Advertising -_ Lan us ep
Etter--= -



b. Jon- Hansonz- --Heliy-wobd_l=-screen_-- idol,
strongly cdondianced =a '-gtaranteed _

_annua l incorrie - _plane
to_ -head : an organization fight

= the issue

Walker- Stone, head: of -the Teath Growers
Institute indicated that he had -'-seeret-,
Information_ that __the:striking-peach ---
pickers-- tie rezbeing:Supported Commu_

-Art_ -Homer, slugger for _Boston
Red_ -SOX.,__-USes_-__Pharri o

2, _Current: newspapers =andand -magazine ST-
at le ast-- three example:3 :me s sage 6-_ thatil--de
not --- seem- trustverthy--11-ibe Cause -of- ;the- speaker-t s_

anal iflest
Be 7 pre ared 1- o-- your ireaettorit

=examine:'-er

eoce



Fifteen _iyear-old -_girle are foolieh:
and-

Leprechauns- -have- an----ave rag e life
pectancy-_-_-Of 154 -yearts--

The= Majority_ 'of__ students -this
school: prefer= rock

=

much es

=Rock music- is more-, :exerting -than ifolk-
inuaio;-_ _z

The__-populat ion_ of- -Tbityo: is ,greater_ than
the -population of -Self-- --York City.

Select: somethingo_me-thing you == own that=you_=might liketo -sell.-- ,Liat ob jeetive:-fatts---thst
desc rib Write --zan ad==-that- makes --- that

_,-_poss-e-s a sound _ very =dears _then write=
--t es7,- _Geki-t% e Sirab

=-

_n=;; azine=_--7 2-i-cnen _,-

Underline ;
chiding = Udte _c-ottien

7_

remov nect ve- _Ianguagti tutin o c no a
a

or ectiv flab
souls t re rld



aplications
Clip an_--editorial--Or teettureartidle

-Trost a ditilyl_liewspaper---and:_underline:leach-
i-of-_:_the, __inferentes---madei-b --the

ra es _ cc-
vf- caus

usion e-abou



1. Copy each of the following sentences that
contains One or more judgement words,. jrnder-
lino the =words = which= imply a value jixdgment
and then revise each-sentence in order to
make it more objective.-
a. He impudently growled -his:ansier

to the _highbrow official.

She Snarled back to

The= uncouth girl -slouc e _along the
corridor

The= = crabby =__old teacher-screeched a

ns TYS er_
a vert semen s_

or en =word

n=ex rasa on
-u -

a slikin
revea-
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by propagandists are name-calling, transfers_
-testimonial., plain folks, Card stacking, band.
wagons pseudoscientific- jargon, and flattery,-

IV, Comic- Books --

ERxplanation:- It Sheuld- te_inoted, that there :is=--- -a- -noti- trend developing in
__tura -_ One of the major _concerns today is _the-

-stUdy of ll-pop-_-culturells th study of every-
day -- --objects _-_and- rending material that make- the
"o_veryday_ _Joe_ -tick.,_ -= =

;-At Bovrling Green State University there

a center for the study of "pop cultural'', The

chairman- of the department, Professor Ray Bs
.

.

=Browne, feels that even the study Of _a o _

men

man"

commerita

ment_ e_- use OM

you ave rirst

their°. Your reason

terest non-readers in reading or

as a stimulus for scums on .our preien a=

cultures or '(c ) both of those reasons, which are

both valid _ _

==
_ _ _ _ _



Activities
1. -Have students- bring any comies:Ifrom:_:honte_-:

-old or = new, and discus-1i_ therm _for' their_
social -value in relation- to -their_--date_- of
copyright;- i.e_e= if _a- Mickey
is_,Ontereds: withl_a--195_9-_ copyright-, diseuss---:1-
the:: influence 'Walt -Disnegi___ms-±:ibeginititig_ to
have --upon:-our culture- -_ the --Mickey ;Hattie

the_---debire -;of -people-- in the:late=59-131
tolsock:-out pure- entertainment- and escape
in-= their _ entertainment, ,

Introducing this type = of unit will
demand research on the part of the- teacher;
however it- is a Valuable study ,= which -will_

serve to interest the slow or -non-reader,
ump ng-o erc



Conceut.

Visual literacy is becoming a part of our litera-

ture, language, _and composition programs. Vie

must educate our students in the use 8.nd under

standing- of the mediut of communieation.

guAzation

Te--:purcha_se: inexpensive__ cheap_cameras_,*hich
--__-._ _ -

be -used- to -enhande- the- English--prograM-Tby:- cre-a-
ting -estays.i Stories,-_-poems, dramas_

-_-

etc., all the forms= of literature,w_be enhanced

t_

ms-ava Dom e- coun

Barber =S

ounty Library



3. "Nanook of the
tart' film ovor
"Dream of
work. L. Ie N.C.

116

North" - The first docusien
made, Films.

Horses" - Study in camera
Films

=NC An-Chapel-- Hill- Channel- 4)-_---alSO has_ -a-
s_orios __-on --Friday-ni-ghteLr-at: 8 _

hiatory.= --In thin series -±sothe nof: the- best= _--

-of -the-- old -movies= aro -showne--

Books as Resouree I

le William Kuhns, Th emes , Short Films for Dis----------
cussion (1968) and Su lenmjel_ertOne (1969),

Dayton, Ohio: George =_A Pflaum, Publisher.

Film_ _William_

--_=_SC 00 ---

ree



them ideal- -for several -days -e-Ia-s Srootn cons

-Look at a -_-vti de variety -o'.' comic- _-s-trips- to help- the- class-

a this -_medium-ImijObes- serlows -11-mi-tatlions on-the-
artist-- (-daily:: begnientationi-i-amaii _frames
Solind- two dimensions_) --
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truer to life than the more "realistic" forms; many of
the "formal" problems of the cartoonist's craft are shared
by the writer of literature; comic strips also deal -directly
with the =concerns of modern Americans,

Contemporary comics also mint to a developing trend
toward- "anti- heroism,'' in which the- central -characters of
several -strips represent _direct inversions_ of the tra-
ditional concept of "heroism," These new- anti-horoes

indicate one style of life through 'which- _the= average indi-
vidual- _citizen can -cope -with- the overwhelmingnets_ __of , the=
modern- worlds

Many strips=- -make use of -eareftaly cent-rivet!.
-speech-I-pattern-a*: -14ave_latuderita_-_166kiat severalstrip characters:_ to--Jsee:-how -a_ccurate_:the:-_ car-t oonist As --interpreting:_ the leVel of -langttge
for particUlar---charac tem* -__, For :example, :=do: the
teenagers- use --the- langUager-one-HwoUldiJexpect-f romiiteenagera in -Informal-i-situation-s?- T-Arkthe: le ve la:- colloquial_ *here , one _would- -expect
them_to be and fOrMal inf-the appropriate: situ-ations? Studetits *ill notice- misspelled words.
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Have them determine the cartoonist t_s pur-
po-be in deliberate _misspelling-. Without going
into dialects, __suggest_ that--the pronunciation
implied _is- atetimet 'related to particular-
region.

4-, Some comic strips- seem -to- take positiond -re_,:-
garding political. -_ Students (AA) Could _show_ how

= ----strips_ like-- "Pogo" -Vlizard_-o-f Id'
Abner," and -"Little:- Orphan Annie" often-present- 1

'1a- political __message -_-coded-_-in- the conventioner--
of --comicdori.-- Some -students ==might investigate
the actual lives of the _-cartoonists to discover
how their _:strips do or do not reflect_ their _Own
personal views. The-__-could--demonatrate---hov-i Al

Dogpatch -a nd-_-Via it --Kelly !t ;Okefenokee
Swamp -are _microcosms: of--A-Merican-_-_-soolety-.1--

==

_

4

C

5. Compot t-i-ons_ might-: be ---or-ganized_ around áthema..
--_ tic approach theme------

such aa-vrar, crime, medicine, pol-itics, child..
hood, or ado.Leaccnce ancL survey- the -comic scene

_to-see it is treated. _ who seleôt
-adoloscence could SO---comment--:zon----the- z_-:authenti-
city of the comic r -p4magt of that time of-
life, _iThey could a so-::_ispeculafte-_---abott- -:-why=_--:--_:-
comic 8trips generaflyshave dtfficulty in por-
traying years,

6. The class might which-ttU,
-donts_i-assume--ther_rispertonalities_-_of comic strip
-characters,=_ -
role;ii-_playing i-situatiOn-_=i_--understandt- clearly what
his objeCtive---or_----gottl_-_ it in --Interattio-n-with
the_ other: characters in -the: dramatic _dist ottse
context, Advise the -ittudent-s-_- often _to play the
comic character and _nOt_sthemselves :in the same-
situation. iealizo that once the -cha-ractors--!--_ -

personal objective-8 are_-at-tained, -then the
dramatic situation is:dissolved.

For example_, reconstruct It -"psychiatric" interview

between Charlie- TBrown and -Lucy in Which Charlie is trying

to find out what's; wrong with his baseball managing while

Lucy I: trying to humiliate him.

I-
t
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Basal Texts:

The Dynamics of Language. Allan Glatthorn and
others. Heath.

BIBLIOGRAPHY - 8TH GRADE

Skills_ in 78 ell-in Wook 8._ Neville -H. Bremer.
tcCormick-Matherso

Nevr Worlds of Readinc. Walter B. Oliver and others.
Harcoten Brace,

Focus. Stephen Dunning. Scott, Foresman.

Explorin6 Literature. Walter Havighurst,
/gaff ino

loraticm Through Readiwl. Mary Agnel a Gunn, Ginn

Supplementary Tex

The Macmillan English Series Book 8.
Mabininan.

Hotighton

The--=_=Roberts---Enr-Iiehf=Serie :Mary-

-omas _Pollee

Com -ositiont,-=-Medols-_---and_Exe-rc-ise-a,_
_- Harcourt, --Bra ce .-

TEACM LF

It is r-equestecl-thitt-me of---eadh

text - -ono--_- copy= for- each-±jurtior__Faghi--resource- -shelf.

Unt/.....tugyrt. Ken Macrorie. Hayden Book Co. N. Y.

The Play of Words. F. Allen Briggs, Hareourt, Brace,
jovanovich; Inc,

The Greeningclirgi lish. Allan- A Glatthorn. Heath
Profossional Serfrces.

ArL.4.aproach to Teaching the- History of the En 1{;
Lan urea William T. Chandler. Department of
Public Instruction, Raleii.3h, N. C.
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An Appreach- to Teaching- English Dialects, filliata- J.
Chandler. Departm-en-t-of -Public-Instruction,-
Raleigh, N. C.

Making Literature LesSona Live. Murray _Brombert_.

Theory ancl:Practice- in the-Teaching of literature_
; b -_--Afro-American-s. -_Darwin a_nd --Barbara_
Do_ d-s- Stanford.--_ -National Council of-- Teachert_--

_ of English._--- A Clearing House- on the- Teachings
of Engltsh, -1111 Kenyon lid., Urbana--; Iii. 61801- =

Supplementary Student- Texta-t

Se-e-- listingl_ in this -resource -handb-ook)-

t
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AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS AND TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

16 MM Films

Build Your Vocabtlary- Grades 7-12- iColinty AV ,Cetaleg

Commnicati ons :

icattonsun :742- County- V p. 19

Mr Communication Satellites- 7 -12 _ County- _AV, _Catalog -p. ea

TeatherHesolireellia-terialS-:-

Pornonal Files

rofeasIOnal
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List of= Suppliers of Audio-Visual Materials:

The compianie-s listed below- will, -upon reafiest, -send you-r_
catalogues -listing their offerings of various audio - visual
materials:
Audio=Visual Libra_ry -of Science

Transparencies
General- Aniline and Film Corp,
Binghamton, N. Y.:13900

Bausch and Lomb, Ince:
635 St. Paul -Ste
Rodhoster,- N. Y. 14602

Charles Basler Co.
219 South-18th St.
East- Orange, N. J. 08818

indiana== University
rAugioVisual -Center-- -_
-Bloomington,_:= Indiana -47401

-Jewel Aquarium -- Company, inc.-
5005 =_VJe8t--Armitage_iTAve.---

Illinois =60639

-National Teaching___Aids--:

-New --York-City--

6s_trui-arid-:=--Co

an
roadwa*f__--- ________

coronet
-65- Eaefi

Chica
Ve

Denoyer-- -Geppe rt= = Co-mpany
5235 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, -Ill. 60640 -

Ealing Corporation
2225 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Mass; 02140

Educational Filmstrips
Box 1031
Huntsville, Texas 77340

Encyclopaidia Britannica Corp.
425 Ne Michigan Ave,
Chicago, Ill. 606 -11

Schota-si
__900-=SylVam

7632
--------_-_-

Sei-entai---Rate-ttre atociat-e-s, Inc.

Society for Visual--:Education,- Inc.
1345---Diversey--Parkway-
Chicago_, Ill. 60614

SU-p-e-rinton-dent _of Documents
_-116-shifigton, D. C. 20001
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List of Suppliers of- Audio- Visual Materials Cont Id.
..

Film Associates EdUcational Films
11559 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles-, Calif.

Film Strip House
432 Park:Ave. :SoUth
New York, =New York 10016

.

General-Education, Incorporated --
96--Mt. =Auburn -_St-. i

Cambridge4_ Mkss. 02138r

Hammond, Inc.,
515 Valley -St.
Maplewood, N. J. 07040

Tecnifraxilducation Division
HolyOke ,, Ma s I., 01040



Poetry Is Now: -A Rettource -Unit



Poetry Is Now: A: -Re-source -Unit

Recognizing-that teachers find it difficult to sus-
::

tain- student interest in poetry, we feel__ that: a- resource

_unit presenting specific activities in reading and-writing-

poetry -would_ be useful to ninth -grade-- teachers,-s

Poetry is often regarded- by the Student as being Some-

thing remote and bookish. The activities and projects_

given here attempt to remove this stigma by student in-

should be no failures.

should bo no judgment of the s

"fail". All evaluation procedures ahoi

Explanatory Note':

This- unit is do-sign-ad-on basis f_or _an

apprOxitate time --of -fifteen _days. _ Howevers-_ sufficient

- material ihas been- ineluded- that= the ?unit could progress'

from font to six weeks- should-_student: -interest_prevail.
Included is a glossary of terms_ -wed in -the --unit.--

Teachers may or may not want to haVe _a -handout of _these

terms. For the benefit- of- the teacher, copies of poems -
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which -may be difficult to find are included in the -3_
A
A

appendix

The filmstrips and records mentioned in- -this unit

are not found in_ all the school-libraries; but the -teacher

can substitute freely with whatever is available,

lio formal evalusttic5n of the unit isAncluded. It
was the intention of this group=--that the -teacher-evalua e-



to introduce poetry as emething personal -but easily created and tip have the student
unknowin0 y write _'a_ cinquain.

Special Materials:: preparatiOn of a different articlefor each- of- the --senses. The' following aresteggestionsi only:

1. lemon- slice or dill -pickle for taste- _2, ceTophane-Vith a =drop -of vaseline, -a furglove, or -a-straight pin for touch:3,- perfume_, powder, tuna -for smell4, whistle, teeth of a -_- =comb- for s_ ound
_ 5, pictures -for tight

--VrIte:tWei_lWerda=_that :
object =he has_ °named -fadj=ettive-i-Y-

_Write: three words show -a poasibleaction-related
_Mrite -his=--opinion--r_,theu-ghV-abouthe-topic.

-b

-_ one- word =that -to- -hit- sienna
sate_-_-thing = as the naming--Word_.

Student now:_has_ completed _-a--_elnoUtt-in. -_Using inductive reason,_- hale :Ithe studenttrace- the development -of a

-- Student=s may= with_ to= read poems aloud
other _clat-s -- members gtessing theobject of the poet.
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Alternative Introductory Activity

Introdude poetry by having -the students bring One dayin advande their favorite- records. _- The teacher, if possible,_
should try to choose those lyrics _that _can_ relate to the
theme of °Me." _After pit:tying selections, the teacher can
brainstorm with the -class members- as to the_ type,- of -charac-
ters- pirtrayeet In the songs._ Hopefully, :students can then-
see thin type: of poetic expression as an extension of the
artist 's perftonal feelings and ideas.

Absignmont duo: _Day' -5:

_ After- e< thorough_ discussion on -poetry as pers-onal exi-
-pres-sion, ansim tho stndents _-to -make a small collage on_-
themselves entitled 1?-14e," Students :-should. attempt:-to find_
illustrat5.zons of_ various fatots of-their_ personalities.

ing:_hoto_s_--_ -in-- glossary= av_e: -s-tuden c_ord-
a -word- diricitittin-----beginning:iwith-

=- If _-an _-opatp_xen
-_the--- tudent si-

--work -can'bo -shorni
--that= they---can=
-musio,__rock--can _

. _ci.o_bhos- can be- used- -to_ unto =more: cinquaxns-- -

_Then the--_ student
is_

dreams' -
(Exatiple-S-

_giVen-__in-ctrppendix:t :Now _Poet-

A -third = type _of -_po_emican Used=
=-- to Be 0-0_, (Examples are :given --in--appendix see

pp. _10-11 in _Iforis-Toetrif)_-,

-Dtst11-_

Continuing- the writing- of personal poems_,-_ begin any
=of the forms -fret- Day and move on to -the farmula 71 -Seem
To Be /But _..="- This should_ lead into a dis-
cussion on irony.

DnX-11

Study of irony.

Handouts or transparencies-may be used_at end of
period-to give summary definitions of irony.- The traditional



1

cis

types of irony may be Tbr-ought up by -using- _"Richard Core3
1 for irony of character; POzymandia-s" for irony of situa.

-F

tion; and "1887"_ by A. -E-.:-13ousman_ iron verbal irony. -Dis--7--: cussion should lead-students to see the parallels -between _--their. poems -_("I Seem To Be/But Really I Am') and the tra,z

.---ditional types of irony.4
1

,, -
1..

A

El

1 _
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Use collages assigned on 1- to develop insightinto- the -complex_ pers_on-alities of the stud.ents. -It issuggested_ that =these clagsbe shown by _the, _teacher for-the -students to: identify- the persons -they represent,-Diseusaion of various -aspectsr-Which may -be surprising_ or _ironical or paradoxical -may be done in groups or by the-cias-anavholo0
__-

,

nation-_-_-otirproloc_ Is-gi
_-,

studerits----stfficierit 7f_t_IM-e--i _70i:=complete =--- reieeta_before-_ithe:=1--:_---T:_in it on----poetrYs---is---=--f_iiii-She-
e-T eac erfinialr,171-1;:s

;-_t%-o-_-:thoOsei :-=-

-
_if = just -one-i project a s

_=6._1_-p:orn-it-vw

_e ti.d ita-todecide
-onftheir-OrIvprqjett;ZletiiO-h16,bOpdesignated in the daily plans 9t -th or_

.-_ _

prortott_:_rosx4=_ --T14:1---__Intst_ he determined zirt thelindiVidUal-:-_-teachor.

-Intreducti_en -tojec ohó 1p,_stu.dents-,,_better-=__understand the
ide_a_s-af--the-_--firs-ti-pro=j_ect---_--it is suggested

that-:the-teacher-_rpresant-_-the---fiImstrip_-,and-__recerd--"s1311Lek--Images-,_" which demonstrates _ the use andmus-tco_
=

_

The record -"Spectruni": could be used also with accompany-ing_ pictures to _depict- the images of the black poetry._
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DAY_ 6

EVALUATION PROJE

MOTIVATIONAL
INSTRUCTION: Thoss of you who have ever had =visions

sitting =tack -in therdirectorifo chair end d
producing -your -Own- movie- are-going t_o -get-a touch of that -lifeJ-
This _project:1S going - =to give -the Student-
the-opportunity_-_-to---correlate -pictures,_-
poems_ rills -Own= Way-, By doing __---_this, the students -Should be _able to real--ize that: pbetry =-is certainly applicable
to-_- their 'mode rn s .

-__

_The--prodedUrez-
E

-- Instruct t
=-- that =t hey-= wel- t

poe =try, mus;=

is_
e_

-_timer,-_m_cpla- he -zelass-==_____

certain = orde- r -off'_ = slides-=whi_ °le =playing
--a- tapettliselo ctiOn=of==1OeMs=an
--which,-correspondsfto-Ahe visual --e

You should set the requirements =for ==
each area-with = consideration for thdosired-length of the finalpresenta=

A ten-minute production, requiresabout fourteen slides with three re=cords and five poems, -Set- the due-
date about foUr weeks away in order
to allow sufficient time for film pro-
cessing.
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You will need to secure at least one camera
for each group. Cameras may be volunteered
by students. Fill the cameras with slide
film and supply flash cubes, Fintincing can
often be provided by a material fund which
is within: the school budget. Many develop-
ing places will give cut rates to schools,_
If money is absolutely not available then
another technique may be substituted.
-(This technic-Ito will be explained within
this-unit.)

After the cameras have-been distributed to
all groups -, Instruct the-students to de-
cide what photographs they Be sure-
to emphasize the importnnce-ef the -photo
exemplifying the nature of topic. At this
timei the groups should designate ,specific-
responsibility for =each member. :Th&picf.
ture taking :should -net bt- done by one
persen - After a photo-is taken, -the:per-, _
sari-Should- write the-scene andframe-num.
Ver-so that_planning can be done before
the actual returns

When the_slides-de:_return, theStudents
till-_need-tine _to :work-Ln,gretps,- They_
should begift-to-Organizeslid-ts-and -Toems.
The Selected instrumental music- may -be_ _

played-in the taltk-groundthile poems-are
read. _If -the record has- lyrics then it --
till probably be-better to pause forlthe
recitation of a poem. They should decide
specifically when a frame should be changed.
They may use -a stop WatCh-for this,

When they have some idea of -the order of
presentationi they will need to e-ceMpose
title-and captions in -relationship to the
slides.-

Titles are typed or written in black ink on
white paper such as this: "ict
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After this is completed, the paper it
ran through a thermo-fax and produces
an,acotate copy. Those squares.are-to
be cut and placed in a blank slide frame.

If youdo not have the money to finance
this project the class es make all of

_ their slides from the thormo..fax with
acetate. This technique would lend it.
selfto such slides as cartoon sketches.

After ,,all groups have compiled their
production, ,lve each-program presented
to the class. This is a good methodt of-
evtiluation.- By doing this, the-student
demonstrates his awareness- of poetry and
images related to poetic experiences,-

EVALUATION PROJECT # 2

STUDENT ANTHOLOGIES

The-Student should a-thames from _a list develop-
ed by the- atudenta themselves.--PesSible-i.tems are loneli-
ness, brotherhood0=hutor, icouragoo_porsonal freedomvand
despair. Itm_followint are:suggested'guidelinmsfer the
anthology.

a.-= Cover: original drawing, a tracing, or a pic
turn from-a magazine

Preface: thy I Chose This Theme. _

6, Introductory Composition_ on the poem-I like-best.

d. Minimum of 10 poems on the chosen theme

e. At least one original poem on theme

f. Illustrations optional

As a follow-up on the anthologies the best original
poems and compositions may be shared with the class. Some
of the poetry may -be presented "coffee-house" style with
a guitar accompaniment.
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EVALUATION PROJECT # 3

PUPPETS AND DRAMATIC POEMS

In this project students would present some dramatic
poem with puppets deSigned by themselVes. A puppet can
be made by sticking a styrofoam ball'On a dowel, It is
suggested that -the poem be taped by the students (per-
haps with background music) and the puppet show be presented
with the taped-poem or dialog. Poems appropriate for this-
activity would be "Home Burial," "Death of the Hired Mani"
"Out, Out --" by Robert Frost; "Richard Cory"; "Sunning"
by Tippett; "Rebecca" by Belloc; "The Trap" by Beyer. These
last three are in RefIectionp on a Gift, ed. by Dunning.

Other dramatic activities may include pantomime or.
short skits instead of puppets.
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Play recordingt-of-"The Congd.". Read aloud
"My Papa's Waltz." Have students beat out rhythms on-
desks. Point out differences between "speech rhythms"
and "motor," (see glossary)e

.

- Use choral readings of-"Kali$ope Yell"; "Afri-
can Dance "; "The Nogro Speaks of Riverg." (Items given_
in appendix).

Students may write their own choral readings. -These could be projected-on the opaque projector and read-by the entire class.

All poems mentioned_ in this day are in the
appendix.

Sound_ Symbolism

I. Use Ate-recording-of_ "The Bells," accompanied by
a handout _of the dittoed pO6m._ Students pick_
out examples of -onomatopoela.

Use "The BaSe Stealer" as an example of_the_
embodiMont of sound .sytbciliat in an entire poem.

III, Give- students a copy of-a_ poem with-some words
left._ Let them fill in th6 blanks with apprepri
ate words, Then compare the istudent'a_suggestienwith the author's-choice. Etphasis_should-be
placed on the 1,16a that the- :student's word -is

_

his legitimate choice and- -he is -not trying to'get
the "right" word, There IS no-"right" word.
The students-are merely seeing what effects canbe by usint different words.

Example A:

Select the best words from those listed
below to fill the blanks:

_When the hounds of spring are on winter's
traces,
The a of months in meadow or plain

4
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Fills the shadows and b places
With c of lemma and d of rain.

--Algernon Tignburne, "When
the Hounds of Spring"

Hey:
a, saddest loader coldest mother
b, country windy secret tiny:-
c. lisp sound- green beauty-
d. pater rime shower wash

Example B:

Use the copy of "Counting Out Rhyme"
in the appendix and leave out the under-
lined words. Follow the same procedure
as-abovo,

IV. -Play_the-record:of-judy_Collinalr-"Beth Sides- Now-.-"-
(Lyrics are given-ihr--appendix),:

Students_m-a7-_-Usei-
-these lyrics-te-point oUtexnmples of all sorts --

of sound-_effeets:., end_ rime-, internal-rime,- allii---
teration, aSsonante,-consonanco,

"Counting Out Rhyme" by -Millay_for similar -exampled
-of assonance,-consonancelliteration.

Imagery

I. Since poems can deal-with any kind of human
experience, students-coULtact-out situations
such aa the ones liated below. Follow each
pantomime with -a po6m dealing.with the same
or similar subject, --

A. Girl combing her hair and trying out new
hair styles, while her youn7Air brother is
trying to get into the bathroom._ Poem:
"Triolot Against Sisters"

B. A man driving:down the rend and trying .

to pass another car, When ho does finally
pass-this one, he merely gets behind another.
Poem: "Ambition"

4

I
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C. A mother giving advice to a son about what
he should do to advance himself in the
future. Poem: "Mother to Son"

D. A lonesome person who is walking along the
street eating fruit, nuts, or candy from
a bag. Poem:- "To a Poor Old Woman"

II. Have girls-write-a-description of a picture which
hris-not been seen by the boys. The boys likewise
write a description of a pictUre not seen by the
girls.- Froth the_descr.iptions, each group-tries
to sketch the lInseen picture.

III. Use the-film "What is Poetry?" with the poem
"Auto wreck" (given in-appendix). Students dis-
cuss the feelings aroused by the two media.

10:

Haiku

1. Pass around-the room several pictures Of "nature=
subjects:. Have- the- down in -a list

-three phrases namirig-_what_they see in each-Pidthre.-
These three phrases should give him some begih- ---

ning concept ofirthat-aludimisTlIke.-

Project a haiku (see appendix) -on the overhead
screen and point ho -close the Students,-
jotting is to a formal haiku:

II. Play a record depicting the forces-of-nature_
such as "One Stormy-Night." Follow the process
outlined above.

III. Show the film "Haiku: Introduction to Poetry."
This is good for academically-oriented students.

Day 111

Metaphor, Simile,,Personification

Using student haiku (if possible) introduce
examples of figures of speech: metaphor, s' Ale, personi-
fication.
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C. Use the activities below to increAse_the stu-
dents' familiarity with these terms.

r4

I. Fill in the blanks:

She is as sweet as ,

4

When in a good mood, my father is a- . 1
-.:

1

School is like a _

Vacation is like

John was happy as

The tree (Use a verb-to create
a personificati on)

II. Assign the following comparions to-the categories
of-- l) simile,- (2) metaphor and _(-3) personifica
tidn. =-Soine-of the--motaphoraa-re simple-; :others-
complex and subtle.

1. Death-is_a_dark-foreat full-of beauty as,

well as fear.

2. Love is as sneaky as a boy who walks up
behind you and says-0-__Dbool"

3. His little round_belly_ _

shook- when he laughed like a bowl full of
- jelly. (Simile)

4, The sun smiled on me.-(personification)

5. My long scythe whispered to the ground.
(personification)

6. Decrepit age has been tied to me as to a
dog's tail. (simile)

7 I should have been a pair of ragged claws
scuttling across the floors of silent
seas. (metaphor)
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III. The following figures of speech are. subtle and
complex. They compare-A with B but B is not
mentioned by name. Have the students, tell-what
is being compared to what.- A variation on
this might ask the students to pantomime the
compared items.

1. What -is this thing called age, tied to me
as to a dog's tail? CAGE & A TIN CAN) -.

2. With a cold smile, Mr. Villain stretched
out a tentacle. (MR. V. & OCTOPUS)

3. Peace-comes dropping slowly froMmorn 'til
night. (PEACE & RAIN)

4. I slowly emerge from my protecting cover
and grow upward toward the sky._(.SPEARER_ AND_
A PLANT)

5. I am pinned and wriggIing_onthe wall. (SILENCE
AND AN INSECT)

6. _Silence tiptoes through the-house, ( SILENCE &
A- PERSON)

The-moon walks the ni6hi Anher-silver
shoes.1MOON-& A- -LADY

The take undulates across the lam. (SNAKE'S
MOVEMENT & WAVE)

Black stand the ranks of the sentinel firs.
(FIR TREES & SOLDIERS)



4
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I

Have the students select pictures of inanimate objects
from magazines. Instruct them to let the objects
say or do something which is representative of
personification. Let them write -a sentence which
involves this personification. Following is an
example;

FORGET THAT

SILLY FEMALE'S BIRTHDAY!

WHAT HAS SHE EVER DONE FOR

YOU? THINK OF YOURSELF BUSTER)

I'M JUST WHAT YOU NEED TO IMPRES

ALL THOSE BROADS YOU'VE BEEN

EYEING! BUY ME!

Personification:

The shiny, mod shoe, perked up its laces in order to

tempt me to purchase him and his mate.

4
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Day 12: ---

1. Make available to the students poems-with drama-
tic 'situations such as the following:

"Out, Out" by Frost (appendix)
"Richard Cory" by Robinson (appendix)
"Auto :week" by Shapiro (appendix)
"Rebecca" by Belloc (Reflections on a Gift..)
"The Neter-Do-Well" by Sampley (
"The Microscope" by Kumin ( )

These may be in the form of dittoed handouts or
projections. Then have the students write a
newspaper account of =the story in the poem; or
he may write a- straight prose version of the
event.

II. Bring in newspaper articlesvhave_students write-
poem8 from-the articles-, with opecial_-eMphatia--_
on-imagery, This is lin opportunity-to re-inferce
the concepts- inthe-figures-of speech._

III, Arrange the-Words of a very brief poet in- alpha-
betical_ordir, ("Fall" by:Anderson-On p, 123- of2=-
Reflections-on a- Giftof Watertelon-Pickle) Have
the-students try to-rearrange-these woRTE-into
a poem.

IV. Write out in-prose form a poem-which is printed-
in innovative typography. ("in Just-"-by e.o.
cummings on p. 96_of Reflections).- Have students
rearrange these-words Wiay that seems
appropriate to them; then - compare the student
arrangement with thelpoWs.

V. Have the strdent glean lines from the language
all about them: commercials_, advertisements, road
signs, bumper stickers From his collection
he can arrange phrases into brief comments on
life or descriptions of life, especially Of the
American scene. These are called found poems.
Examples are given on pp. 52f. in Rolvi2oetja.

Day 13

Concrete Poetry

Using transparencies, project "Summer Job,"
(appendix) and other concrete poems,- Have students
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write their own concrete poems; they may be dis-
played on the projector or on bulletin boards.. The
best may be enlarged on colored paper or poster
board and displayed in-the halls or cafeteria.' (There
are a number of examples in Now Poetry, pp. 30ff.)'

Day 14:

Concrete Poetry (continued).

I. Obtain typewriters fOr students to use in crea-
ting concrete- poems._-,./in electric_ typewriter
(IBM) with several type-balls will give the
students opportunity to exercise considerable
creativity.

II. HaVe as many types of material available as
postible for students-to _maktconcrete images
on posterboard:or=constrUction panert-glu&s,__
toothpicksp-rices-beans:;paper:clips, rubber-
betide, yard, celored:paper -(perhapa-shredded),
macaroni. -These-images=may-be illustrations of
poems-; they -may be-ombodiments Of_their -own
poema; they may actually spell out words-and
becote concrete poems,-

Day 15: -

Presentation of projects which were assigned on
Pay 6.



MODERN POETRY PUZZLE

Questions:

1) In this poem, the rhythm reflects the movements of the
characters.

2) By-the use of a cat, Sandburg demonstrates personifi-
cation in this poem.

3) "My Luve is like a .-..(simile)."

4) A unit of measure-of rhythm in poetry.

5) Poetry that creates an actual picture on the page
through-spacing and other such typographical means.

6) Example: The horrible sea_decided to destroy the
tiny child.
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7) A limerick

8) What sound term? reader, ridor fiddle, faddle

9) Author of "The Bells"

10) Pattern of accented and unaccented'sgllablea.

11) Example: She cried an ocean of tears. He asked a
million questions,

12) The author of "Counting Out -Rhyme" is Edna- St.
Vincent

=:
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GLOSSARY

ALLITERATION - recurrence of the same sound at the beginning
of words or in prominent positions in-adja-
cent words. Any two vowels are said to
alliterate though they are not identical in
sound.

ASSONANCE = recurrence of the same vowel sound; sometimes
used as a sort of slant rime. Ex: get, bed.

BALLAD . a form of verse which presents a dramatic
or exciting episode (episode) in simple
narrative form, suitable for recitation or
singing. The typical ballad stanza has 4
lines, the first and third having eight
syllables and the second and fourth six
each, . The rime scheme is- abed.

CINQUAIN - a five-line poem following a specific
syllable pattern of two, four, six, eight &
two syllables. Invented by Adelaide Crapsey._
WORD CINQUAIN . a more widely used (and use-
TUITTOEFEran of the cinquain in Which
line 1 is a w...)rd. naming something;
lino 2 is two describing it;
line 3 is three words expressing an action

FOTiTed to the first line.
line 4 is four Wor mds to express an atti'de

rgard or an omotional feeling
about it.

line 5 is one word that sums up..1111

BLANK VERSE - unrimed iambic pentameters, It is the
rhythm of Shakespear's dramas, called blank
because it is unrimed. Suitable for serious,
dignified, lofty works, but possessing con-
siderable flexibility, demonstrated by Frost's
use of a loose- form of blank verse in "Death
of the Hired Man."

CONCRETE POETRY - Poetry that creates an actual picture on
the page through spacing and other slid),
typographical means.

CONSONANCE - recurrence of the same consonant sound or
of_the same pattern of consonant sound.
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Ex: reader, rider; wind, land. Often used
as a sort of slant rime.

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE - Statements which are not factual,
but are true in only a limited sense,,
Ex: "She sailed into the room" is not a
fact, but is true representation of the
manner in which she entered.

HAIKU short verse of three non-riming lines.
In Japan, there are 5 syllables in the first
line, 7 in the second, and 5 in the third.
American writers don't al*ays-follow the
strict 17-syllable count. The haiku, which
usually relates to nature, portrays a moment
of vivid perception; the Japanese word means
"hurry."

BYPERBOLE - a type of figurative language in which a
gross exaggeration is used to give a correct
impression without any'intention of.being
literally true. Ex: I saw n million butter-
flies.

IMAGERY - visual perception evoked by a poem. It may
be literal or figurative. The term is used
to cover perception throurll all the senses.

IRONY - projection of an implied attitude which is
the opposite of that which is expressed.

IRONY OF CHARACTER - portrayal of a character_ which re-
veals him as other than that which:sexpected.

IRONY OF SITUATION - 'portrayal of circumstance which turns
out to be the opposite of what is expected.

VERBAL IRONY - language which says exactly the opposite of
what-is meant._-

LIMERICK - a humorous poem consisting of five anapestic
11.1,01s; the frist, second and fifth consist
of three feet and rime; the third and fourth
consist of two feet and rime. Sometimes a
limerick is written in 4 lines; but then
the third contains internal rime and may be
easily considered two wines.
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METAPHOR - a type of figurative language ( a figure
of speech) in which the comparison of two
things is implied rather than stated directly.
Ex: Before he had done fifty feet, he was
swallowed up in the fog.

METER - rhythm established by- the regular (or almost
regular) recurrence of similar patterns of
accented and unaccented syllables. The.
most commonly used meters are the iamb (...4)
the troche ( the anapest (.--4) and
the dactyl (/..-J-1). The pyrrhic and
the spondee ( // ) occur occasionally as
variations.

Modern poetry tends toward speech rhythms
rather than meter. Robert Frost has said
that English verse rhythms be classified
into two categories: strict iambic and.
loose iambic. Frost's statement seems to
hold a good deal of validity for the junior
high student.

ONOMATOPOEIA - (in some new books called "sound symbols") -
language in which the sound echoes the mean-
ing. Some onomatopoeic words are "hits,"
"slam," "chmkle." This device is extended
to whole 11.ies, sentences, even whole poems.
Ex: "moan of doves in immemorial elms.

PERSONIFICATION - a type of figurative language (figure
of speech) in which inhuman or inanimate
creatures are treated as if they were human
or-animate. Ex: laughing skies, restless
thoughts.

RIME recurrence of like sounds beginning with
the vowel of the accented syllable and con-
tinuing to the end of the word. Ex: hurry,
scurry.

RHYTHM . pattern of accented and unaccented sylla-
tiles. If the rhythm is regular, the verse
may be "scanned,' or divided into measures
(meters). Modern verse tends toward speech
rhythms.
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pointing out the failings of human .nature
by making them laughable. This criticism
is always accompanfed by the idea that the
failing should be reformed or remedied in
some way.

a type of figurative language in which one
thing Is directly compared with another
by the use of-like or as.



APPENDIX

Cinqualn

Commercials
-Clever, stupid
Amuse, inform, bore
Icebox TiMe
Commercials

. Randy Donoho

Teachers
Smart, different
Talking, talking, talking
Always think they're right
Ding -bats

-Trees
Shady, bare
Branching, blooming, growing

--They eat your kites
Trees

Cheryl Miller

Girl

EaPPY, gay
Laughs, dances,
Not showing her
Woman

. Gloria

sings
inner thoughts

Trujillo

_Football
Rough, tough
Run, blocky tackle
Very stern coach
Crunchd

. Dale Tair

Skirts
Red, green
Hanging short, hanging long, hanging just rightThey have their ups and downs
Skirts

-"Peggy McNeely
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I wish
1' had a house floating
a mile in the sky
and a car with cloud wheels

sthat would go straight up
to get me there.

I wish
I were a gardener
who could inform a rose
how beautiful it is
who could explain to a weed
what it's doing wrong;--
if anything.

I-wish
I were a telephone pole,
holding voices_ in my arms
and sometimes birds.

149



'I Used Te..,But Now...'

I used to be a dog
full of run and jump and love
and food that showed up every day like a clock.

But now I'm a vending machine
'full of things that people want.
They punch, and I'm supposed to produce.
There's no button for what I want--
I can't even keep the change.

I used to think the world
But now Z wonder-if

there are some signs
-"You are now leaving_

ended one block away,

somewhere saying
the universe."

I used to feel that all a_person'a-dreams
_would turn out true.

But now i feel
that some of mine
had better not.

I used to be a two-wheeler with training wheels
Now I'm a minibike

and you'd better give me room.

I used to be orange
laughing at any foolish thing.

But now I'm purple
and all I do is think.

150
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I Seem To Be/ But Really I Am

I seem to be ni -ce and kind
But I am really kind of mean.
When I step my friend while we are walking along the beachHe probably thinks my feet are hot.

.

But I really stopped to look at the girls in those new
bathing suits,

When I stay up late my mother thinks I'm-watching_the news.But I watch those fashion shows with some of the girls
wearing those bathing suits which make the girlslook half bare.

Lenik

To my friends when we play football, they think I _can't play.But really I Inow-hoW.-tó play football..
When-I go out with my friends_I act tough, but when I amat home

doing nothing, I-am not tough because there is_ nobodyto be- tough with.
When I play with-my brother he has to always beat me up.But when we don't play I always beat him up.When I say I'm sick I don't have to wash the dishes.

_ But I'm not, really sick.

--Carmine Vincifero

Me
They say I'm a chicken
But I'm really tough
They say my punches are weak
But they're really rough.
They say I'm going to be a midget
But I!m really going to be big
They say I cannot carry six pounds
But they don't know I could carry 100.
They say it takes a year for me to run a block
But it really takes me about five seconds.
They say going to die at eighteen
But I think I'm going to die at forty-seven.
They say I never find money
But one day I found 125,15,

--Miguel Lopez
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Richard Cory

Whenever Richard Cory went down town
We people on the, pavement looked at him:
Ho was a gentleman from sole to crown.
Clean favored, and imperially slim,

And he_was always quietly ar. rayed,
And he was always human when he talked;
But still he fluttered,pulses when-ho said,
"Good-morning," and he glittered when he walked.

And he was rich.yes, richer than a king- -
And admirablq schooled_in_every_grace:
In fine, we thought that he was everything
To make us-wieh that we were in his place.

So on we worked, and waited for_the_light,
_

And went without the meat, and cursed the bread;
And Richard Cory, one calm summer night
Went home and put a bullet through his head.

.Edwin Arlington Robinson

Ozymandias

I met a traveler from an antique land
Who said: Two-vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert...Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet-survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed:
And on the pedestal these words appear:
"My name is Ozymandia8, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mightli and despair:"
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.

Percy Bysshe Shelley
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From Cleo to heaven the beacon burns,
The shires have seen it plait,

From north and south the sign
returns

And beacons burn again,
Look left, look right, the hills are bright,

The dales
are-light between,Because 'tis fifty

years-to-nightThat God has saved the Queen,Now, when the flame they watch not towers
AbOut

the_sail -they trod,Lads -,--we'll
_remember friends of ours

Who shared the
vorkiwith God.To skies that knit their

heartstrings right,
To fields that bred them brave,

The saviors come _not home
tonight:ThemselVes they could not save.It dawns in Asia,-

tombstones showAnd
Shropshire naves- are read;And the Nile spills

his-overflow, Beside
the-Severn's doad.We pledge- in peace by farm and town

The Queen they served in war,
And fire the

beaCons up and doWnThe land -they perished for."God save the
Queen" we living

sing,
From height to

height-Itis heard;
And with the rest your voices ring,Lands of the

Fifty-third,
-Oh, God will save her, fear you not:

Bo you the
men you've

been,
Get you the sons your fathers got,And God will save the Queen.

--A, E.
Housman
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The following poems were omitted due to copyright restrictions:

1. Vachel Lindsay, The Congo
2. Theodore Roethke, My Papa's Waltz
3. Vachel Lindsay, The Kallyope Yell
4. Langston Hughes, African Dance
5. Langston Hughes, The Negro Speaks of Rivers
6. Robert Francis, The Base Stealer
7. Edgar Allan Poe, from The Bells
8. Edna St. Vincent Millay, Counting Out Rhymes
9. Judy Collins, Both Sides Now

10. Phyllis McGinley, Triolet Against Sisters
11. Morris Bishop, Ambition

12. William Carlos Williams, To A Poor Old Woman
13. Langston Hughes, Mother to Son
14. Karl Shapiro, Auto Wreck
15. Sally Anderson, Haiku
16. Issa, Haiku
17. Mary Kay Perolio, Haiku
18. Mark Mittelstiedt, Haiku
19. Milton Freewater, Haiku
20. Robert Frost, Out, Out
21. Carl Sandburg,-Fog

22. T. S. Eliot, from The-Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
23. Cole Porter, from You're the Top
24. Robert Burns, from My Luve is Like a Red, Red Rose
25. Sam McDonald, Mary Ellan Scott, and Marcia Batteigei, from Anthology of Concrete

Poetry
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OVERVIEW

This resource unit is a supplement to the Durham

County English Curriculum Guide written for grade ten in

1968. It is not an isolated course of study, but material

to be woven into the more traditional En : ;lish curriculum.

It is desizned for use with current texts or with future

adoptions, or it may be used in a class without any speci-

fic text.

An attack is made en areas of greatest difficulty

for both students and teachers: effective oral and written

expression. The fifteen- sixteen year old is caught in a

crisis of maturation, filled-with personal and family

conflicts. He is unsure of himself and his place ir teen

and adult society.

The unit has a two-fold purpose. 1)-To develop

communication skills most difficult for the adolescent

and 2) offer a medium of self-expression, emotional out-

let, and the realization of the student that his con-

flicts are neither hideous nor unique.

Combined literature, this unit is intended to

offer the youthful student a sense of worth, self-importance,

and the idea that he can communicate skillfully, whether

his speech and/or economic background be deprived or pri-

vileged,
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Listening as a skill is discussed with suggestions

for an opening focus of this neglected area of communica-

tion. Many activities and ideas are included so that

good acute listening skills May be reinforced throughout

the year and fitted into other English work, 7:riting

is emphasized with a wealth of activities to stimulate

interest and enthusiasm of even the reluctant writer.

While correct form is not denied importance, an effort

is made to free the slower student frm the paralyzing

effects of the red ink syndrome. Many students fear

formal oral reports. Motivation for oral expression is

provided through suggestions for role playing. Here the

student may freely express his thoughts while disguised

by the mask of-a fictional character. Other oral activi-

ties are included through his entire-unit.' A section on

multi-media resources is included with possibilities for

literary application. Ideas for using all forms.of media.

.in the classroom are suggested and tied into- various

aspects of =the English curriculum.

Through the use of activities, films, and other

media involving the students with each other, and encouraging

their own introspection, the student may be directed to-

ward pleasant, even exciting experiences in English,



over-looked area in communication. The need for distinguish-

ins between auditors stimuli and meaningful sounds is

apparent. The bored student does not know how to pay

attention, hear what his parents say, or understand his

peers.

In an age of crisis and accelerated change, listening

is a crucial channel for communication. The written word

is often outdated befire it can be published or read.

Instructions given by teachers, parents, and employers are

often rapid-fire garbled words- tossed toward a reluctant

teen. Training in the skill of listening can improve

attitudes toward learning, direct a student toward success,

and add to the enjoyment of living.

Aims

1. Become aware of listening as a skill
2. Practice the skill
3. Improve ability to understand and absorb what one hears

Enjoy listening

Number of
correct
questions

5

4

3

2

1

0

GRAPE TO BE DUPLICATED

Articles

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A

Al&

As you score each article,' mark the graphwith the number you answered correctly.

If the article interested yoil, mark a
circle (o) on the graph.

Tf-tth^ nr4.4nl

176-
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writing exercises, oral expression, or reading; literary

selections.

Of our daily communication time, 11 per cent is spent

in writing, 15 per cent in reading, 32 per cent In speaking,
1

and 42 per cent in listening. Quantitatively, we spend

more time listening than using other communication skills.

The average American speaks 125 words per minute while the

average audience can absorb thoughts at the rate of 400-500

words per minute.- How does the listener stay mentally

-active while his brain must wait fot intake 75 per cent of .

the time? Practicing a few concentration skills may help:

1. Anticipate the next point'

2. . Identify supporting material (How does he know?)

3. Recapitulate (Mentally summarize what has been said)

IA modern times it is-virtually impossible to escape_

noise. Even at night highways roar, planes break sound

barriers, neighbors' stereos blast, and dogs-bark. In

174,

71. Bring a radio to school-and tune into a scheduled-
short news cast.-_ If possible, select_ a local
announcer. Ask students to listen carefully and
take-notes. Follow-by discussion:

1. What did you hear that you already knew?
2. What 'new information did you learn?
3. Describe the language of the announcer. Was-

his speech_clear? Can you tell what part of
the country, he came from? Could a non-local
listener understand his dialect?

4. Were any opinions expressed?
5. Did you hear any words intended_ to sway or

influence the audience?
6. Was there any humor? If se, what?
7. If current newspapers are available, discuss the

development of the news situation since the
paper was printed.

12. "I am going on a, trip and my mother is packing a
.18IerwmonormaI

Place a limitation on answers such as requiring an
adjective and a noun, and having the object larger
than a house.

"I am going on a trip and ilz,imother is packing a
_slowing sunset," (redwood forest, Howard Johnson
motel)

Students must listen carefully and repeat all that
hryie-1144-x9-A-ntA ^AA 1
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ment,

1. Listening and Speaking. Pair students so that two
work together. Students interview each other, listen-
ing and learninc, all they can from their partners.
Students take turns introducing their buddies and
telling what they have learned. Students may suggest
basic facts to be covered such as hobbies, personal
information, attitude toward school, life goal, etc.

2t Boredom. Ideally, when required to listen, there- is
something worthwhile and interesting to listen to.
Realistically, and sadly, this is often untrue. Has
anyone had to listen to a boring teacher? Been
caught in boring family discussion, or been caught
in the living room and the company won't leave? -Does
the boss tell intolerable jokes many times? Do
parents give the same lecture-a thousand times?

Have students discuss the problem and list ideason
the board for intelligent survival in such situations.
The teacher may supplement students' thoughts:

a. Stay awake.
b. Look as if you were listening.
c. Force yourself to pay close attention.
d. Be interested. The time will pass faster.
e. Observe the reactions of others around you

and follow their questions and comments.
f. Participate.2

3. Motivational Quiz. Give students questions to call

Durham County Schools

Durham, North Carolina

English Resource Units

_ Grades 8-12

Volume II

A
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their attention to present listening skills. Select
different quizzes for different classes. An unannounced
quiz may be repeated later to check improvement.

A. Ask specific questions. about morning announcements.

B. Discuss listening as a skill, introducing the
unit with" facts. After the discussion; the teacher
may give a short quiz based on what he had just
said.

C. Listening Test

Instructions: You will hear the directions and
questions but once. Follow each carefully and
promptly in order to avoid-confusion. Do not
mark your_paper until you are instructed to do
so.

1. -Write your nameo given name first, on the
first line next .to the left margin.

2, Write "Listening Test" in the center of the
Second line.

3. Write_ the Aate using the name of the- month
on thetopline at- the right side of the
paper.

Answer the following questions beginning on the
fourth- line down*

4. Write the name of the day before yesterday.-
5. Write the number-of-the period We are now in.
6. Write the number of this room.
7. Write the letters-that are omitted in the

reading of the_alphabet, a, b, d, e, f, go__
h, j, k, 1, Mp n, Op p, r, s, t, v, w, x,
Y$ ze

8. Write the number of the hour when both
minute hands a-2e in the mire position on the
clock dial.

9. Write the sum of 3, 6, 7, 5, and 2.
10. Write the date in figures Using dashes be-

tween the numbers.

D. Listening Test

Instructions: Try this listening game to see
how well you understand directions and how quickly

4



you can follow them. Some of the questions are
nonsense, but they are a good test of your lis-
tening ability. Number your paper from 1- 10.
The teacher will read each direction once only,
pausing briefly for you to follow it. This is
a listeninc test.

1, write zes no matter with what letter your
name begins.

2. Of the words school and box, write the shorter.
3. Write no even if you think cows are larger

than dogs.
4. Write the numbers 2, 7, 9, 5, 8 and circle

the largest. .

5. If you circled 7, make a square; if not,
make a cross.

6. If birds can fly, complete this sentence
correctly: liens lay

7. if 3 make a-circle;-if not, make
two dots.

8. Give the wrong answer to this questions-
"Are you in the United StatesV!

9, If Washington was not the first President
of the United States4'write the shorter of
the Words red and Esea; if he was, .sign
your name.

10. If it is raining,- dray/ a snowflake. If it
is elear, draw a rainbow. If it is cloudy,
draw the sun.

4. Listening for Directions. Adca student volunteer
to give the class simple, perhaps one word directions.
Suggest he begin with orders such as stand, smile,
blow,-etc. The class should respond. Ask. another
student volunteer to give more complicated instruc-
tions, such as lift left foot and close right eye;
stand up, turn around, and sit down. Directions
should become more and more complicated until the
listening ability of all students has been challen-
ged. Do not repeat directions.

5. Listening for Details. Read a short interesting
selection to students. Ask them to listen-carefully
for details. Read the selection a second time with
several obvious and subtle revisions. Have students
note the changes they hear.
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Example:

Original

J67

Glenn FiMarston, "Humor in
Uniform", 2222ELLJILTIgIo-
March,_ 1967

Revision Listen for changes, slight or
obvious, _from the original, Make a note of each
difference that you hear.

His full name was Jeraboam.Jeffries, Jr._
He played trumpet- in the Ringling Brothers'
Circus band for several years before the draft
caught him in 1960 and_ he arrived for basic
training -in my recruit detachment. Naturally
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we made him the bugler.

There is nothing more peaceful than hear-
ing taps after a bone-wearing day, but Jerry
did a_ kid -glove job of it. He used his own
trumpet._ Soon we began to detect slight varia-
tions in his rendition, an extra bar or two of
unrelated notes, a. slight jazzing up of the
cadence - beautifully performed and clear as
crystal -on a crisp morning. lie even began
adding a few bars from the William Tell over-
ture, the "1812 Overture" and other works.
Eventually, Jerry was performing an end-of-the-day
concert lasting a full five minutes, with the
notes of taps skillfully woven into the whole.
Few men failed to' cock an-ear at the first and
last sounds. It bade-drifting to sleep a little
easier.

Chant PA

1.. Name of musician
2. Name of-Circus
3. Date
4. Time of day
5. Reveille - taps
5. Simile: -clear as a bell - clear as crystal
7. Waking - falling asleep
8. Revision lacks ending

Bringing Order to the Haphazard. Unfortunately,
instructions teens receive are often unorganized,
contradictory, and unclear. -Students are almost
expected to read minds to interpret what-they are
told.

Ask students to listen =carefully to the following
.paragraph:

.Be sure to come straight home from school.
Bye, now. Oh, here some money. Stop for a
gallon of milk On the way home then go-by
_Elizabeth's and tell her to send some flowers
from her yard since Aunt Elsie is coming tonight.
Bye, have a nice day. Say,-before you leave,
check to see that -Bones has water in his dish.
Come straight home, now. Bye.



See if students can answer the following questions:

1. What three chores are assigned?
2. Why does the mother want flowers?
3. What contradiction is in-the directions?

Let students write garbled instructions such as they
have actually received from parents, teachers, or
employers. See if other students can interpret the
instructions as they are intended.

7. Critical LiStening. Play a recorded speech or-mono-
log. Consult the school recording bibliography for
recorded speeches, or tape , TAT comic such as Flip.
Wilson-or Alan King. As students listen, ask them
to write down, then discussyseveral good features of
the speaker, and several features they would like to
change._ Listen the second time to hear more. Write
down words =that are intended co sway or influence
the audience.

8. Interpretative Listening. Play a selection of_ highly
classical music.- If scissors and colored paper are
available, -ask students to cut- shapes that reflect
their mood or reaction- to the music, Were the figures
cut into random shapes-or-can students find symbolic
meanings in some of them? Without using-words or pic-
tures, students may also draw-Shapes on paper to -in--
terpret what they hear. Have ttudentS discuss the
best medium-of describing or interpreting sounds.
Suggest such as shapes, pictures, - words, dance

9. Sound and Writing. Make several noises (dropping a
bookl humming-a-tune, scratching chalk on the board,
etc.) and have students find words to describe the
sound. List these words on the board and- leave them-
there.

Assign a theme based on some concept of sound. This
may also be used later after more extensive searching
for sound descriptive words.

Suggested topics:-

Utter Stillness
Night Life in the Forest
The City Street
Sirens at Night
Sounds of the Moment
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Reinforcement Activities.M
While working with literary or other English units,

the following activities are suggested to insert into
current study. All year, students should be kept aware of
concentrated listening skills.

-1. When students enter the room for class, they should
find themselves surrounded by noise: two record
players blaring different types of music, ands. radio
competing for attention. Several halloween-type noise
makers placed around the room_will surely be used
automatically by the first boy or girl that sees-
them. Cow bells will likewise attract ringers. Let
the noise continue a few minutes. Vihen it becomes
intolerable, ask students to list the sounds they
heard and indicate which two or three comes Jed their
.attention greatest,

`See if they can tell why.
Loudest?- Most-pleasant sound? Most-interesting?
Allow students to discuss noise pollution.
Should-it be or is it controlled by law?
How much noise can be tolerated without affecting

the quality of work requiring thinking.
Let students discuss-circumstances at home under

which they must study.-
Allow students to suggest possible helps or remedies

for noise pollution at home and in society.
List these on-the board.

2. Frequently during the year, pre-record a class
assignment. Be sure instructions are very clear and
specific.- Tell students the tape will be played only
once and suggest that_they be prepared to take notes
of page numbers or other details.

3. -Ask students to go over to a windoW and look outside
for a minute. When they return to their seats ask
them to write down one_ thing they saw. List responses
on the board. Point out that some students see
broadly (clouds over the horizon) while others have
a narrow view (dirt on the window ledge). Ask stu-
dents to try to stretch their minds to the broadest
possible thoughts as-you continue.

Play exerpts from a sound effects record, or arrange_
ahead of time for selected students to create certain
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sounds, Have students write words to describe
the sounds they hear. Identification of the sound
should be obvious or irrelevant, Let a ncnt writer
list words on the board that students decide have
merit as describing a particular noise. Leave the
words in vie'w.

Follow this with a writing activity which requires the-
use of sound words. Pictures from magazines may be
displayed or circulated as stimuli. (circus scone,
race track, lunch room, teeru.)arty)

4, When an outside speaker, special assembly, or oral
reports have been scheduled, allow students to dis-
cUss'qualities of a good audience,- List these on
the board. Reaardless of how Obvious, insist that
students ;dire a reason for the need of.each quality.

Example:

Avoid unnecessary So speaker can be _heard
noises

Look awake

XXX

Audience interest inspires
the speaker to do his
best

XXX

Have students re-examine and discuss their list after
the speaker or program. Let them rate themselves as
an audience.

5, The class listens as the teacheror a very good stu-
dent reader reads a short story aloud, At the end
of the- story pass out study guides and give students
time to read the questions carefully. As the class
listens to a second reading, they will listen with
greater concentration for details and-generalities.

mle classes will be ready to discuss the story, othe:os
may need additional time to read the story for them-
selves,

Short stories from any booli may be used. One possibi-
lity is "The Sniper" by Liam 01Flaherty in Voices 2;
page 348.
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Suggested listening study guide for "The Sniper".

1. What was the season?
2, Whnt'political groups were fighting? Where?
3, Why was it dangerous for the sniper to smoke?
4. Describe the informer.,
5. How did the sniper treat the bullet wound in his

arm?
6. How did the sniper try to deceive the enemy across

the street?.
7. Describe the= sniper's feelings immediately'after

hitting the enemy.
8. How did the sniper feel when he knew his opponent

was dead?
9. Write (or tell) how the sniper's thoughts might

progress_after he discovered: the identity of the
-corpse.

6. If student clerical- aid is available-,_ a short-story--
may be-typed on hUmbered slips of-paper,- with a short
portion assigned: to_each Student. _Each Student shbuld
study his portion very_--,earefully,

beinf-r; -sure -he- etAn
read it-srioothly and -understand all -words,- Papers
should be- shuffled _before--distribution -and. no one-
should see:nnother'S-Section,

While the group is busT with-something _else, IndiVidtalsread their select! on Into-a-tape recorder, in_numeri-
cal_order,-_-The ciars-catitheniliSten-tOithe-entire-
atory,:seeing how their part- fit into the whole,

HumortuP bplighter-storieS are especially i'-un to
use, althOughMany types of-selectlens could be suit-
able. One suggestion-ls-"The Standard of Living"--by
Dorothy _Parker in Encounters,4age 310..

7, When students have written an 'anecdote, preferably =a-
personal experience, have some read-aloud. -After-
listening,- have student her than-the-author tell,
in his-own-words what he heard. The:_class ensmines-
for any subtle chantLes-_in- Meaning of the paraphrased-
version,

S. "Say, thanks for lettinfT me use your ear to get Jean
home last night. Her folks would ht-.ve had a fit if
she had been late - and with my _busied radiator - "

"Yea - any time. I did want to ask you about the
scratch and dent on my left rear fender. That happened?"
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"Nothing, man: We didn't hit nothing: Naw, nothing,happened while T had your wheels:"

"Well, it wasn't there yesterday .- "

Ask two boys to role, play the above or some otherargument opener. Before each boy may speak, he mustrepeat in his own. words what the previous speakersaid, to see if he really listened and understood.Opponent must agree that his meaning is clear to the*
.other, then argument resumes, each student stoppingto repeat the other's meaning before: he can continue.

This may becoms complicated, but students will becomeaware of-how hard it is to say exactly what they wantsomeone else'to understand.

9. Have students mentally select a particular roOm orarea of the school. A_student describes preciselyhow- oyeach this destination. -The class listens
carefully,-trying to Identify-the location.

10. -Clip-tenshort articles from the newspaper; some ofhigh Interest to:attdents,_ others not. Prepare five,factual questions:abeut-each.: After reading eacharticle= aloud, haiie students answer as many questlonsas they can.
Studenta-score-themaelVes and recordsoeyea on prepared graphs.

Discuss interest and fatigue- factors involved in goodaccurate listening.

Example;_

DUrham Morninaarald, Friday, June 23, 1972

050,000; -GUARANTEED NO SPLINTERS

NEW YORK -(A.P)-- It will be possible nextfall to watch sporting events and other sho'gs_at=Madiaon Square Garden in living rcOm comfort,with- a private waiter-and bartenders to answerevery cell.

_It's a luXury one may rent. The fee: ":5-0,000a year.

The garden disclosed Thursday plans to build10 private boxe:: to be known as Hall of frame
T.`
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Lounges which will hang from the roof on each
side of the radio booth at the 33rd Street end
of the arena.

The boxes will-be aired to interest corpora-
tions, who would lease the sumptuous facility
the year around for executives, guests and clients.

Each box will be about the size of a good-
sized living room -- 20 by 15 feet - with eight
swivel chairs, two bar stools, a rest room, color
television, cable television, a 1.)ar, sofa, pluSh
chair and coffee table.

The three-year rate is 1.35,000 s saving
of 50000a

Questions:

'ihere will the luxury boxes be installed?
2. What will these private boxes be called?
3. The boxes will be aimed to interest
4. Name three of the furnishings to -bo included.
5. What-is- tho rent for a three year period?
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WRITING

Ten Myths About the Teaching of iritins

Myth One: Correct usaao comes first._

For generations most English teachers have given priority
to correct usave. The, feel compelled -to --nark every error
on every draft, constantly focusing the student's attention
on grammar and spelling rather on content and form. Most
students and all aritersi-disaEree with this emphasis.
Language should be used correctly but the final, careful
editing cannot take place until the writer has discovered,
by writing, -what -he has-to say and how he- .vents to say it.

Myth Two-: Each student aper rust be corrected b the

The English teacher is the faculty martyr. He lusslaame,
night after night, a-cross -of paters,-al) of which he be--
lieves-have to- be marked in- red-,- the syMbel of his_own-blood.
He -never _escapes= from- t -he burden of- rapers to he eorreeted,
and -his students, vilio glance-Only at thegrade,:never learn ,_

to write. Belief in the myth_ that the teacher mast correct
each student paper interrug9 the- necessary process of
_writing: The student- must correct his Ovni paper by draft-,
ing,re-drafting-_and editing-_-his ownsork-Until he-is-pre-- ==
pared to-face the readeris-eValuation Of-what he has Said,

Myth Three: Students should write a few nar.lers but write
them well.

AA long as writing_is an unnatural_ act which is.performed
rarely and only for an extremely crltical andiencep-stu-
_dents will not learn to write. Writing must become the
student's- normal method of disciplined. thinking. Students
will-not'beginto-write welY until they are ;PrritiLE pro-
lifically.

Myth Four: Students do not want to write..

Writing is hard stork, and man is often lazy, so that stu-
dents_are not-likely to _want to write unless writins is
required. But- if students are both required and encouraged
to write and if their teacher isa constructive reader,
_then students will frequently write more than is required.

FILMED FROM- BEST AVAILABLE COPY

A
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Man's drive to communicate is basic; he will write for a
reader who will listen to what he has say. Be will
seek criticism from an editor who is not attrcking him
but who is attacking the page with the clear, construc-
tive purpose of trying to help the writer express him-
self more effectively.

Myth Five: A (rood reader will become a ciood writer..

Every student should be trained to be a perceptive reader,
but it simply does not follew that a skillful reader will
automatically become en effective writer. There are writers,
both student and professional, who read relatively little
and write very well. There are many people, including
English teachers,' who read very well and, write very poorly.
The Alliglish curriculum in most secondary schools assumes
that an emphasis on reading will produce effective writers.
The ability to read- well does not lead inevitably to the
ability to write well. Because of the paperback-revolu-
tion, students in English -maybe-reading far more-than in
the pasty-but students' writing has not 7reatly improved.

Myth Six:. The best subject is a literary subject.

It is a matter of dogma: in many English departments that
-students have nothing say until-literature is poured
into their heads. cannot assume that literature-is the
primary interest of our students - or even that it should
be. _ '%:e must realize-that the writinrz Of literary analysis-
is but one form-of writing.- If we evaluate our students--
only On their ability to Write literary-analysis we will
over-reward a minority' and penalize a majority.

mYth Seven:_ Greultlej2A21TT2kMIliicantlataS

The English teacher should glory in the-individual diver-
sity of man. Too often, howeve- ,-he_falls into _the fallacy
that there-ii a group writing problem peculiar to the tenth-
grade, the eighth grade,_ or the twelfth grade. Students
cannot be taught writing in a military manner,- herded -to.!
gether by age, grade, helirht, or the-development of secondary
sexual characteristics. Students must be taught
Each student0=when_he meets a problem in his own writing,
should have a- teacher who is prepared to help him solve
that problem. The order in which he strikes problems in
writing will not correspond to his class mate's, end the

6
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time he takes to solve his problems will vary. That is
not important. ';:hat is important is that the student solve
his writing problems so that his writin3 becomes effective.
The order in which he does this and the methods he uses
are not the test of the course. The test of the writing
course is the student's ability to write with clarity and
grace when he graduates.

Myth Eight: Students learn by imitating models of great

The rhetorical teaching method used by the ancients, is
particularly attractive to the contemporary teacher who
wants to make a science of composition. ;70 do not, how-
ever, have a modern rhetoric which Identifies and isolates
the forms of discourse appropriate In modern society, with
its diversity of rhetorical. purposes, tones, anpeals and
audiences. And we have not yet-found a metiod of applying
the classical techniques of teaching oral discourse to
mass education. Most students find isolated paragraphs,
neatly labeled by rhetorical type, r6note from their own
writing problems. A stndent's,ability to- recognize his
teacher's rhetorical classifications has little effect
on the student's own writing.

Myth Nine: Yen-can teach writing by talkinc.

Some English teachers lecture about writing day after -days_
period-after-periodp-and=become-discoura-.5e because `the
students listen but do not practice-What their teachers
preach. Other instructors feel guilty or-inadevatebeeanse
they do not knOw what to say about writing in-hour-long
classes. Both categories of teachers should understand
there is not a great deal to say about writing. There are
only a -few skills_, bnt:It will take .the students many years
to master them. There is no content in writing course_
in the conventional academic sense. And in the usual class
period the student should not listen to-lectures but
write, rewrite, edit, Or respond to student writing through
individual conferences and small group discussions.

Myth Ten: You can't teach writing.

There is a romantic belief, shared by too many English
teachers, that writing it a mystical act, and that the
ability to write is Granted-by _God to a few stud ants.
This is an easy evasion of the teacher's resnonsiblaity.

A I.
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There is indeed a mystical element in great artp.but-
writing is first of all e craft, It becomes an art when
someone else pieces value on the product of the writer's
craft. Writing can be taught to students kf they are
giveii-the opportunity to discover for themselves the basic:
skills which each writer has to learn and practice while
ho aspires to art.

- Donald Murray, A Writer Teaches
_Writing (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1968, pp. l05-107J

As Donald Murray states in the preceding ten myths:

Man's desire to communicate is basic; he will write for a

reader who is eager andivrilling_ to listen_to-what-he-has

to say,whose-criticism is- constructive in helping him

express himself more effectively. This 5.8 the philosophy

of. the suggestionb that follow-inJthi6 tents_zradi writing
.

unit. Remember, please, that thid is as &-

unit to be undertaken as a_separateentity, but az-a unit

of writing resources from which ideas-can be gleaned,

then generously sprinkled. -throughout the .fl?dent's full_

year of English.-

Slo7 students Or underachleverJ need:to be exposed to

multi-stimuli and numerous-opportunities_to express ;.hem-

selves in discussions and in-writing. A student's writing

is-his response either to the visible factual- worid,or to

the world of imagination. It is an extension of himself-

which must be respected; the more precioe and true the

'response, the better. the compolation. The student Should
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be tree to observe, accept, reject-, describer make com-

parisons or go beyond-what is_revealed; he should "final

his voice". The teacher'should evaluate mainly for con
,

tent rather than tak!_ng a nes7ative arrroach of find .n2; all

possible errors in grammar, punctuation, etc. The posi-

tive approach would be truthful, honest appraisals of

whatever is pommendal-le in a i.lece of wriim7. Such

comments could be "I like this phrase", %..thissentence"

"...your choice of_words".."This iac&...".- Nothing should

be done-to-paralyze-the mturra urges of r writer to-dis-

cover, invent, to play with words.

Following are_suggestiona and examples of stimuli-

for experiences throUgh which a student -should he able to

extend-and deopen his powers of perdeptionand to

and discover the world about him in var1ou ways-. A stil

dent must have a purpose and an audience. The teacher

should serve as the immediate, sympathetic audience, giving

a kindly, encouraging word whenever possible, and helping

a student writer. ,to develop-an-awareness of self and to

gain security, to feel stimulated to Write.

Aims

1. To provide an atmosphere in which students can write
freely feeling that they are not under pressure.

,rt
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2. To b-lp_students sharpen their powers of perception,
enabling them to write with precision.

3. To use various communication media to ;-ive students
experiences about which they can write

4. :ro make students more responsive to impresSions
perceived through the senses,

5. To interest students in composing word. pictures of
people, places _and things.

6. To teach students to write about various experiences.

7. To understand the importnnce of spoken and written
words in everyday life.=

8. TO help students enjoydommunication;cto enjoy writing.

9. Te=improve writinii. skills.

Introduction,

1. Make the student truly believe that you,

as a teaCher,-are interested-in what he has

to say-as an individual -. that you want to

share his eXperiendes4 Ideas, beliefs, frus.!

trations,-ftes, and dreams. And that you -

C

want to share them in idiom in-which he

speaks-and writes most naturally.- If you

are sincerely concerned, he will be too,

2. Focus on content not- correct usage. Back-up

his individualism by concentrating on content.

Correct form: grammar, spellinglparagraph

construction should all come gradually but

only after content is established as the
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prime requisite to writing. Rarely can a

student's enthusiasm survive the all too

fast and frequent bombardment of red penciled

lines, circles; notatIons in Greek, and what-

have-you.

3, Once a student has gained confidence in

you as a person who wants to hear from him-

ss an individual, -he will- gain-thA desire

of wanting to write. Form, then, could

easily become a- -self- willed diacipline.-

4, am/a& It is not essential but pre-

ferable that the class-be 3rouped-heterogenal-

ously, Five is considered by some as the

ideal number, You may keep-the same group, _

ing throughout the year Or you-may chang0-=--

but only after the students have worked

well together for a period of tune.

5. Illashoptilibllatorr Teacher, Have a

workshop rather than a classroom where the-

teacher reigns supreme,- A workshop environ.-A

ment relaxe0 where each one works at his

own pace -_encourages members to help them --

selves and others as constructively and honestly -

as possible. Through peer criticism,- the

student will quickly find himself writing for

4 Pt*
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-his= c1a =Ssma tas-=-_ 611 is-a s f br -the =i teacher --

who-- d-og s not --vat c up_oxy-

_ grotv--re

U ;air ht =, _ o., York, liayden _book ,
rs 6-!1--a Is --A -Writdr_-11110.

Tea chea-- WritinEsi=-11-oston:_ Eouiht on Mit
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should be e xehanged_' and read members-

each g-reum;

,e- -read -aleudi to-- -the e-- lts_s_ _e_
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ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPING WRITING FtEAthNESS- -
DIRECTIONS FOR-zSTUDENTS-



_ _

-I- The - students =vievr= a _large=poster :or_ picture -of _a
=classroom -in- Which ---one- -of -the_ students _is gazing, into_
space_:or day-dreaming.= The -tea-clier II 3ks questions

attention= -to-(I-eta :U.6_1n_ the pi'Aure-_.
lead---iit to _ certain -written

--=expreasions-,

What AO- yott-l_t_ hink,:the- -139y-,4 --dreaming about? his
girl- friend?

_

better _Iworl-d`r-,--thei_bell-__tht_ eignais:-the end---of
-zeome- _combination of -these

Write- a z brie pasa_--tcy -this_ young_



organi=ze a ,pho, tegraphy-- or pieture- exhibitiori
_perhaps,- "Studezita-1- of_ -the -S-eventi-e-s_n___.--

S. Danny tmer

oton
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three or__= four sentences de-a-cribtrig the fe el - -of
hot --arid cold- water_ -, soap -and-bubbles - your _wet
hands_ ;rubbing- one 'another ,_--
like,- add- a =few -extra -sentences -=-for your other-_ senses,
de scribing- how Tthe----rcicess *.ihat-_, the '.rubble=s-

look like_, --hbt__ the -s-oap:- smells r---and_-- taates1.- -Try: to
make up _stood comparisons

an = y-our=_

_ever = =e -a-t



sequence or chain of events building -up
climax.

218

an exciting

Trite- half f-t. -about --the_ appearance- and-
character_-_of the--_- old-moMan.=_ Look- carefully =at -her-=
hands-, hai-r, dress, Doe =s _She_ look= happyl= = Notice =__

her eyes= and -mouth.- _Would__ her-- hOme-7_benaa t_- =and---__che
ful, Use __:yeur- --i-magina=tion --- to _make
up_-_ a- short---:ac c ount of-lher= st life; and some --of _her =
present ac_t_ivittes-li and---habitse==

=
= -_-

Temporary-- -express-i peraon-l-e__ facies arid:tell you _about"- his--_=_-emot-i_orisszandth-ohts_.=--=-_-This =

,es_pd1;a1-1 -_--_v_ery-_-S_trang-ie_metlion-a-:_such-
_

and s hown---_=, *-extreme-,:facia i_l_==s-expressioris- as
Ave ----at v ti,==amot- 6--=-6

escribi

artier orcrii

e crowd= oitf eFr==ii

_ay/alp-a e an
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What-Is-the effect ? - _Does the advertisement fail An
-- the effect ? -_ Does -- the 'fall- to -give--

needed: information_? -1-s -it?

-Sele_ct. -Something- yoU: that _yoU- --mizht _like --to- -sel=l.
List --- all-- of :the-- objective --that describe it.

-- Write an ad that =-ma-koa_that p-os-sessi on _r sound very-- r-

sirable_.-- then- write _another-__ -that make s_ sound-0-

-undesirable.

°dye rtisenfent--- to sell_ a favorite kind
of :__s odp Efoodo-t-_--toothpasteir,--

Retrite ori -rec_on:struct-' ad-S -for --commercials =so- that the-
copy---zor -textt_ anneutices--- very -di-r6-ct1;y: what__ it actually
maska -behind- a' c ur tain_ of_ ca refu:1 --rhetoric __=-The-: trans-

_ --iformations==o
_ _

mrferc t_ r alpht 1:blunt _point Ua-g0=
cani_be =Use man-

roveT

e_tters-z



expresaions and situation.

-ChoOse za traditional -narrative -comic strip
predict,_- in -writing:, the- outcome =of= a seauenc-e;-i-writing-
-It- as,- perhapS,-_- the autilor-_would-.-_--Later, match
-dicti-ons, with -the = actual z-text- out comei.__ = =

Label various frames _witer-mos t- appropriate__ _title

_- -Organize- -a -cothp_osition- around a thematicc_approach -to=
comic c_rime-,- medicine:,
hood, Rdol

__Read__ le-tterS__ to_-_ Atm--_-_Laiidert:_-andtzpea-r Abby:- cletadhed_-
(or_z_a-nswersz --May be_- coti_ered)j.-z te your

reply= and_ _thenz- compare this with,--t_ .

--_c-browded
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visitors who do not _underatand
80 'year-old- man, a' 35- year=old -father of five child-ren-, a- four year-old child=, -a corporatioris-__president-.
11- Variation -of- this "at t ivi ty- to-have students
transiate -the--_me_sa-age into a different_ form; forexample, a_ -protest song into --a_ --letter -to_am_
a lova song into -a IoVe- letter, a rallad _into_ a narra-tiVo or diary,

--The student- write as, a let ter to the future- Ch_he -= tries _ to -_explain to a-- 16, year-,;old: of -the i_2000 A-.14the State- -of--pop music _today.: Would -present 'specs-
fic examples-_--to:Toirit- _out=cntrant_ -significant musicaltrends- and art ista.- --This- is -a thinly' d i gUls'ed,:_attemptat _music- Criticiam- a = phrase should_beavoide&in flakin nmerit

eat

out

ass,
weer e

-y-
eungu!-

SO
_e-er

_-:cause
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.

AsSume that- =you are- the run-away.1_ Keep _ a _diary -of'

your: thoughts-, =feelings-and_ --activities while you a-re

on your own._ = _

Play the -record- "Good Morning, -- Good= Morning" -frem--__

the, record _album -Sgt. Tepper_ta -Lonely-Hearts Band- by ==

the- B_etttles. -__Distuas singerTh_ world
as :depicted' In the -song, 0.; hia_-Wife"_,_ "going -to-

work" , "Heading- for-heme-."

I-

s

Write a description of this singer s world.

Students might ,at'ite their interpretations of. MUSIC
devoid_ of lyrics.

7 Lis_ ows_7a
thos_e

grams_-:

sadvantages

T
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5, _- A student describes- a- mean girl, -a -pretty --girl, a --

sad -girl- withotut using the adjectives -"meanIt "pretty ",
or "eadP_,

6. A student -writes his,- impressions _about- --the-- following =
_ questiens,

What: does -the- morning sound; _11-ke ? evening -?
-Hoin doeS each sound?-__ -feel? -- =smell?

Overt-a_n_tw_o weeks- period the stUderit collects:- and
catalogs__ every youth linvolved_- the _ _

editorial,: -article,,:e-artoon,-- survey chart,
-_tisement--=-appearing one:

He_ *rites_ demposition-itated- -on__ his study_ in which;
he eicpresSet = =his point_ oftiv on

= out =moraltit =e_a-rand_e_4=L__
-4Loti-v



Suggestions for Story Starters-:
1. :Seven d-ays_ after zny--party-

2. The four, -of sitbod -tied =to__ the-_ post = _e_f_ore_ ,us
stood_ the_ =firing sipiad_-ready to _re eeiva_the tr szordert-.--
But =just as the -Captain= was 17.iVing__the

--TheArmee- waS all set -for-- Se turdayi-: night, _- ,Everyone_
was -- going= thto-- beere_ , licI ring S tones_. Believe
me4=Atie_ were :really -excited.-- --Mit -On -Frida,fr-ia-fter-

late-and-iv ithou-t: the nae-e-est:iry- equiptient.-
Chlr- asaignmeht-__wat-: to

er=k -tmen- -War

one: an

cabin
turne



Daigon, Arthur, Write On: New York: Harcourt BraceJohanovich; Inc., 1972,
Leavitt, Hart Day and David A.

New York: Bantam, 1964.

Hart_ Day The nTirl-te -_ 'New= -York Bantam-,

-Zen. :New- York: Hayden BOok-__Company,__ _
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ROLE -_ =PLAYING

An excellent way of developing awareness and human

understanding one of the primary objectives 5.n teaching,

is role playing;_ putting oneself_ In the- shoes Of__ another:
= "You= never_- really- understand_= a _=person- until yolk_ consider

-things from -=his of-vieW you ;c15..mb_, into

his skin and walk_ around- -Sn i -t!! =_(To MU,

e- ===tiethdditrAni - as aroom--Ilar

er

s etra- ua

cadcmiona

vets io



{one emotion to a card)

sorrow_i-_ indifference, canes_
±-tOntmdrits- -admiratiohi_-_ hope angers-J__joy-



Hie Sue,111, 'Su

S116: s:- -brightngeniI(Eye

iat miSsed___seeitig you in.; study
-hall. I -heard_ yOu-_ got -out -= of that
__drag--_a rid_ have,- a _fun: job In the
office s

Yess= Mr, ---_:Anders on_ asked- if i -would-
-- -1

_Say I- eue 8 3--_-yro.w he
a-I- '7_t a- _stuff, -Or

eat 93-_-
ah -rittlit

Y--;

=ri-

maybe= _you= a
17011-

Fat Sr:
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Ctitie eadh:TsituatiOn to -tyro= -or-o more -groups _to
-enact._ __Eadh-_:group often- come up_ with- -=
entirely different _reactiOn-s-, This is -a' vain*
able_ lesson- for =students in _-tinders ttinding-
different -personalities--:react differently in the:-
_sate -Students---enjoy se tting_-_ up_s- the ir
OTM Situations. -__--For_-_-Iisrovisational =Role_ _

no time is given the actors to discuss-or _

practice theiri-parts _together?:

-01.1304. 11~0/100-

:playing shotildl-becomean integral_ Pkrt-
--c_ve7.7- classroom-
themselves- as --others.= -After-- ell' Stu-
d-ent-s--114tt_-=_been-n-introdudecil- to -Pantotite--and---
Irmr_o_visionlkft e-_-:=teac

Oris_:=f-i=draWn---from=ritheir==readinge,
gre- at o__,_ va

cult:1;21a experiences -e---
teaerier--=-4 8 rac -Ori-tfroml_t el_ $-6-, -6-6_

.f-cr_ende07 etWeen-
Studen -vorsToriE:r=5-S story= _if1:3=-1t5=waS_-_-_-,-iri,. en
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You are Miss Caroline. You have
kept Walter Cunningham in to talk,
with him about not bringing a
lunch.

You are litilter Cunningham.
-have b-een kept_- in b_ y miss-carolitie -
to -talk: about- yoUr mOt---bringing-
a lunch.-- You_iare determined nett-
to ay:allow__ your

;You- are- Miss- Blount. = You-- are__ talking
withilliss Caroline __aboUt =11er:first-
,day- a-a:A-teacher.-

You are Caroline._ You are =talking
-rith-__Miss___131ount,,about_-;your,firat- day

tea-cher--

first

our-:

ter-=the_ :entire=,n-Ovel;=:

a. As =a member= of- =the fury- 14)11W-rig-
yourself-; in_the---time-i_of the _st-o
explain why Tom- was=- found: guilty.:_

As a newspaPer reporters question
the Jury member havine him defendthe verdiet.
You= tire- -Scout _YoU±-have -just_ walked
with-_Boo -What_ ere- yOur:
thoughts about:

_ -Were-your
-thoughts-_-differett --lib-out:1Am before to-
night? why-- and



You are Atticus. The trial- is
over. -- What -arc =your- thoughts

-' about the -verdict'? Did- you- ex-poet -this verdict? -_ If so, why- did
you act =as the Defending _Attorneyl

Suggested Role Playing= for A- Separate -_leace
Th.° two following, trialSz-are interestingsince a trial in real life forces tho -

meekest Man on= the-_ street into =an 1=portant decision-6: As in life the characetors in the book :find the world is :not_-neceSsari ly ra-tr= and the good don't alwaysrIno

second
-pos-i-tiVoI:=-approte -ng_=Ewith= the

fr_ri Brinker =7
ot::Gene,-_=because:=T-w ilez-peTW-

maT--- have= i-re--6 p-ond-cd===- out o -- =fear= and:Je oueyr,'_--Brinke r=_gaVei
hthrian--=--crUel:ty-==-Ianct went unpunished= for-
hisfuattiOna.-11_-_-Askthe--nsttdents:-:firstif -they -theyfideeper-erime-,
=then -affsigni_--them_to pr-epare: for- thet-rial _10 -- eansece; -the::roles -range
from _judgeT to -jurpri---making -possible

istudents,-
Following is -a =__glossary of _.legal °.terms =_skeletal :_-Pieae_e_-:fee-l--freeto- add to -or delete .from -the procedure,
TRIAL _11_ Phineas TatchAithers
On =Jantary_ 23, _- 19424- __Mr,- :Pittai-Withers_4_

-Headmast6r_ of :Deton _Scheol,-::-suspended
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Phin-eas- on the : grounds:Itha t z_

fully- violated: the _ -dres.a1 code ;
Pateh-Withers--stated- that-- according
to the __Cod-e-_ Pno zatudent_is-, 6.7 lowed
On sehoel --grounds wearing- _cloth-ea
which--distract -other,:atudent0 atten.;_
tiOns away -frotii:-their-, -normal- stud-160,i_

-Mr. PatchtWithera-- contefida--that:IP-hineai_,
by wearing- the__ Dovo.n -School tie_ for _

bolt-land -a -"pink- =shirt --en another- occar
sionf,lidoes- distract atudenta from- = said-

atudie ,_ -gives __the -:-school_ a Idisorderly--
appearancev and-_,Shows-,a- basic
poet that cannot =bc -tolerated in an
5.ristitution of education.

Courtroom procedure':.

soatecl

ae_co-fit'ETeach_-:
cadge -opens reading--
he-_--i;char-go:z_an- Irieaat
o-:_p=et-1401.-
e= prod ccution= =opens =the=

tirbra,--* a
:expeeta_r-_3o:__provezi,f_-
witnessess
The-3-deferise_ ia---permitted, to

it-_z___The defense - calls_= wnesae-a-
Thes-=prOsecUtion-=-IS__:pertittedt-f=tO
erea_texainine-_e_aell-fArcitheas;
The- _preSecution-E_suris- up =his_ case
-and-askar--for' =a ve_rdict--ef =guilty.

9_, -: The defenSe___ sunts-up--_ his- Case- :and
asks_ for -=a=-=Verdict not 7:guilty.

10; tilidge: eyTlairi-s: charges to jury and
asks= for tv-_-unanimous ---decisiori,===-

11. Jury_ -retires --arid- selects- a-_--fere,
Deliberation-- verdict

reach-d. -(3ri:=_this
suggested _that -= =everyone- the
deliberation-_ period ). =-

_Toremari-announces Vardiet to
court. Judgez-_-sentencea- Phineas
acoordingly.
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Characters -:

Judge : Must researth_ courtroom-- _pro-
-I ce_dure-- and lav4 'hes -to -be -=the

final -wOrd:_ in -the case -of ob-
Sections. -=

Defense _Lawyer: __ Prepares- _case
Phin_eas.

-Proseditti-On1-1-awy_er: Prepares -_prosecution
for -=Mr. =Patch- Withers. _--

Note:: It_ is-_ redommended -that
the-_ lawyers -_and-_ the=--jUdge
work-- oge ther f ourtroom_

_-material i:and-_:=probedure-.-

_:The_'-

diets- =the t_ex
- =from- -the.

once_-_

u w tnesses
erial that contra.s

emen of =surpri =se
imag na c arac ars w oowed to create their testimon

ey create it== =they =must- -s =tick

Factual :Characters:-

_Phineas
_

Gene -_Forrester_
Mr -PatehoMithe-rs-

--_,Patoh441-thers_-----
t =

.imaginary-Charadters4

History teacher
Engli-sh Coacher_-
Brinker--
Dorm .Matter _=

Mr, =Phi/leas
Phineas _

Coach
Dean
Chet Douglas
Bobby Zane
Leper
etc,



General Information:

1, -Have students- watch :Perry -Mason
AT- a Similar -TV -program- =fo-

_procedure. _- _ .

r
Ask _them- t o----if ollbw-- a_ currant --
trial in the newspapers tor_---
inf Oriliation -_on-_-procedure,t- ideas,
etc,.

_3- -Afte:tr -the _--tri-aI is -done, have
students- write= an--editorial-_
on_- he =results . -

TRIAL- 2-: Brinker- vs ,_ Grie

'The- second trial is to be used after all
student r: have finished the book, - Now; -_ _

the ir invelvement- haft _-left:_thei-- light
faetual letel and they have __had_ some
dcgroo= of -emotional- response_ to
death- -They_ _have_been eicpeised= to the
education of fouri-boys that takes__ placa-
outside of the _classroom,-_ with -tha- re---__i_
1-at3 unship of the boys to each -other -- _ --

becoming- more important :thitn- their relation-
-6111p to the adult world. And the stUdents
have tend- -their experience expanded through
fietton,
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Have -,the students choose_ the- _charactera_
they Teel =were important -enough to speak._-

Brinker- is- accused of human cruelty_ -that:-
directly results- in the death _Phineas.

ppelia -te= Hi=gher -court= Whichr-revicW3 dectsciena-
--_=triaILOotirta,::-

rraignment of
- _---_ -&-_=c-rito_-='irttorder that7'

accused
=tencedirlar the

his -_ease,:1:6__ :set= ---for trial,
=?.-!floney tor-a- -guarantee= -t-o__--pay money) giVehi to

court= to ,= obtain == -the roleasef=-__of :a-:pereen--accUSed
of__ a crime, Tf the _accused -person-does net=
appear,--for the_ trial,_ -the- money 1s --ferfeited, _

A written statement -prepared="by a- laWyer __stating-
the- facts about--a-i- -c-tae, _and the 3 oi.TaI realm-ha -__

why his client should 'tin. In_ _many appellate-
_ courts, brief's_ must be submitted- in printed- form.

Case law - The- Iasi_ made_ by -courta instead of by legislatures,-
Sometimes called °minion- lt Tr,,
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Civil la.w- Law that protects the private rights of indi-11MINION.NIMIMIIMI viduals.

Constitutional - = =Permitted or atthori-zed- by the U.
Constitution,

Contempt of court -' Any act involving disrespect to the
court or failure to Obey its rules.

Conviction - in a criminal, case, a-finding that the defendant
is guilty,

Court-martial- - it military _court-,-_-- --.-..--------..
Crime -` -4. -Any -act Considered_ harmful_ to the general_ ublic

thich- is forbidden - =by= lat_and-- punishable by -a-

41-iri-e----imp_ritonment,--i-s

Cr. iminal_ caae -Cab-6-8_-_bronght_ he.- geVernment---( State- o
------- -federaI)---afrainat paraena_accused71-of

crimes

Cr. =oss =examinat;ion The queatio-ning____of by- the
-=

-Drams822- 6--meneyr=r11.ta-rded- rperson-Ilt,coause7of-
_he -thaa-s-uffered-----through-bornebodv--eibei7ta-titilt..---1-

instance-f-_,-11--,court--:may.-:awar_d_ damages for_ a-
personal ----injury--,,-if-or-_-deStruction property-

- or -for -the= libreaking:- of

--Defendant:- -Then person againatc_rhot =a lawsuit brought,
In a criminal-_-_-eaSey the_-defendant -is- the _personr_-_
accUsed: _--------

_

Dismissal -The ending -a :lawsuit judge- becaUse the
-plaintiff. -hall not-:-preved- that _-115.s- case AS
108613.y =_jUstified,

District Attorney See Prosecutor

Polon7 - A serious crime, such as robbery kidnaping,
or murder

Grand - A group of citizens which inquires into crimes
. and makes indictments, Unlike a trial before
an ordinary jury, tho hearings of a grand jury
are secret,



Indictment A wri-tten- accusation -prepared by a-_-grarid_-_
jury Charging that n certain_-person has ccmmitted
a crime: and describing the crime: Also called=a True= Bill,-

1,Tm - See_ -Grand lam and Trial _Jury-.

Misdemeanor - A critne- s s:-s eri ous- than _a --felony*

Opinion -The reasons given- by court for -the --way it has
--decided _on. -a -case. =

)22Ityjury See Trial--r.
- _The__ persOn-Who -starts -_a _laWs_uit

= Subpoena- court_ zor-del,:re4uiring: a- etaien=-to:appear
te-Stimon

SuMmotia-- notice:- that__ ieZpa -41 et:ton-has been -started*
In-_tome- tasesz_ summons certain- --
person appear -An 1:--cetirt_ --en: -a-, -ceitEdn

Testimony -_ Information given by a witness, usually in
court.

_

Trial titz - A group of citizens which listens to the .eVi-
dance prosentedrin court and paves its verdict.
Also called petty



_

Truelbill - --See Indictment---_------0

-Warrant A eourt_order_autherizing: ptheioliee:i_toitkel.------
a-certain_actien instahoes__:to?arrestja:

-_eortain person _-Soe_niao-SearthWarrant=

-: Witness A person who_ giveajnfotatiOn-,_ usuallyy-after
_taking anroath:to-tell::the
-he ha -s_ seen or OtherWistobbeliedabouta
ease,

Change: --2/1_-_Bandbook-tor-theTeachoi= --

inp_of=lnp0A:shAlnd_Sotial--Studies,==
__IOURProsai--_-1971i=471).1-11g41244-



MASS MEDIA

This is an age of image-bombardment -

age where advertisements, pictorial magazines, television,

movies, and other visuals- confront us daily. It is a
"sound" age, where =the noise_of traffic, radios, television
sets, record players, tape recorders, and other sound-
makers make the environment throb. It is a commitment for

teachers, Insofar =as they ar __e: able=, to he3.pa student to'
understand---:and to cope With his tomplek =environment. = = Print

-=_--and---perspectkfts--=

English==1.6-Ainfertlina-teJ-for e= students as vie as

_ tea-Chers. This= --sect-ion-_---of-_-the-ir-es-ource:--Unit-_-_hOped to

provide -ideas =rec-or-- films
filmstrips , tape recordings and =the videotape.

I, Recordings

Among the miracles of today's mass media with

their power to _reach vast audiences through image and

sound, recordings catch both the interest and imagina-

tion of today's youth, Recordings can open rich cul-

tural vistas -in music and the spoken word to all.
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To the English teacher, recordings of great literary
artists or those of familiar actors and readers in-
terpreting the works of writers offer a dynamic. means

of vitalizing instruction and stimulating students.
The 15.brary of the recordings grows daily in. depth as

well- as quality of the subject= chosen for interpre-
tation.

Every school library has a listing. of the
material available at- -that= school teacher wit

icaAion_z_Win

sti-MUIate_=rwriti

English classification.

he beginning of the

Mater-la:1_1 eve--

again later for the -formula ion new ideas. For other

ideas, consult= An =Annotated - L=ist= of Recordings in the

Lansuage_AztS, compiled and edited by Morris = Schreiber

and published by= the National Council of Teachers o

English, Information about the publisher and the

cost of the recordings in this reso-urce unit can be
obtained from thi----antiotate4 list, Although time and==

space do not- perMit -an ex-hauStive liSting of-- records-,-

some= are included- below.



A, Black poets and Poetry

1. An Anthology
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People, This recording ,. edited by Arna

13ontemps features stirring readings by
Negro poets of their own works.

Countee Cullen, Claude McKay, Margaret = -

Walker, Gwendolyn Brooks, Sterling Brown,

and Langston Hughes contribUte notable in-

terpretations of their own works.

-race = the

==Negro -___people----

as- -mirrored_r_ln-__t_he-_-works-i--__ =Tau-1r:- -----Du-nbar-
=

_-:Jamesi Weldon --JohnSonvi Sterling -Brown-i-Langston--

=--Hughes_,

Claude McKay,- and Arnal_Bontempb.--_

Johnson- James Weldon __=,-:-God!--s: Trombones == - :1 LP

Seven poetic, sermons in:verse from-

God's gxs-oinbnes read by -Bryce BOnd, The

piano accompaniment tends to add dramatic

emphasis to the spoken word. A biographical

sketch of Johnson and a brief biography of
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Bond are included with the printed text,

Folk Songs* The- South._:- 1 LP 7. $5.95.

Unaccompanied ethnic song, mostly from .the

Southern Negro Baptist- Churbh, surig- by

Bernice Reagbn. Printed text included.

5. Spectrum in Black - 2 records - This two-

record album included forty-nine poems by

twenty-eight 20th century black poets. The

ec,

offer insight into 20th cent ac iterary

America,

Record One

Side One

Hero - Don L. Lee
Portrait - Carolyn Rodgers-
Incident - Contee Cullen
If There Be Sorrow - Mari Evans
Where Have You = Gone - Mari Evans
They Say - Beatrice M. Murphy
Mose - Sterling :Brown
Get Up, Blues - James A. Emanuel
Two Jazz Poems - Carl W. Hines, Jr.
Cross - Langston Hughes
The Ballad= of Sue' Elleri= Westerfield -

Robert Hayden
Outcast - Claude McKay
The Visitation - Sun Ra



We Real Cool - Gwendolyn Brooks
Poem for Brother the Nation -

Carolyn Rodgers =-
Nikki-Rosa - Nikki Giovanni
A Poem for a -Poet - Don Lee
A View From the White Helmet

James A. Em_ anuel
Black Warrior --Norman Jordan
Evolution - johari amini
For Sistuh's Wearin' Straight Hair -

Carolyn Rodgers
An= Aside -= Ca.rolyn Rodgers
For My People - Margaret Walker

Side Two

-Stereo -Don Lee
--Nov-4-_ All You Children -_ Norman Jordan-_
Feeding the -Lions --- --Norman Jordan
hove ftom My _Father Carole :Gregory
For- an Ancestor johari amini
He -Sees Through_Stone- Etheridge Knight
Song, for a Dark -Girl Langston -Hughes-,
A Black Man Talks of reaping - Arm=

_Bontetips
From tha Dark,-Tower Countee Cullen_



Harlem - Langston Hughes
Elergy: A Plain Black Boy: Gwendolyn

Brooks '

Strong Men - Sterling A. Brown

B. In connection with The Relicia_s_r_ssatam
1. Lexington - 2 LP's - House of Seven Gables,'

Uncle Tom's Cabin, and Red Bag of Courage.

2, Civil War Stories - Nelson Olmstead presents

a dramatic reading of five Civil War stories:

Crane's vivid "A Mystery of Hez:lism", Twain's

unheroic "The Private Hiitory of a Campaign

That Failed", Hamlin Garland's "Return of

the Private", and two pieces by Ambrose

Bierce, "The-Son-of the Gods" and "Chica-

-mauga", a terror-laden tale of great power,

1-
3, Ihe Red Bado_of_Ca(1041 - 6- 16 RPM's---Crane's

masterpiece& complete and unabridged. Read

by Robert Ryan.

4. 112EgsUgdge of-u1 :am -1 LP - $5-.95 -

A shortened but unchanged version of the

classic. Edmond O'Brien's reading has all

the stark dramatic qualities of the book.'

Lutifully read, underplayed, and in good

taste,

5. The Red Badm_of Courage and Other Crane Works -

1 LP - $5.95. Readings by Jared Reed are
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admirable. He presents battle scenes from

the novel, several short poems from "War Is Kind"

and "The Black iders", and a short narrative,

"The Veteran". The last describes Henry

Fleming, hero of the novel, reminiscing years

er the Civil War, shortly-before he res-

ponds to an alarm in a blazing barn. Enter-

ing to save the livestock, he meets his death.

6. at - 2- 16.RPM's - $7.95.

In this abridged edition of Bruce Catton's.

Pulitzer prize book of the last year of the

Civil War and the story of a conquered Southern

army. Bill Lazar is the reader, skillfully --

interpreting the historian's stirring prose.

C. In connection with Ray Bradburis The Illustraleg

:L. sadbigyi jtaBilotStoriesof - read

by Burgess Meredith 1 LP - $4.98. Two of Brad-

bury's finest science fiction tales - "There

Will Come Soft Rains", a picture of automated

"life" going on after an atomic holocaust,

and "Marionettes, Inc.", a tale of terror

involving robots vs man - are read with

chilling effect by Burgess Meredith. Par-

ticularly powerful as it builds to a dramatic
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crescendo is his reading of the first of the

two stories named.

D. Mi20210221Es

1, Creative Writing - 1 LP - $5.95. Through

dramatic presentation and the use of numerous

examples from his own students' writing,

Morris Schreiber introduces the beginning

writer to the art of creative writing,
. Sec-

tions of the record discuss self-expression

through writing, sources of ideas, methods of

developing ideas, literary media, and the art
.

of writ4ng. A folder containing the text

of the record is included,

2. Eggullualgarsoh - Read from Her works.:_-

1 LP - 114.-98. -Miss McCullers reads fromr_

The Member of the Weddinp and other works

and The Heart Is a Lonely_Hunter. Her read-

ing is warm and sympathetic, making her

characters become vibrant and alive.

3. Tale of Tvo Cities, A - lLP - $5.95. .

A British production. A vivid dramatization

of the famous Dicken novel of the French

Revolution.

Remember that this is just a sampling. Consult cata-

logs and other lists for material applicable to your needs.
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The students respond well to the idea of supplying

records that depict the moods of literary selections

or providing background music for writing sessions.

One teacher received excellent results by playing

serious Christmas selections while the students ex-

pressed themselves in written composition.

Thegeml lends itself well to this mode of

expression. After compiling a list of the various

songs in The pegrl - Song of- the Family, Song of

Evil, Song of the Pearl, etc. -- the class members

portrayed these songs by playing selections of their

own choosing for the class.

II. Films

Some very good instructional films which are

useful for the English teacher are now available.

Some of these films analyze literary works while

others offe,. background for authors and other as-

pects of English. Many of the key elements of

literature are present in films plot, character,

suspense, mood, tempo and rhythm. In addition, poems

and nonfiction forms like the essay and the news

article have become an integral part of many films.

It is wise to preview films or check them in

some way before using them with classes.- The experi-

mental film (feature, documentary, short, which are
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made-to create an experience for the viewer) can

add dimension to an English course, but it takes

time to discover the films. Most films are available

on a rental basis, with the'fees put on a sliding

scale according to the type of showing.

The short film is particularly appealing to

the English teacher because it fits conveniently

into the classroom schedule; on occasion a film may-

be shown twice within one period. These films are

inekpensive to rent and-often not too expentive to

buy,

Some of.the problemt which may slow the use of

films include lackA)f budget provisions, problems of

scheduling and difficulties with distributors. Patience

is needed from both schools and the distributors.

Teachers often fail to understand why they cannot order

a film for rental one day and expect delivery the

next. Film rentals MUST BE PLANNED WELL IN ADVANCE and

alternate dates for showing should be given.

The results of using films in the classroom can

be more effective instruction, a broader program of

studies, greater student involvement.

Students may struggle with words as they try

to mouth them, yet many are fully capable of discussing

sophisticated concepts that they have absorbed from
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the visual media. Bright students may want to relate

their experiences culled from books visual experiences

drawn from films or television; often, however, the

print-oriented classroom denies them this opportunity;

this ignoring of opportunities for relevance, excite-

ment and the generation of ideas in a classroom is a

tragic waste of time and talent. The powers of both

books and films can work together to add dimension and

perspective to study.

A. The Unit Approach

Films may be- grouped together as units that develop

a theme -ar-a topic. Feature films, shorts and

documentaries may be mixed in various combinations

to provide perspective on a theme, to present

opposing views about a controversial issue or

to increase knowledge about a little known topic.

1. "War'on Film"

A unit which explored the various facets of

war in both literature and film might in-

clude the following productionss

Features

Dr. Strangelove
The Grand Illusion
The Bridge Over the River Kwai
Paths of Glory



Short Films

A Short Visiqn
The Big Fair
Toys .

The Hole
The Hat
Neighbors
4e Soldier

Short Films from Liter

An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
A Time Out of War
Chickamauga

(See Media and Methods (December 1967) for
a fuller description of such a unit.)

2, Poetry through Film
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Documentaries

The War Game
Vivre (Living)
Battle of Culloden
Memorandum
Night and Fog
Over There

A unit approach here could include the poet

as a personality, poems which have been given

a filmic interpretation and Visual-or con-

crete poetry on-film.

a. Suggestions fer poet as-a.personality
(see -listings for LINC and in ThemessShort
Films for Discussion for further details.)

.

Modern Poets
In a Dark Time (Roethke.)
Robert Frosts A Lover's Quarrel with the World
The Days of Dylan Thomas
Horseman, Pass By (Yeats)
Carl Sandburg

NET films (obtain, from Audio-visual
Center,- Indiana University) include
Richard Wilbur, Robert Lowell, Robert
Creely, Anne Sexton, William Carlos
Williams, Hart Crane

4
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b. Poets of the past

The Ages of an (Shakespeare)
The Poet's Eye- (Shakespeare)
Walt Whitman
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c. Poems given a film interpretation

Hangman Sea Fever Autobiographical
Runner-(Auden) Yeats Country (poems of A.M.

d. Poems as visuals

Dream of the Wild Horses Blinkity Blank
N. Y., N. Y. Clay
Leaf Moods of Surfing
Timepiece The Water's Edge

3. Ind-Ividual Works

By checking various catalogs a teacher can

usually find a number of films to help him

in developing a thematic or single work unit.

Many of the catalogs offer extensive summaries.

For example, in the study of The Diary of Anne_

Prank. the following films might be used:

a. MaIngandum, 58 min., b & w - Contemporary
Films, Inc., rental $25.

As an examp3e of the help film distri-
butors offer, here is a summary of this
film taken from Themes: Short Films fot
Discussions

Several films have been made concerning
the concentration camps and their human
effects; Memorandum goes, perhaps, further
than any of them in raising the questions
that Hitler's effort at genocide should
force upon men. (the review goes on and
then concludes with the followings

4

4
3
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Memorandum lends itself to discussion
and questioning more than most documen-
taries. Perhaps an important guideline
for discussion would be to keep with
questions inherent in the film itself,
and to avoid the imposition of questions
from without. Suitable for any year
in high school.

Suggested questions: (more offered than
indicated here)

(1) What is implied or suggested in
the title, Memorandum?

(2; Why the concentration upon, Bernard
Laufer, and not simply a documentarY
about the concentration camps?

Let My People Go - =54 ,min, b 8c w avail-
able fromQ.Cam Handy. Return of Jews to
Israel; story includes Germany and the
concentration camps.

c. Night and Fog, 31 min, b & w available
from Contemporary Films. Very graphic-
description of the- horrors of war; p r ID '-
yokes considerable discussion (Avail-
able from LINC)

Perhaps the teacher 'wishes to add a new,

dimension to study of Lord of the Flies:

War Games, 19 min. b & w,

Film has no narration; two groups. of. bOys

are playing on .a deserted beach; a conflict

develops and in the fray a pet goat is killed,

buried in the sand and later uncovered by the

tide. Striking indictment of the inherent

aggressive tendencies in everyone.
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Maybe it is a short story such as "The

Colt" by Wallace Stegner:

The Colt, b & w, 49 min. available from

Brandon Films.

A Russian squadron leader orders a

calvary man to shoot a colt. Excellent

for comparison purposes.

Or it could be a drama such as Raisin in the

Sun:

119AdssLailb 52 min. b & w, Contemporary Films

or Mass Media Ministries.

Story of a Negro girl "I like so many

things, I wonder why some people don't like

me".

No Hiding Place, 51 min., b w. Mass Media

Ministries.

A drama about blockbuting; very appro-

priate for comparison to.the yaay.

Films for stimulating discussion

The feature film, the documentary and the short

film can all serve as springboards for lively

class discussion. However, in using films for

the purpose, the following guidelines may prove

useful:
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1. Do not lecture before showing the film;

do not always tell the students what to

look-for.

2. Show the film under the best possible

conditions for hearing and viewing; darken

the room adequately and place the speaker

in the front of the room if possible.

Have a short break after showing the film;

sometimes the amount of time to rewind a

film is just right.

DisOuss the picture - not ideas in general;

ask for specific examples to support posi-

tions.

As a moderator, keep the discussion moving;

do not let just a few students dominate the

discussion; try to relate comments to each

other so continuity develops in the discussion.

6. Have students indicate the different ways

the cameras conveys ideas, feelings and action.

The success of a discussion does not depend

upon whether the student always agrees with

the teacher.

8. After a class has seen several films together,

the teacher should expect or suggest dross-

references and comparisons among films.
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The following films might promote discussion

with a wide variety of students.

Great Adventure, 75 min., b & w; available through

LINC.

Classic study of two Swedish farm boys who

rescue an otter only to learn that "no one can

catch and hold a dream forever". Cannes prize

winner.

No Reason to Stay, 29 b & w; available

through LINC.

Written by a young student; film tells the

story of one drop-out and what he dropped out

from; provides a rebellious statement against

drills, memorization and routine in the school

system.

Automania 2000, 10 min.,- colorl-available through

Mass Media Ministries or Contemporary Films, Inc.

In cartoon form; spoofs the proliferation

of cars and consumptions of all sorts of Modern

goods.

Patan's Choice, 28 min., b & w; available through

Contemporary Films, Inc.

Concerns a motorcycle gang; shows the re-

belliousness of youth.

4
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C. Films for stimulating reading

Many times feature films, shorts and documentaries

will relate to books that are available in the

classroom library or the school's resource center.

For reluctant readers, the film can be a power-

ful motivator for further reading.

D. Films for stimulating writing

The short, non-dialogue film offers variety to

writing and often triggers some effective response;

sometimes the film may be seen just once and

reacted to; other times the student might wish to

see the film twice, the first time for enjoyment
.

and the second time for particular images, tech-

niques, etc., which he, then, might wish to apply

to his writing. Two films that have worked.well

inthis capacity are the followings

Dream of Wild Horses, 6 min., color; available

through LINO.

Uses slow motion and dreamlike photography

to show the beauty of wild horses in their natural-

movements.

Red Ballon, 40 min. color; available through.

LINO.

This film has become a classic. It'tells

the story of a young boy and his friend, a balloon;
zz

A

A
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set against a striking French background. Most

effective starter for writing.

E. Films for instructional purposes

The teacher should remember that instructional

films can fit into the English program. Skill

areas such as how to read certain types of litera-

ture, writing skills, etc., have been treated in

film format. Consult the County Audio-visual

catalog for some possible choices.

F, Film in the community

Two obvious resources for the teacher that can

provide rich material to supplement his courses

are the local theaters and the television set

that is present in most homcs. Since many movies

are shown on television, advance planning will

allow students to see certain films. TV Guide

and the published Media Log in Media and Methoft

each month are two good sources for listings. Be

certain that parents are aware of any viewing

assignments so conflicts with favorite. programs

may be avoided.

Films appearing in local:theaters may be assigned

as well. Again, rapport with parents is important

and the teacher should get to know the theater

owners in his area; sometimes an arrangement can
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be made to use the theater for showing during off

hours. Some theater owners will book films if

they are guaranteed an audience.

G. Film making

Sooner or later the teacher will have to face a

rather pleasant problem if he uses films. Stu-

dents will want to create films of their own,

Film making allows the student to become an

active creator, totally involved with a medium.

When his final product is shown to the class,

mistakes.and faulty perceptions are Ininfully

clear but communal criticism can be a strong and

valuable teacher. Film making is a valuable

adjunct to the English .;o'irse and does not re-

quire great outlaying of funds to get started,

Many students already have cameras and will be

willing to use them.

III. Filmstrips

In all areas of the English' curriculum, filmstrips

can b., used effectively and imaginatively. Each

schoo' 'las many filmstrips, both with and without

sound; these can be used in the traditional manner,

but one should not be hesitant about exploring new

areas, For example, with the students who experience

difficulty in the use of adjectives, adverbs, verbs
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and other parts of speech, showing these students a

filmstrip perhaps on "Snakes" or "Birds" might stimu-

late the production of word choices, either written

or oral which could then be used as a basis for a

language lesson. (See the listings which are in-

your school's library but don't look just under English!)

IV. Tape Recorders

Cassettes are in. The teacher should take advantage

of the ready accessibility to cassette tapes and

recorders; many students have their own machines;

poetry readings, role playing, vocabulary, original

writing, class discussions, interviews - all can be

preserved on tape and used many times.

A possible arra for exploration would be the taping

of interviews or talks with former professors, business-

men-, famous visitors, politicians, etc., and build-

ing .up a clas6 file of these which could be used in

many different aspects of the English class.

Prepared tapes are readily found on,.the market. A

tape catalog may be obtained from Pacifica Tape

Library, 2217 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, California 94904,

V. Video tape

Video tape camera and recorder are available

from the County Media Center, Reservations for this

equipment should be made well in advance. The video

4
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taps"machines are easy to operate and most students

are capable of running the equipment after short in-

struction. Video tape has the advantage of allowing

the student to see himself almost immediately after

he has performed a role. Class discussions, role

playing, essays, etc., are handled easily and effec-

tively this way.

If a particularly valuable television show is going

to appear but not during school hours, yoU may

notify the Media Center well in advance of the program

and if possible they will tape the program; then, when

the,-time is appropriate, you may show the tape in

class. Tapes of the PET broadcasts might be quite

useful and can be kept indefinitely, buildi:-.g up a

valuable library.

VI, Magazines.

If the slow reader has difficulty with sections

of the regular class anthology, a teacher may wish to

use magazines to help him gain confidence. For example

the "Real Life Dramas" from Reader's Digest, are good

sources for this purpose. Class members will assist

in making a collection of.these, "My Most Unforgettable

Character" might be good reading during a unit on

"People". The condensed books in Reader's Digpst

can be torn out and stapled together. Ladies Home
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Journal, Redbook, Sports Illustrated, Field and Stream -

all have articles that will appeal to young readers.

Explore the possibilities.

Addresses of Film Distributors:

Brandon Films, Inc.
221 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

Contemporary Films, Inc.
330 West 42 Street
New York, New York 10036

Indiana University
Audio Visual Center
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Jam Handy Organization
2821 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48211

LING
1006 Lamond Ave.
-Dorham, N. C. 27701

Mass Media Ministries
2116 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

1
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Potpourri of Approaches

1. Use brainstorming occasionally as a technique for
stimulating ideas

2. Props and starters such as a set of general questions
to initiate ideas or solutions

3. Practice in playing word games

11.. Pupil invention of games and new words

5. Stories developed from varied arrangements of pictures

6. Pupil dictation of. stories on tape recorder; develop-
ment of class anthologies

7. Regular role playing to stimulate spontaneity and
naturalness of expressicn

8. Having pupils think of new uses for familiar devices

9. Having students provide alternative solutions to a
problem

10. Rewriting a story or other composition to obtain a
different effect

11. Practice in writing captions or unusual titles for
pictures, cartoons, news items, etc.

12. Creation of unusual events or situations to stimulate
expression'

13. Critical reading of comic books and suggestions for
changes

14. Specific practice to-deveJcp keener observation
through the senses

15. Practice in creative listening, thinking how a speaker
actually feels about what he is saying

16. Expression of ideas and feelings stimulated by music

17. Writing original plays and enacting them

18. Puppet and marionette shows
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19. Illustration of stories or other writings through
pictures; films or slides

20. Exercises such as Twenty Questions to improve ability
of students to ask clear questions

21. Exercises to improve student's ability to draw in-
ferences

22. Practice exercises which are not graded

23, Use tall tales or yarns as stimulus for writing and
oral expressions hold a liar's contest

24. Emphasize characterization by use of pantomime

25, Use radios, tapes, record players, video tape as
adjuncts to usual practices
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SUMMARY

The suggestions given here are examples or samples

of the types of activities which can be used to create an

atmosphere in which students learn to listen, to discuss,

and to write. The teacher should not be hesitant in inno-

vating numerous other ways to captivate the interest and

the imagination of each student. Possibilities are in-

exhaustive. The student should realize some personal

accomplishment, a sense of self-evaluation which should

facilitate and encourage his drive toward further develop-

ment. The unit should develop within the group a readiness

and willingness to share with each other, and it should

nourish empathy and mutual cooperation. Students need to

grow in their desire to learn and to evaluate the results

of their own efforts. Working in an atmosphere conducive

to some degree of success in his own language and idiom,

the student should go a long way in finding his identity

arid worth.
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Interpersonal Relationshipss A Resource Unit
for Tenth and Eleventh Grades

This resource unit was planned with the idea that

ultimately it would be used as an elective course for the

14th and 11th grades. It is designed primarily for the

average and slow learners who all too often are turned

off by school. Hopefully there are many readings and

activities which will interest these students and many

chances for success for them in the unit.

The teacher of the disinterested and/or slow learner

should realize that these students can be just as rewarding

as academic students. Certain attitudes should be possessed

by the teacher of these students. She should first of

all be a person who notices, individuals. She should be

capable of searching out and discovering unique and interest-

ing things about each of her students. She should have

the kind of personality that makes everyone feel special

and wanted and needed in her classroom. She needs to be a

wise disciplinarian who understands that a one-to-one

handling of behavior problems is more effective and fair

than a technique that embarrasses a student in front of

his peers. She should have a sense of humor and not be

afraid to show it in the classroom. She needs to be patient

and kind because if a disinterested or slow learner senses

that the teacher doesn't really like him, no matter how

3
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exciting or well planned the class is, he will have a

mental block and be unable to learn from it. She needs to

be aware that we learn at least as much (and perhaps more

in some cases) from our experiences as we do from reading

and listening to someone else talk "at" us. Thus, she is

willing to use as many activities as possible in which the

student himself takes part.

Realizing that slow and/Or disinterested students are

not inferior human beings, this teacher sees them as a

challenge at the same time that she understands that they

have limitations. If she is able to help them to have a

positive outlook toward life and themselves, as well as to

help them increase their communication skills of reading,

writing, listening, and speaking, then she has achieved

success.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Objectives (for the teacher and student)

1. To come to a new awareness concerning our rela-

tionships with other people, to understand how we

affect others and why, and to learn new and healthy

ways to relate to others both in relationships

that are largely supportive in nature and also

in relationships characterized by fear, prejudice

or conflict.

P.
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2. To learn how we communicate to others non-verbally.

3. To learn to really enjoy literature so that reading

becomes a life-long leisure activity.

4. To broaden vocabulary so that we're better listeners,

speakers and readers.

5. To become better conversationalists.

6. To learn gradually to drop unhealthy inhibitions

through participation in creative drama.

7. To experience success, thereby becoming more self

confident and thereby developing a more positive

attitude toward school.

8. To prepare young people for a future characterized

in all probability by many rapid changes in inter-

personal relationships.

To see that one way to establish order out of

the chaos of life's complexity is through humor.
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

pax _11 .Introduction

Brainstorm for ideas from students as to just what

types of relationships with others are significant to

their lives. Examples might bet

Friend to friend
Friend to enemy
Son to parent, step-parent
Daughter to parent, -step- parent
Brother to brother (younger, older)
Brother to sister (younger, older)
Sister to sister (younger, older)
Boyfriend and girlfriend
Husband and wife
Individual to bossman
Individual to someone of a different race
Individual in a group
Individual to the elderly
Individual and teacher
Iridividual and extended family

Encourage students to bring out the various degrees of

differences in.each one of these relationships. Pass out

the reading list on a mimeographed sheet and tell students

that during this unit we will be exploring our relation-"

ships with others.

1. Prior to the reading of "What is a Family" in

geamlauirm, (inserted) (Nov. 29, 1971).

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING QUESTION)

What does the word "family' mean to you?

2. Read "What is a Family" in class and then discuss

the following questionst
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a. What is the difference between an extended
family and a commune?

b. What are the advantages and disadvantage of
living in an extended family?

c. What is the difference in the definition of
family in the Indian tribe and the family as
you know it?

d. Do you think communes are good?
e. How do communes affect the traditional roles

of the man and woman in the family?
f. If one is single, what qualities should heAl

possess to be able to adopt children?
g. Would you like to be a single parent?
h. Would you like to have a family without children?
i. How would you feel if you were an adopted

child?
J =. How would you feel if you were an adopted child

of a different race from your parents? What
are the advantages and disadvantages of inter-
racial adoption?

k, What is the future of the family?
1. What-are test -tube babies?
m. Do you agree with test tube babies?
n. What kinds of groups make good families?

Show the "Satan's Choice" (produced by A National Film.

Board of Canada and distributed by Contemporary Films, Inert

for $15.00). "Satan's Choice" is about a Toronto motorcycle.

group. The group ranges in ages-from 20 to 34; the boys are

almost without exception from middle-class homes and several

admit that af6er their years with the motorcycle, they

probably will return to a stable middle-class life. They

have chosen this way of life because they do not like the

type of life of their parents. They possess nothing of

any value - except their bikes. There is, however, enough

meaning in the bikes to make up for the suburban home and

station wagon. The motorcycle symbolizes freedom. This
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film will appeal to teen-agers on a profound level today,

Excellent for boys.

A discussion on the importance of the family and

values held by young people today might be held.

Days 4-51

Read Life Maanzine reprints on "The Marriage Experi-

ments" (April 28, 1972). After reading this article, dis-

cuss communes, contract marriages, women liberation in

family roles, and multiple marriages. -

The following selections may be used by both students

and/or. teacher.

"Dropout Wife" in Life, March 17, 1972
"New Marriage Styles", Time,, March 20, 1972
"What You Should Know Before You Marry", Seventeen,

February, 1972
"What Has Happened to the American Family", Better Homes

11,1ACL4aclerma February, 1972
"Dr. David Reuben Answers Your Questions About Alterna-

tives to Marriage", McCalls, February, 1972

If students seem especially interested let them do

extra reading by consulting the Reader's Guide. Otherwise

the teacher may want to stencil articles herself. Numerous

articles recently have been written on appropriate and closely

related topics. Ladies Home Journal carries a regular

feature titled "Can This Marriage Be Saved" concerning actual

case histories of marital problems and suggested solutions

given by marriage counselors. The "Dear Abby " columns also
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Present various types of family problems which might

stimulate interesting discussions. Brighter students could

be assigned sections of.Future Shock which deal with future

developments of the family. Report to be given on Day 10.

Assign for the eleventh grade class "The Waltz" by

Dorothy Parker in the Themes and Writers anthology on page

324.

SPECIAL NOTE:

At this point the is divided into tenth and eleventh-

grade levels. Some activities and all films are designed

to be use at both grade levels, Therefore, references will

be made in the tenth grade unit to corresponding activities

and films in the eleventh grade unit. When looking for

an activity, look .for the day it was used in the eleventh

grade section. Days 46-50 culminate the unit with discussions

and films which are described at the end of the eleventh

grade unit,

10th GRADE

Day 6: "Crosscurrents Unit" Encountets text (123)

"Crosscurrents" deals with works of literature in

which family relationships result in family conflicts,

Tenth graders, in general, are going through a "change

of life" where they are experiencing many problems in

family situations. A teacher should recognize this period .
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of adjustment that the teenager is undergoing and show

him, through literature, that all teenagers are "in the

same boat". This unit, which emphasizes the parent-child

relationship, can help the student better understand his

own problems,

Motivating the units The following questions may be

used'to stimulate class discussion in introducing the unit

How important is the family?
How important is parental love?
Have you ever been jealous of-a brother or sister?
Have you felt that your parents do not understand you?
Is theme generation gap in your family" Why or why not?
What are some minor family conflicts that you have ex-

perienced?

In class, read and discuss "The Parable of the Prodigal Son"

p. 123. Please consult the Encounters Teachers' Manual

for guides and suggestions for this and other selections

in this Crosscurrents unit.

Ray_2* Approximately eleven (11) days should be spent

in the readings, discussions and activities for this unit,

which are outlined-as follows,

Encounters text-short stories

"no Colt" pp. 126-134 child vs parent
"Bag of Bones" pp. 135-140 child vs parent
"The Rocking Horse. Winner" pp. 141-150 parent vs child
"Mammon and the Archer" pp. 152-156 parent vs child
"The Revolt of Mother" pp. 161-171 Mother vs Father
"Father and his Hard-Rocking

Ship" pp. 157-159 Mother vs Father
""The Veldt" pp. 178-187 children vs

parents vs society
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"Old Folks Christmas"
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excellent short play depicting
parents who try to "buy" their
children's love, yet children
do not respond

These stories should be read and discussed thoroughly.

In discussing them, emphaiis should, of course, be

placed on the family relationships, the family conflict,

climax, characterization, plot, and Symbolism have not

been previously presented.

Films: Several films have been recommended to show

in conjunction with the theme of the unit, interpersonal

relationships within the family.

See 11th grade section, day 12, 16, and 19.

Composition. Assignments:

To reinforce the theme for this unit, the follow-

ing topics are suggested:

1. At home we argue-over the silliest things

2. My mother makes me furious when she

3, I wish my parents wouldn't ,

4, My parents simply do not understand me

5, I can't stand the way my brother or sister

6, I am the"crosscurrent" in our house

Other activities include the following:

1. Have students write letters to "Dear Abby ".

ry
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may write creatively from these pictures.

4, Debate on topic, such as "Father knows best"

Daylls may be used for an evaluation of the°Crosscurrents"

unit. This may be accomplished by a written assignment,

or a subjective or objective test.

Days 18, 191., 20: Creative Dramatics (See days 7, 8, 9 of
11th grade section)

Teacher may use all or some of the ideas described.

Perhaps additional time could be spent un role-playing

activities of family situations. The following ro1c- playing

skits are suggested:

1, Sixteen-year-old Tom has just had a small accident
with the family car. l!e has to tell his father,
who is not in a very good mood,

2, Betty and Jane are two teenage sisters who con-
stantly argue over the use of the telephone. Betty
is expecting a call from her new boyfriend, yet
Jane will not hang up. How can Betty get her to
hang up?

Pay_ISLI
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A boy and girl pretending to be man and

wife might argue over how their money should

be spent, how a specific behavior problem in

one of their children should be handled, how

the household duties should be divided, whether

the wife should have a career outside the home,

how much time they should spend visiting their

individual families, etc.

DISCUSSION SHOULD FOLLOW EACH OF THESE ACTIVITIES.

ASSIGNMENT: "The Slipover Sweater" in Voices 1

book on page 126.

Activity: Pass out mimeographed sheets on Inter-
personal relationships in a bomb shelter. Have
students discuss why they picked the people they
did. ( see appendix of unit)

NOTE: _ The grammar, writing and reading skills activities
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3. Phil has shoulder-length hair which his parents
despise. They offer him money, etc., to try to
get a hair cut, but Phil sees nothing wrong with
his hair. Portray a conversation between parents
and Phil.

4. Karen is 1 hour late in returning home from a
date with her new boyfriend. Her parents are
waiting up for her, and she is immediately given
the "third degree" about her actions and her
whereabouts. How does Karen respond?

AVERAGE STUDENTS

RAM?17258

Begin novel Death Be Not Proud by John Gunther.

Teacher may assign whole book or book may be read and dis--

cussed in parts. Students respond well to this novel;

therefore, in this unit, one, week is allotted to read and

discuss the book.

This novel is a moving story of a teenager's fight

for life against overwhelming odds. John Jr.'s very close

relationship with his parents is an important factor in

understanding his optimism and his desire for life.

Questions for discussions

1. Describe the parent-child relationship,
2, Even though parents were divorced, the family still

seemed to function as a "whole". How and why?
3. How. was family love displayed?
4. Why did Johnny respect his parents so?

Note: 'Many medical terms are used in this story. The

teacher should make note of these and explain. to

students before reading.
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SLOW OR REMEDIAL STUDENTS

Begin novel Mr. and Mrs. BOJO Jones. For the slow

learner, this book should be read and discussed in parts.

This book is a very good study in interpersonal relation-

ships:. parent-child, husband-wife, family-family.

Questions for discussion:

1. Did BoJo and July share a true love?
2. Did the parents help or hinder the marriage?
3. How do you explain the interpersonal relationships

after the death of the baby?

Other novels on the theme of interpersonal relationships

within the family are available in class sets. These novels

may be taught during the sophomore year to the class as a

whole, or the teacher nay choose to use several novels at

one time by working with small groups of students.

To 411 a Mocking Bird - Harper Lee
Tuned Out - Male. Wojciehowska
Ylillow Hill - Phyllis Whitney

It is suggested that the teacher give students (especially

the slow or remedial students) a study guide which includes

questions on facts and theme of the novel. Students should

work on these- study guides by themselves or in small groups.

A class discussion of the novel may be based from these

questions,

For evaluation of students on their reading of the

novel, a written composition or a test may be given.
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Days 26. 27. 28:

Begin A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry,

a 3-act play which according to the author portrays "the

many gradations even in one Negro family of the clash of

the old and the new". The themes of family life and racial

relations are dominant.

Assign students parts in the play.and begin reading

Act I, scene I aloud. (It is suggested to spend 20-30

minutes on oral reading). Students should continue read-

ing play on their own for homework. It is suggested that

key scenes be read'aloud as class discusses the play,

Discussion questions (taken from Afro-American Litera-

tun-LIIMMO ACT I

1. Why did the author take the title or her play
from Langston Hughes's poem "Dream Deferred"?
How do the words of the poem apply to the play?

2. What is Mama's dream? Walter's? Beneatha "s?
What conflict exists among these different dreams?

3. What was Big Walter's dream? Why is Travis so
important to the other nembers, of the family?

4. What is Walter's position in the family? Is
Walter justified in being angry and resentful
when Mama won't consider his plan to invest in a
liquor store?

ACT II

1. How has George defined his identity as a black
man?

2, What does Walter reveal about himself when he is
drunk and pretending to be an African warrior?
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3. In ACT II .there are several hopeful scenes.
What are they, and what follows after they take
place? What do these scenes contribute-to the
play as a whole?

ACT III

1.- In scene I, how would you compare Beneatha's
attitude toward the -future with Asagai's? What
other incidents contrast the attitudes of charac-
ters to heighten interest?

2, ACT III shows a complete reversal in Walter's.
attitude towards Mr. Lindner. What do you think
causes him to change his mind and refuse to accept
the money? Has Walter's dream changed?

Mama's last action in the play is to return for
her plant. What do you think the plant represents?

Dav 291 Show film "Neighbors" (See 11th grade section, day 29)

Days 0 -35' Begin "The Diary of Anne Frank" (Encounters,

Pp. 189-244)

This drama is concerned with two families who

hide out for two years during the Nazi occupation of Holland

in World War II. It reveals their conflicts, problems, hopes,

and dreams while living under such adverse conditions,

Assign the whole play, When done in parts, the play

may lose meaning and impact. The introduction given in the

book provides excellent background information' for the play.

Read and discuss this aloud before assigning the reading

of the play. You may want to allow class periods for

student reading dayse

(Please refer to the Encounters Teacher's Manual (pp.74-81)

for additional materials)
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_There are 3 excellent films which go along well with

this selection.

"1000 Cranes". LINC - 24 minutes. $6.00. Viewers
visit the rebuilt city of Hiroshima; film presents
a plea for peace.

"Night and Fog", LINC - 31 minutes. $8.00 A film
which is quite vivid in showing the horrors of Nazi
concentration camps.

"Memorandum". Contemporary Films. 58 minutes. $25.00.
This documentary follows survivors back to the concen-
tration camp of Bergen-Belsen.

Notes It is suggested that teacher preview all films

before showing in class.

This selection, "The Diary of Anne Frank ", deals with

interpersonal relationships within'the family and with those

of the family. Supplementary stories which also deal with

the latter theme may be studied at'this time.
M1

Adventures

"The Hat", JesSamyn West, pp, 83-94
"The Terrible Miss Dove", Frances Gray Patton, pp.153-162
"Death of Red Peril", Walter Edmonds,-pp. 141-146
"The King and Ifip Rodgers and Hammerstein, pp.-448-497

Encountess

"Ha'Penny", Alan Paton, pp, 356-358
"Stopover in Querataro", Jerrold Beim, pp. 4-9

D ,ys_

Novels based on this theme of personal relationships

are studied at this time.

1.111111,
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AVERAGE STUDENTS

Lamp...rats Peace, John Knowles

Gene and Finny are two 17 year-olds that both

male and female readers can identify with. This story

focuses on the themes of growing up, fear, friendship,

jealousy, and a search for a workablevalue system.

In studying these novels, various activities such

as panel discussions, skits, art displays (collages), role-

playing, creative writing, etc., may be used in the class-

room.

For bright students who would like extra credit

reading, see assignment in Greening of America, 11th grade,

day 31.

SLOW/REMEDIAL STUDENTS

That was Then This Is Now, Sue Hintan

This is a simple book to read, but not simple-minded

in the least. It concerns the very complex problems a

young person encounters as he grows from adolescence into

adulthood. The book dramatizes a number of interpersonal

I'lationshipss a boy and his mother, a boy and his girl, a

boy and his best friend, a young person and a drug group.

The value systems of the young people change greatly as
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they grow up, but there's no surety that the new one is

better than the old one.

Other novels that may be used with the class or with

small groups*

The Red Car': Don Stanford
Flowers f.mAlgerma, Daniel Keys

The Pearl, John Steinbeck
Portrait of Jennie, Robert Nathan
Lilies of the Field., William Barrett

Narrative of Frederick Dogelas, F. Douglas

Day 46a Please see 11th grade section, day 46, for cul-

mination and evaluation of this unit. These concluding

activities involve days 46-50.
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ELEVENTH GRADE SECTION

Day 61

Discuss "The Waltz" and play excerpts from the record

of Dorothy Parker selections by Shirley Booth. Hopefully

out of this lesson will come the realization that even in

some of the painfully embarrassing and disillusioning

aspects of the boy-girl relationships, humor can be found.

It might be fun to read also "Love is a Fallacy" from

The Many_kma_dkoly Gillis by Max Shulman, This short

story is in the eleventh grade Themes'-and Writers anthology.

It examines in a humorous way the role of logic and emotion

in male-female relationships. Some of the vocabulary in

this story is fairly challenging so the teacher might wart

to discuss some of the more difficult words prior to

assigning the story,

"The Chaser" in the paper anthology A Pocket Book of

American shot:Lauf= is an excellent story for brighter

students. It is serious rather than humorous in tone, but

with a well led discussion, students have great fun-analy-

zing this one. It concerns a young boy's naive desire for

what an adult would term a Parasitic relationship with

.his girl friend, Diana.

Day 71

Read "Courtship Through the Ages" in the eleventh

grade Voices 3 -book (p.115) Discuss this selection as a
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comparison to "The Waltz" since both have a humorous tone

in their handling of dating. There are some good writing

suggestions at the end of the story if the teacher wishes

to use them.

As an introduction to creative drama which will be

started'on Day 8, it might help interest the students and

prepare them psychologically for two teachers to pre-arrange

a skit of some. sort Without letting the students know it

has been sat up. For example, one teacher might storm into

another teacher's room, fling a borrowed bock_ on her desk

and say disgustedly, "Here'S your book back". The other

teacher might respond by saying, "Well, it's about-time!

You kept it-long enough!" As the teacher who borrowed this

bo6k leaves the room it should be obvious by the way she

walks and the look on her:face that she= is_very.angry. She

might spit out some statement such as "Well, you-can bet

I won't borrow anything from you again!" and slam the door,

This sort of thing shakes students up and can be a basis

for discussion as to how the "actors" or "actresses"

communicated th,,?ir feelings besides with words, If stu

dents are able to see that teachers are wi.ding to try

creative drama, thenthey might be more willing to try

it themselves. Any sort of skit would fulfill this ob-

jective.
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Pays.2=91 Creative Drama

Creative drama at its best helps young people to

lose some unhealthy inhibLtions, to develop self confi-

dence, to-explore who they are by playing various charac-

ter's roles, and to become more imaginative.

Because students may feel embarrassed at first with

an activity of this nature, the teacher probably should

follow the steps in the order in which they are presented

since they are designed to break the student in gradually.

The teacher should involve herself in each of the activities;

if-she is unwilling. to do so, then she really should not

attempt creative drama in her classes. Each activity should

be followed up with discussion; otherwise these activities

will mean less than they could.

A. Divide the class approxiAately in half. Have one

group go to the front of he room and face the

rest of the class. The two groups s-aare at one

another wordlessly for several minutes. Then the

teacher tells the group standing to look up and

count tha blocks in the ceiling or some such

activity while the seated group remains staring.

Then the two groups switch places with each- other.

Afterwards the students talk about their feelings

and inner thoughts during these activities. The

overall purpose here is to help students learn

1

4
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the art of concentration, a skill very necessary

to effective participation in drama. They must

ultimately learn to concentrate so well that

they forget themselves and become the character,

"to move around inside someone else's skin for

awhile" as Atticus Finch expresses it in To Kill.

a Mocking Bird, Surely relationships in life

can be helped by this ability to empathize..

B. To "loosen up" students, you might try asking

theM to get in groups cd. four and plan a= city

sculpture using other members of the class to

form the sculpture. They cannot demonstrate to

the class members what the use of the sculpture

is, but instead they must give the directions

verbally. This activity usually ends up bring-

ing lots of laughter but also accustoms students

to working together and freeing them in terms

of movement.

C. Another activity which is good for stimulating

the imagibation involves giving each student

some household article and asking him to play

around-with it and demonstrate various functions

it could be used for or various unrelated things

(real or imaginary) that it could become. Examples,

a fork, a piece of string, a magic marker, a screw

4 -
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driver, a jar top, an index card, soap dish,

ace bandage, fingernail clippers, an ice tray

divider, a shoe stretcher, a paper clip, an ash

tray, etc. Group work might be better at this

point because students will probably still feel

some inhibitions.

D. In pairs, have students act out without words

emotions such as happiness,- sorrow, worry, love,

anger, fear; Try to get around to everybody.

After each One, the class has to guess at the

emotion. When someone guesses the right emotion,

the clast should then analyze how they guessed

the emotion since no words were. spoken. Hope-

fully, such points as posture, eye,movement,

ifacial expression, movement, gestures, etc. will

be used, Bady Talk (available at Billy Arthur's

in Chapel Hill, N. C. for $6.00) is a card game

which can be played with 8-10 people. aach per-

son selects a card and sits down and acts out

the emotion stated on the card, The other

members in the group try to guess the emotion

that the person is acting out. If they guess

the right emotion, they turn in their card of

that emotion and someone else acts out one of

their emotion cards. The card game could be

s,
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made easily by students.

E. Act out in pairs or groups such activities as

eating in a restaurant, rolling a snowball,

hunting, playing basketball, using no words.

Let the class guess at the activity.

F. Play "Yes, No". Two people can use only one

word to structure an imaginative situation.

Their intonation, volume, voice expression,

movements, gestures, facial expressions should

be discussed to discover what their feelings

probably were. Try to get around to all students.

G. Finally, try some role playing. It might be fun

and thought provoking to have a "mother" and

"daughter" arguing unsuccessfully. Hopefully,

the class will be lod into a discussion of just

how one argues successfully with someone he

loves. Since conflict is an innate part of

close human relationships according to many

psychologists, this kind of a discussion should

bear directly on students' lives with their

present and fixture families.

Boys mightargue with their "father"

about home responsibilities, car privileges,

future plans, etc.
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This story helps us discover that all too

often we overemphasize physical qualities and

underemphasize personality and character qualities

in choosing people to date and fall in love with.

Special report on Future Shock will be given at

this time.

The teacher might like to use this day as a theme

writing day, Hopefully, she has been having her students

keep journals or participate in several non-graded composi-

tion activities so that they feel a deg..ee of confidence

in their ability to have something worth saying, It should

be remembered that students need praise and sensitivity

to theif feelings and ideas on the part of the teacher

or they will probably feel the composition is simply not

worth the effort it requires.

Suggested choices for the students might include the

followings

A. The Kind of Parent I Hope to Be

B. What I Expect of the Man (Woman) that I Marry

C. What My Parents Think of Me,

D. The Kind of Qualities I Hope My Own Children

Will Possess Someday
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E. The Type of pate I Like Best

F, Become either your mother or father and write'

on the type of individual they 'Wanted you to

become.

ASSIGNMENT FOR DAY 13s

Students are to bring either a poem or a record on

love. If they have a record of the poem, they should

bring this also, The words to either the poem or the

record should be written out on a stencil and turiled in to

----- the teacher on Day 12,- On Day 13,-the student-shoUld-be

ready to present either his poem or his record to the class.

EAX-121...

Show the films "A Chairy Tale" and "Have I Told You

Lately That I Love You?". "A Chairy Tile" (National Film

Board of Canada production. $5.00 to rent from Contemporary

Films), "A Chairy Tale" is a delightful fantasy. "A Man,

dressed in white in a dark room, .is reading, He attempts

to sit down on a chair that suddenly jerks away from him.

For several minutes he fights desperately to control the

chair, or even to get a tactical advantage. But the chair,

wary and fast, escapes each time. Finally the man gives

up, reconciling himself to sitting on the floor. Only

then does the chair approach him, and a new mode a rela-

tionship ensues. The chair pleads to be wooed, to be treated

rz_
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as an equal; and it is not until the man has played with

the chair and even has let it sit on him, that the chair

finally permits him to sit on it. "A Chairy Tkle" can be

a most effective little film to demonstrate something very

important about the nature of human relationships. (Summary

taken from ThemeSs Short Films for D'scussion), by William

Kuhns. "Have I Told You Lately That I Love You?" is a very

grim spoof on the deterioration of personal communication

in a technological age. The film opens in the bedroom; the

man and wife sleep as the radio blares. - Finally he gets

up for work, and all that is heard are the mechanical sounds

that surround him: the electric shaver, the teakettle, the

radio.on the highway. Once in town, everything is automa-

tic: elevator, doors; he= never seems to have to encounter

people. His work stretches the irony; he talks quite a

bit, but over an intercom or telephone, and about forms.-

The point seems to be made that we don't communicate= with

people anymore, but with machines ". (Summary taken from

Themes). Both of these films involve the closeness or .

lack of it in our interpersonal relationships and should

spark some interesting discussions.

The teacher will then move into a discussion on love

between men and women. The teacher might use the various

pictures on love in the book, The Famil. of Man to stimulate
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thought. Since some young people are so moved by Rod

McKuen's love poetry, any of his albums might be played

successfully at this times "The Sea", "The Sky", and "The

Earth"; StanyanStreet and Other Sorrows might be used for

more poems. Carole King's album "Tapestry" examines love

in several ways also.

Carl Sandburg's poem "Honey and Salt", (See appendix

of this unit) has many ideas about what love is and carries

through the idea implied by the title that love is both

sweet and difficult. Students would probably like this

ione because it is not overly sentimental.

"The Kiss" by Sara Teasdale is a short poem, (see

appendix to unit). focusing On the idea that first love

does not always fit our dreams and expectations:-

Since one of our purposes in this unit is to help pre-

pare young people for the future, some cl Lois Wyse's poems

might,be used here. They are a blending of the romanticism

and realism of married lave and appeal to the general public

due,to their uncomplicated style and language. They are

not too mature or sophisticated for high school students.

NOTE: Take up stenciled poems to be run off for Day 13.

Days 13 ands

Each student briefly presents a love poem of his

choice after he gives other students a copy. This might
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best be done informally with everyone (inc'uding each

speaker) seated in a big circle. If he has the record

to go along with it, this would make the presentation more

interesting. The primary thing to be interested in here

is the student's individual response, and what attitude

the poem expresses about love. Students should be encouraged

to react to each other's poetry. Hopefully at the' end of

this activity students will realize that there are many

iays of looking at love,

NOTE: At the end of day 13 give out Babbitt books to

brighter students to read. Give others a choice between

1 AmmirA and The Peter Pan Bag.- Those not reading Babbitt,

will be required to read another short book to be assigned

later. The group reading BabliiIt will do a paper.

On Day 14 aisign the short story "Two Soldiers" by

William Faulkner in the Adventur s in American Literature,

DRY-1,5.1

Discuss "Two Soldiers" in terms of the many examples

of interpersonal relationships in the story. The questions

in the book at the end of the story are quite good.

NOTE: Assignment: Students are to write down in "Dear

Abby " form their most pertinent problem with others.

_ They are not to sign their names 3 these so that they will

have more freedom to be perfectly honest. This could be
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done in class on Day 15 if time. permits.

ljay_LEL

Read "On the Sidewalk Bleeding", Voices 3 (p.103).

Without any discussion of the story, show the film, "The

Detached Americans", Mass, Media Ministries for $10.00.

'The film opens with the incident of the slaying of Kitty

Genovese while 38 citizens watched from their windows

without helping. 'I didn't want to get involved,' was

the typical reply. When caught, the murderer said that

he figured nobody would, do anything to help. The- situa-

tion seems inciredible, Yet it happened. .'When she called

to one she knew', Harry Reasoner says4 the never answered

her'. When it was all over, they (the spectators) all

went-back to bed", (Summary taken from Themes.)

If you feel that your classes need more than twenty

minutes to read the story, perhaps it shOuld be assigned

as homework on Day 15 or the film should not te shown

until Day 17. A paper or a discussion of the film and

the story might be a good follow-up activity. Students

should be able to compare and contrast the two and per-

haps might like to discuss which was more effective in

"speaking" to them,

.1243122.1

Students divide into groups of fo to discuss
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stenciled "Dear Abby " problems as the teacher moves

from group to group taking ideas to share with each one.

Use only about fifteen or twenty minutes for this activity.

Assign the students to pick one of the problems to write

an Abby response for homework.. Use the last thirty-five

minutes to have group presentations on the two books I Am

Third and The Patemlan_gag. The groups could do a panel

discussion, a skit, or any other sort of teaching techni-

que that they feel the class will_ learn from and enjoy.

They are to be the teachers fora day.

Day. 18:

Read- the section "Judging Character" preceding

"Mother in Mannville" in the Voices 3 "(p' 424.) You may

or may not want to use the practices following this section.

It helps the slower learner sometimes to go over difficult

words in a selection before he reads it. It is suggested -`

that the teacher always do this. The following are some

words that the teacher might need to put on the board and

discuss with the students- before they. read: "subterfuge,

predicted, instinctive, communion, anomalous". You might

want to focus this discussion around the idea of why

Jerry lied about having a mother. Why is that Particular

interpersonal relationship so imnortant to us? What can a

Terson do who has no mother to fill the need for mother love?
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Day 191

Show the film "A Tender Game" (Brandon Films, Inc.,

or Contemporary Films, Inc., $7.50). It is a seven

minute animated film concentrating, on- the ideas of how

Love ,.hanges lives and how the "Outside world" reacts to

these changes. The film fits in with our discussions and

readings on love between a man and woman. The students

might enjoy discussing the verisimilitude (or lack of)

in the film and comparing and contrasting it to current

pertrayals of love in movies, 1:est-sellers and magazines.

It should serve as a good introduction to My Darling, kra

Hamburger also.

After the film discussion all the students who did

not read Babbitt, but instead read either I Am-Third

or 112221tELINIAle will be introduced to their second

required book. The teacher might want to divide the books

by sexes or she might want to let them choose which of the

books they would rather read. The choices are My Shadow

Ran Fast by Bill. Sands and y Darling, Nv Hamburger, by

Paul Zindel. The first book is a true story about a

young boy whose pare'ts are too busy with thoir careers

and social life to take time to avid° and love their on

in his childhood and adoleFoom years, Fe gets into

trouble with tne law-es he ottr,lants to rebel against his

.c.
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loveless home, His offenses = become increasingly serious
in _nature until he= finally ends up _at= San Quentin, There

a Wonderful interperSonaI relationship_ between Bin: Sands
and- the prison warden- develops Which- gives-- Bill Sands_ the ,_

courage to fight his way-- back _and- become a -useful ,entri-,
butor to society. This book is popular with both boys, and
girls =but seems to especially effective with boys who
dislike reading, Mv Darling, Myjjathtirger is a frank
handling of the joys and fears involved in adolescent

ixs

It is - suggested that the tee.cher , udents- iscoyer
the traditional institutionsdiscussed oo such

ass religion, marria e, sex, ec no l.ogy_, _-economy, civic
organization drinki ucat],on, _and o itics.



the students have thoroughly studied these-ideas and noted

use il= or_aniza ions

=citric organiza

Mention our scussi on views

purposes= wi

views ose or anizations
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American literature antho
Outcasts o

ture ,
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in part of the time with each group. For the remainder

of the period, the whole class should;oarticipate in a

teacher led discussion =as she encourages them to.discover

the relationships among all the reading, activities and

films as they relate to the overall 'unit.

After the discussion; it =in 7ht be a good idea

show and discuss the film -"Neighbors" (10 minutes; Con-

orseman in



discuss with the class the book on Day Al.?,

Read and discuss "The =Other Foot" -by Ray Bradbury in
the 1191.0..23. p. 1 This story centers around the idea
of= =relationships between the races. Brainstorm for the
types of Prejudice racial, religious, economic, educational,

hopefully will he Ain _-morei _= of --_=understandifig=

u: es,
iscussio



Because = of-this -need, he finds himself in constantconflict. = The two men-travel from ranch to ranch asWork hands.--= The ranch =hands= often make fun of thementally retarded man, Because the two- men love andneed = each other, they are able to face sthe == conflicts=of life, This_novel -is suitable for slow to averagelearners.
1046.1dolm an- s autobiography _whiCh-16oks-z int 6 _the_-changing_ -life -__ style se -of -aribp-grets lire:-young Mani, =You`follow Malcolm= _tnraugh-=iris- life =at= whe he=involve s If --in - pimping,- `pus etc _;_h18 ---prisOnz-_dayS

his
) 4henlhe_s_bWootes his_-preaching -

_ dayS; -_and= =Iiile_ccd_Emhere- he learns- =that=men =are stti_dying-Ethis--_you- will be- analyzinga- :man °_s :reaction _:With: f.z.toCkety-==arld--1118;_ growth inteI

reeninZ==

-eas--ra

ISCUSS--1N3

ssem -minu ndon

e = questions= a uman
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love, our world's treatment of him, and= the crucial need

for community in our country". (Themes, Short Films for

Discussion). Ask if students know =anyone =in the= =adult

world who seems as miserable as Eddie does with his job

and his relationships with other people. It might be

meaningful to discuss how a person like Eddie could add
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SU_GGESTED-rREADING: -FOR=ITHE TEACHER

rbac
-Oda= ri = Comp -.



BASIC TEXT BOOKSfat _

Adimtrtues in American Literature (Harcourt, Brace)
American Litera.ture Themes and Writert (Webster,

McGraw-Hi-11Tloictsin Literaxe, and Composition, 3 (Ginn)



"Dr, Rubin Answers Your Questions ab_out= Alternative
-= Marriage", McCall's, February, 1972--

"Can This Marriage Be Saved?", Ladies'-Home Journal,

monthly
"What Is a Family?" Scone November 29, 1971I

"Satan' s Choice_" =Contemporary= Films
"A Chairy Tale" Contemporary Films
"Have I Told You Lately That I Love Y_ou?" Mass Media

Ministries
"The Detached Americans" Mass Media= Ministries
"Neighbors" Contemporary Films and Trans-World Films
"The Assembly Line" Brandon Films and Mass Media = Ministrie

"The Pusher" randori - i1ms Mass M



TENTH GRADE BIBLIOGRAPHY_

TEXTBOOKS

Adventures inApprecia, Loban and- Holstrom
Encounters Carlsen Tobal Alm

Afro-American Literatures Drama, Adams, Conn,
S3.epian (Houghton Mifflin Co.) 1970, pp. 1-98



ticAMTEZ.t:

"Boa& Talk"; = at Bill_ y Arthur' s Hobby _Shop .at Eastgate
in Chapel for $6.00

"Insight", available at Billy Arthur's for $8,00
"Senoitivity", manufactured by =Buzza

_CATALOGUES:_

-Themes: Short- -FilmS- for -Disbusion- by_ William = _Kuhns
-.7"George-_--A.--___:-PflauM,_:Ttiblisherd,_-- Inc,

Fifths -Street,

ADDRESSES FOR---FILM--OOMPANIES--- USED- -IN-THIS=--UNIT



APPENDIX --

Minority groups

A group- differing, from the = predominant section of a
larger group in =_ one_ or= -more= characteristics (as ethnic
background, language , -culture -, religion) and as -a re-
sult often subjected to differential. treatment and
especially discrimination - the= constitution protects
the rights of individuals and minorities.

Did you know that you could be in a= minority group ._
All of us are members of one or another.

you are a Christian, you are in= a minority in
e world.

ub ica



we often make - we stereotype others, Remember thateach person is an individual in aragrop,
What is =`a_ stereotype ?- It is something repeated or
reproduced without variation. It is something con-
forming to a fixed =or general pattern, lacking individual

Youirare-_-_a stereotyping when

-t'A-1-1:-_teachers= are mean- and--
--"The y!!
- "These reat tidnAr

FrOm_-stereotyping- conies prejudice

err
e sedrfAiri

DEA STANDIN



--APPENDIX

-Name

DIRECTIONS Beside =each number and -descriptive word, place

the letter of the group which you associate with the words

or phrases numbered L-20, You may use more than one letter

Honey_and Salt by Carl Sandburg eleted due o copyrigh restrictions
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS BOMB' SMELTER

You =--are _home_ froni -college __on= Ch)-75.stinas _vacation', -_ You

have--brbught you: ? :psychOlogy prof3s-sor-- with -=you and _haVe:-,

invited eight of your friends cop3:1 for an informal dis-
cussion with her , There i.s a re-pairman at your house fix-

-air.-condltioner-,,--__ The Tac=5.o tapperis -:to_ be __on in the

backgroUnd- while .-you are __,_iithi_-your-_friendS_ arid-

nion

-noUncemen



Interpersonal Relations in a Bomb Shelter (cont'd)

announcement to be made. In the silence -that follows

you realize that you are now completely out of touch with

the outside world, and that =you must somehow manage to

live in the shelter for a month with the stored provisions.

The complicaticn arises when you discover that tht shelter

contains only enough provisions for six people for a month -

if all eleven of you=remain in the shelter the provisions

o= -wee

scussion you all agree that the on sensi-

remain 1_

enerous sacri

must you must_ choose == five = others to= remain

with u = must _accept this situation as =a fact. You

are staying; ;_- concern yourself =with which are your

"be st" sure_ -take into consideration each



APPENDIX
Interpersonal Relations in a Bomb Shelter (contd)

not over look yonr own._ strengths and _iwe-aknesses.. RemeMber

you = during this month, but also= to the world which= lives.

Ch t- -Nanc:V,± = husband -:_=a1-smedicb.-
7two-zy_ears- of- Study

as _--me-dica.I-:_ditecto-t_-
but -sChet-'-won",t;-_retain--iin-__t"rie -_Stie];ter
may-- also--stay-e-
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APPENDIX
Interpersonal Relations in a Bomb qhelter (cont

is the mechanic =who -was- repair ing-
conditioner -7- has of practical. knowledge of --mechanics_c
is an _expert -filters-,-_ purifiers,
oxygen- tanks hasi-- had nb-- college is
shabby, gets -On_ everyone's_ nerves is constantly- try..
inFr. to snatch food - and stuff -himself does- not realize
the nece_s85..ty-:-of =Selfi-control,

Paul - a young minister - is easy going, calm, opti-

mistic - has great faith- his presence is = reassuring
to the others - he had learned to remain calm, how-

ever, because he is a dia.betic - wouIrd need special
treatment easily tired,-4,xcitement makes him

tire an
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The Individual and Society_ : A- Literature Unit for the

Twelfth Grade

We have chosen to arrange our unit around the theme

of the Individual and Society because.we feel that the

high school senior id at a point in his life when he is

most concerned with how he is going' to fit - into = society

after he graduates. He must begin to consider whether he

udents

ve = subdivided
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into two _parts, because -we feel that there is-ia natural

break in the material, The sehedule below- is intended-

-as- only one possibility,

Unit: The Individva? and Society

Part Exploration of the theme in the Literature

of the past (9weeks)

Greek roots (3 weclks)

[he-Storlri- of-iPhi-Iosmy&)
.17 --.t.TATS S -ura

_= creeks )



More's Iltozia, Looking Backward, Too Near the Sun 1984,

-Brave _NeW- -e-eta,_)

'Suggested activities"- are presented with each sub-unit,

but these are not intended as proscriptive or in-any way

limiting, They are intended to g5.ve the- individual tea-

cher a variety of activities to choose from.
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Twelfth Grade Resource Unit -:The .Individual and Society -
Objectives

1. To provide liter.coherent -thematic liteature unit- based-
upon_ comparative studies which related to the needs-
of -the 12th- grade student in- specific and meaningful
ways,

2. To -develop moral and-_ spiritual values through- the
study of Ile stern Li-terature-,

'3. To- stimulate: the stUdantsAnto thinking about their
own society in -a =critical way_ and tor_awaken- an iniiui-
s3.time_ srn. i1, for:- individualt

acdUaint--stilde-nts-----with:=asaMpl-in-gi igre-6.-t- -3:_tera7
ture -- of-_ =the__ past __ =in a genoralJ.0 - o)ironologica1 order -

:_the eXplorati on: of = the --theMe-------

To=- =give= students_
literary= -gen-r-E-4:dramai-CtraPedV--and-' comedy)-,

______ _

b3.ograph.y-p_=nove-1_,-
essay,

To give- the _studentS-i-a__better-__und-standing of their
r'

er

To develop 1110r0 tolerant attitudes towards different
points of
To expose the r'itudents to tie idei = of a "utopia" both
in. fiction and i.n actual expeY.siments (such as contem-
porary communes).

9, To examine the author's role as soc3.a.1 critic (thrOugh
satire in. Swift realisti-c Moral drama 3.n Ibsen, allegory/

Orvell etc)_:_

10, To bring the students _to -a_ ::valizatiori of the power- of
3.3.teratUr0 -as a _tool of- soczi_al -criticism And social
chants:,e_.

3.1. To d.3.scuss the role of government in society - philoso-
-phica3.3.y as well as rea13.stically,

3.2, To examine the whole auection of indivichmlity in
soci.oty.
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a, How should a society, deal with a person who
refuses to go along with the majority? (This
will be explored in such figures as Joan of Arc,
Sir Thomas More, Thoreau, Winston Smith in
Nora in A Doll's House, Antigone, and modern
dissenters like Joan Baez, Angela Davis, the
Berrigan brothers, others).

b,- What happens when the individual consciende comes
in conflict with the state? .

c, What individual needs or wants should/canimust
be sacrificed for the general welfare of the
society?

d. How does this issue relate to the students'
lives now? Who wants to risk ostracism by not
conforminf,r?

e, Is whal often passes for "non-conformity" merely
an acce ptance of -a different set of mores?

13. To foster an awarenessin the students of_the subtle
ways in which social pressures shape each individual
(not only explicitly- impose laws and customs - but
also suoconsciously imposed through mass media, adver-
tising, propaganda, and tne general3y induced fear
of being different).

14, To promote in they student not only an awareness of
his society hut also a desire to participate in it and
perhaps to change it.

_15, TO provide -_ writing-and- ispeaking_=-a-ctivitieS---iri- -WhiCh_t

a,- the studerit-,exabin-e-s--ihitself_and- his tele- in
sadiety (as it -now -is- and --how lie -views-it :in -_
the future); =

b, the student learns to find, read, interpret-,
summarize, crititiz-e-,__Land-rebert on a--

-literary work arid-- to identify- -para3.161s-- between
the literature -arid the _student' own experiencel

a. The student _increases,- his vocabulary and learns
basic research and bibliogra-phie skills in both
primary and secondary sources; -3

d. the students- learn to participate effectively-
in arzartiZed grottp-discussions._

A

a /

=--
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PART I. Exploration of the themes in literature of the past,

A. Greek Roots

In a world of ancient despotism and misery,

Greece can alive to give freedom of mind and

spirit to mankind, Ithe Greek influence is in-

delibly imprinted upon the Western world of today,

both through their miraculous achievements - in

art, literature,architecture, government - and

through the methods by which they achieved-their

greatness.

The chief characteristic of Greece= was the

freedom of thought and reason promoted =by the

Greeks. It is this very= conce -pt= upcin which our

culture is based today. The joy of living, to

rejoice in the beauty and wonder and exultation

and even sorrow of life; was- a fundamental charac-

teristic of the Greeks. But with the joy of

life came the overwhelminz desire to explore

and discover with the mind. To discuss, to

reason, to enjoy the pu,?suit of knowledge wete

an outgrrwth of the Greeks -' freedom to think and

to speak their thoughts.

Re15gion had its specified and limited

place in Greek life, but it did not bind men
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in ignOrance and fear. While the _Egyptians

looked to death for life's- only joy', the

Greeks revered life itself, and thrtugh reason -

ing- -and a deeper faith: came to find a joyous

life- was to' be_ lived fully from day to day-._

It is because of our- heritage from he_

Greeks _that- students -need._ to explore the great:

thinkers of-the --natt --to ;examine their. way of

life _-as _carefully- s-a8_-possibleft_-=-and then_ to-
_

continue to corralate arid = evaluate the literary_

world- in a= meaningful= way= so t . a they may

to "know" themselves.

The search for 3. entity* individual"

net a_nety idea, _-_--_ =b1an has-endeavo-redzto_-- fin_

_his-- place: in s_oc
_

further -exploration-_-through_ liter-a,

-turd Will -afford- anlightenment-:-In- our -world of

chaos.

1. Readings

*a, Plato' s "Utopia", The Story_ of Philosophy,
by Will. Durant

Context includes the ideal society.

*These selections considered essontial to the unit.
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*b. Sophocles' Antigone

Arrtime prepares- us. for the essence
of tragedy, alienation, individuality,
and-nonconformity which -we will explore
in later. literature.
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'Aristophanes' Lvsistrata
In Lysistra.ta the "War Establishment"
was mocked by "womenla5 liberationists"
in the Greek society,
Aristophanes, The Clouds (Alternative0
comedies from book may be used)

In this comedy Aristophanes ==attacks
Socrates and thereby attacks new
movement e .ucation so
and-t ei _uence on

= Group =- niscvssaon=

=Socrates as a atest =
-thinker --of---=aritien- eacher-_
of:

--PI-a-, e-d-tiOris:=
as :a-- base e---fOr
dire = o e,--ideal: -State

-a-t_= Sotrat6s:Vat===thi=;tea,-;-=----
cher_-_arid- lato--waa--the-_-=recorderY---

(3) Atist-Otle-ir -4)4i1-_-lof- Plato- -- -sdienr:=
ti st and :philOsopher.:

b, Group study- Of -T-h-e_ Oediptx-S_ Trilomr_ _-
based on the myth=t-ot:the: Rouse- of -Thebe-s.

(I)_ Consider- -an _adaptatiOn of Oedipus =_
Rex at a --MO-demi Soap _--opara -per--
haps: a = v &de-o tape presentation.



c, Group or individual reports based upon
the followinfr outside 77eadinp;st

(1) Aristotle's-theory of tragedy,
The PoeticR.

(2) Arthur Miller's "Tragedy and the
Common Man."

d. Written or oral project.

(1) Reinterpret any Greek myth you
choose according to your own view
of Twentieth =Century Man,

(2) Present an original myth.

eernt-Zoorate.s'----=-staY ja :3 while = =

awaiting
though among disciples- wa:s-- an
escape -attempt- ;f Seera s-te El.nstrers7
his ---basic-- nhfijosenhv. _The same =- type_ of
group -activity mentioned in previous-
su ggestions 144y -ba- -- (Oral-linter-
pre-teden, or setoral. group Members-)

1 _Pha.edq, by -Plato-. -This- -se3.ectiont con-
cerns Socr eate 3ast hour _on earth.
AsSign -the last four. r--Or fire pages_ whichtell. in detail Socrates' lr_St,thoughts=
before his er.ecuticin. =Az) extremely moving
pretenta.tion cs.,_n be, delivered by one or-
several students_
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j, The Republic, Book V on-the position
of women in 'Plato s "Utopia" .

k. The Story of Philosophy, by Will Durant,
Probably the teacher will not want to
assign the whole book. The first three
or four chapters present an informal
introduction to Greek ideas. Within
these are excerpts from Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle.

1. Antigone., by Anouilh. Compare and con-
trast -Sophocles Antimat with Anduilh's
Antigone.

m. _As :a- concluding
_ try_ the__IcilloWing-1-.deat-_

Have---students-"=--s6lectfromcfai-rgivertr-

_-o-f_:_=_-_charp;cters=group-f-E--that:=-W41-F be _AnVited

to a largebanquet. Tell the students-
that -they must place -hese selected

------___ -
_

host i and ostess-imus--t--te-=--cho-sen.

_-_--Complete ion-_==o lacement-a--=mast-

be 1-s-Titoject-May-_- he -written:

Questions to be considered are:

(1) Why the Host?
(2) Why the Hostess?
(3) Why_ the placement of each character?

Contrast? Simi3.arity? Motivation?
(4) Fina l. rapport or dissention at con-

clusion of banquet?

n, A-V materials will be included in general
bibliography at the end of the unit.

o. Questions for investigation of Antigone

(1) What is the central conflict?
(2) Around rhom is the conflict built?
(3) Which character is thel most interesting?
(14.) "Can we consider Crean and Antigone as

extremists? Defend your answer.
(5) Consider and deveop tne following

thematic ideas
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(a) Public necessity Vs. private good
(h) Love and hate
(c) Men_ and women

(6) Is Crean a tyrant?
(7) Who is the tragic hero?
(8) Contrast Ismene and Antigone (Istre.ne

gives the reader a third point of view)
(9) Re:late the significance of ;the

fol.:1.01,am! quotation:

Creont "Let us then defend authority
and not be ousted by a. girl.

If yield
We must - then better yield to

a man, than have .

It saicl -:-.hat we were worsted by
a woman."

The Individual Conscience

INTRODUCTION

Each selection in this unit presents the

dilemma of an individual rho chooses to set him-

self 'apart from the crowd because of a- steadfast

belief- which _the -:society-- aS a whole will not

accept. -_ They are all real- historical figures,

thelOgh -their stories may have -been- fix:tier-4112dd.

They represent' a-variety -of historical periods,

cultures,_ and belie:rat- Si:, Joan,---Sir Thomas More,

Thoreau e Gandhi,_ and-modern American protestors.

But they a:':1, share an ada.mant non-conformity, a

refusal to their beliefs to be swayed by

politica-3. winds- or popular opinion. Discussion

of their lives will continue a thread that began

with Ant 5.gone the idea of the individual who
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willfully pits himself against the Establish-
ment, knowing that his actions may well bring

abput his death,
An attempt should be made to get the student

to examine his own values in light of the con-
formitilindividuality theme = - to clarify the

terms "individual" and "con-:'ormist" and to see

that the two terms are not direct opposites.
1. Readings--

sha.w, Sint joan-_-A_dra-ma=
:Cr-r_skim-a-p-!(3 rte 11_ ng= of == the trivial-

a tbadkia--
-Robert Bol -A Mani Tor- -Seasons(-Schola-S-
tic=:Beek-zServiCeS' TIC
between =Sis'r '. homa>= More and= Henry VIII on
thecluestion. of Henry__ -ecething-_-headi of --the-

:Chureh:

cc -11.=_Me-eting---with -7Gandhi": r(article
_ -

:in_ =Weste rn --Lite ratams,:--s-iTp-i_:-__700=q09_,
any =other- presentation of --the- life and -ideas
of Gandhi. =

Lawrence and- -Lee tr-Thp Night = Thoreau amat__
in Jail _(=drama-_)_--__ an excellent introduction
to Thereaul-s_ and 'ideas :_Many= of the
lines aro straight= -from---Thoreaui'-s `books -.,
It is a -humorout and-foreefUl -_play full
of _p_ers-onai3.ty and Thor_ eau is _a perfect=
example of a non-conformist at odds with
societyc.-

e* Suggested reading (or substi-
tute ter ts)
(1) Blumenfeld, Sacco and Vanze_tti (Scholas-

tic) - Two professional anarchists were
arrested in 1920 for the murder of a
paymaster and a payroll guard in MaSsa-
chusetts; victims of a "Red Witch Hunt,"
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(4)
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Finally condemned in 1927 oh vague
and contradictory eye-witness accounts,.
Book consists predominantly of picture::,

Anouiih, -Bpckettt or T. _S,
Murdethn-lhe Cathedral for an examina
tion of the marty7:dom- of T-homas A.
Beckett.

Martin Luther King, Jr:, Why Can't We
Wait (Signet) - a famous spokesman's
"Letter From B5.rmingham Jail."

Joan Baez, Dayl-Teak - autobiography cy--
the famous fo3.lcsinger and nonviolent
protestor, Good chapter on her paci-
fism.-

(5) Thoreau, "Civil Disobedience" (essay)
6) 1t3 --13 -_-Auden:,_;1!To__atir-linkno-wn--iCitizen"-;:_z--

(poem -in _'Werstetn-Literature,

-Williarri Ke.IIey,- A- --Different=
Artraitetf=:(Andliot):

writer'clenietingi-eventb
"mythical": Doepi--_SOuth--state-_Of _Willson-
in tuner :1957, whenii for _ a -_very =comp) ex
set of ireasons--all-_-=the-Negroes
the: -state.-- '._'he =Moak present-s-ats-_--stOry
from -different of VieWs---___ the
white- libey.ml- -the-rblack-exple-iter-,- the -_

decent White -sinid-dle class, and the revo!--
Iutionary black ---Redoihrnended
-by IMP PaperbackSes--

(8) Lynn _Hall,- Too Near* the --Sun -(Dell _

paperbaelts)_ is -based: upon-
the true_ story- ofzicatia,,z---=a mith-riinte-enth
century coMmune founded by a-_ colony of
Frenchmen seeking ztoestablish-=a- perfect-
society based.'on so_cialistic ideals. As
such it fits well. into the --"utopian"-
thread of the_ course, The reason- we
have include_d i here is -the main-the-meiof the novel involves a 17-year-old boy
Who feels his _individuality limited by
the stringent rulet of zcaria. __ (Voting
menters of the society determine every-
one's occupation and- marriage,, partner

-for the good of the group) . -Vritten-1
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for adolescents,- the -newel is fairly
easy reading,

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr, , "Harrison- Bergeron"
(short_-_Story-in-7onnegut s- Welcome -to
the -_Mcinimy -1-jouse collection7.- a short ,

--Satirical science fiction story _about
a future American society' where everyone
is canal ---,that -is, -no one is better
than anyone= else --_-and __ to assure this,
people of-ability -are appropriately-
handicapped__ (artificially-, -by the order
of _a- special -government agency) to =pre-
-vent indid5.thia3.s from becoming superior.

--Arthur __Paigon __and- Ronald- T LaConte,- eds. ,

:i-gobd=:

2. Suggested Activities and Approaches

a. As a motivating activity= -for= the unit,
the teacher- might try this role playing
sa. (Ala

Ca 11= a= =small =group -_:ef-;Students---- (Up- to----four)
together and- :ask ---themito_=leave -_the =room- for

-_fevti-:minute-Si-withii--the-i=stask::- of fdevi-s-iht-----
an argument- fa_ve-r-=-44:;,& Part icular_ricause,
--This cause sho-u3A-- be :one-- that-the :students---
can relate-_ :generally _

popular 'cause= least -one- that:most:
"students wou:l d= _suppor_t. -Choose-z----the---cauSe-
to -fit:t he =students_!-- it__May--be-_ of -,global-
interest --- and_ thd:-Ui_ ,S=,, =
should sign- v. -treaty_ barining any -further
de-velopment- 5.71-nucl=ear iveiapens"),-:_ or Antra..
mural (_!?The_ lunch period_ should- -be extended
to_ one hour n310:-_ students-: should- be- allowed-
to leave -schoolt,"__- "-The_-English_---requirement for
graduation EthoUld be abolished, " -- etc-, )
Similarlyt; choose_ the students- carefully -s == they
should' lx) fo.:;:r-ly articulate and fairly
popular with the other_ students. and should
operate well under social presSure. Give_-_
them about r.ftedn minutes_ to -- complete the
task.
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After the students- leave, tell -the
rest of the class that they- are- all to
become -a-ctors-'in- an- improvisational
drama -. When- the- "committee" -_returns4
the rest of -the_ class is _to. react
negatively to_ everything-the committee
members -say. ClasS members must - -find
logical- rebuttals when possible but
they will also_ be =allowed to- attack-the
personalitie d -of_ =the _-"binority" - -call
them--"stupid" or "radical "= or
(Be careful- here- that -the situation --doesn't
get _out of- -hand).- _You- might_ then Spend-
the minutes-that the _committee is gone
trying-_-te-second-guess_.:the -_co-mmittee and
come Up-- With counter _argument:,

ee-t--etu kT_thetrf-4-
_to make- ir_=:=_report_ _t__and__si_babk-iarid

-_-mat5h-= fireworks
_-

ti==t
-Usivei=-=and===istop --if- =someone 's

:-_eoMmitteer
membe rs-- "-site 1-± a:_- rat
hope_fillIy-i-nottbeferriY_f=the e
twinges-_--of !persecution"-:-._ ----role-

' playint:fers=_:_abbut15--!,-.20_:-MinuteS1--- a
_spend-Athrifs_xemainder-_=iof
ing

(=thui-fur.tfier

to_ 'Apersecutert---: some-one- -wh5-_supperts_ an
unpopulp-xr =cause :(3)i---heciiir,and--, why_ this-
-Sorts_ Of thing -happens in society-at.-aT

Ask the elats if they- know- of =any-
people= whos-ihave- been persecuted by a _
-sodiety -(-or a= government) -- for_their--
beliefs. The- list --eh-ould be --diVersel
Jetus- and: Socrateb- might be the first
ones all -should be -_discubsed. (Why_
Were- they persdautee?)- _

If the students- -have heard -of _Jdan of
Arc or Thomas -Morey fine. If not,
suggeSt theth.- Fellow-up by -assigning
one -of -these works to -be- read.
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(I) What is a heretic? Can we iden-
tify any modern day heretics?

(2) Present the conflict in Saint
as a. multi: - leveled: Joan alone- vs,
society, Catholicism vs. Protestantism,
nationalism vs. feudalism.

(3) Look for evidence of propaganda in
Shaw's Preface,

(4) Assign research (to an individual
or group) on the real Joan and com-
pare this with Shawls treatment of
her.

(5)_ -Compare Joan-- -and Anti-gone.:

_(-6)- -Contrast__ the ---_prince_ rini:Sairit__Joanr-
-with_ Antigene-,=_-_OedipUs;,-1-sinerier-,-----or
--Joanz herteif -a_

(7)- -CoMparei-S_haw'isc-rversien ref the stery-
_- With zic-_ or ---MaxwelIr

Anderson-',s Joan-_:of=-Lorraine-.=

c. A-- Mari- fOr All Seasons

(l)-. _Fill--in the =general -- historical
background of-_-the fOr--_- the
class _perhaps=_ by referring -to- --

of--the' _Thous-and---Days
-Gaya1041e li-October4-_-1-970)_- or- The----

WiVes -of liOAr:y- VIII (recent -TV
scries.)-.

(2) Have the students check the his
torical accurany -of the characters-
and compare with Bolt's presenta
tion4

(3) -In Act I (p. 20) the. Common- Man de-
fines -a wilt, Does More Aualify?

(4) Study the conversations between _c

More and Welsey and between More
and Henry.
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Discuss the passage in -which More
emphasizes his escape -from- martyr-
doms' -(Act _II. p. 73 -"God made
the angels .-

(6) -DiscuSs the role of the Common
Man an -a -kind of :one man- Greek_ Chorus.

(7) Open-ended limiting assignments
comment- on the fellowing statement

_-_-_

-by the_ Common "Plani " .. just don' -t = _-
make_ trouble:- or -if you-_ must make_
trouble p- make- the sort :of-trouble
tha.t! ex-pected."-

(8) The- Common ivian -reMarks-, i`Better a
cuss ate-._-

1Vore= -has- -been-rce.131ee--_-the-:1-Tnglish==:
Socrates -------=-11hy:_lb -this label-
Et ppropriate?_ =

(10- _ Read7--i1lere-- s_-_Utkplat-arid_11-Cottipare -1.,
with- 11.01HOM

'Drama -key =scenes

(12) Deliver a "sermon" on "The Courage
of One'=s= Convictions" in keeping
with More I's character,

(-13-) AS -__More, -deliver _a_ lecture -_-to a
groUp of- co3.3.ege-_ rebels- Who ---_have
recently --caused-- a ditturbance- at
the college_-

d. General activities for the unit.
(1) Are martyrs heroes or fools?

(Debate or discussion)

(2) Compare- It Man. For All Seasons with
the recent mtivie --B137.1777cTrespecially
the -end-- of -the: motle where Billy
decideS_ to -submit- to- le7a1 processet
for the-'general good of the Indians
rathe:? than- tr r,s..i3.fishIy and proudly
bring about hic c.v.rn martyrdom).-
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(3) Role-play a court-23°m Scene of
the Supreme Court reviewing the
case of More, Joan, or Thoreau,

(4) Compare Gandhi's idea of "passive
resistance" to Thoreau's "civil
disobedience" and research their
influence on such- modern figures
as Joan Baez (111321reak) and Martin
Luther King, Jr, (WI:122k Can't Wait) .

(5) Read and discuss Auden's poem "The
Unknown Citizen" as a contrast to
the "rugged individuals" of the
unit: "...he held the proper
opinions for the time of y-,ar
Was he free? Was he happy': The
question Ss absurd. Had anything
been wrens: we certainly should have
heard,"

(6) Compare the case-of Sacco and-.Van-
zetti to that o Sir Thomas More.

(7) Group Work assignment (2-3 days)__

(a) Prcsent this hypothetical
situation:

"In a surprisingly unanimous
decision last night, the local
sebool hoard voted to reverse
thn generally permissive trend
of education in this county by
requiring short hair on all boys.
In addition they re-established
a Orcss code for girls declaring
miniskirts and hotpants taboo for
school wear.

students operating in this
system, you are naturally upset
abrut this decision. You decide
to do something."

(b) Nov divide the class into groups
of 4 or 5 students, Have them
erricTe channels of changing this
siuction by assigring each group
a rfpliding light" - Antigone, Joan,
f.;:' Thorns More, Thoreau? Gandhi,
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Joan Baez, Angela Davis,
Jane Fonda, Abbie Hoffman
(or whicheverones you have
studiedl.

(c) Have the students draw up a
"battle plant" - a list of
tactics they would use to im-
press the BOard with their
beliefs. (one class period)

(d) Next day, have each group report
to the class. Compare their
tactics. Vote on the most effec-
tive seeming-course of action.
If time permits, act out a-con-
frontation between the winning
group and the school board.



SocIal Criticism through Satire

INTRODUCTION

The main thrust of this section of the unit

is Swift's Gulliver's Travels, a good tool for

introducing social satire because students are

generally. familiar with the- book and find it

interesting and fun to read on the surface.

An attempt should be made to get the students

beyond their initial fascination to an awareness

of the universal application of the novel and

further to an understanding of Swift's 18th

century targets (that the book was intended to

expose hypocrisy and satirize specific individuals

and social conventions), Hopefully the students

will realize the effectiveness of satire as an

instrument of social criticism.

Swift covers a wide variety of topics which

have relevance for'today's students: politics,

__education, law, marriage, parenthood, Book IV

raises some very disturbing thoughts about the

nature of man (seen as a bestial Yahoo in the

land of supremely rational, horse-like Houyhnhnms).

Students should also become involved in

sampling contemporary satire - through magazines,
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recordings, TV, and film - in understanding the

sources and targets of the satiric mode.

1. Readings and Materials

*a. Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels
(the Holt, Rhinellart, & Winston paper-
back is especially recommended for its
footnotes and introduction by J. F.
Ross).

*b. Swift, "A Modest Proposal" (Western
Literature, pp. 710-73:6)

c. Recordings

(1) David Frye, I 4m the President and
Richard Nixon,Lilmerstar

(2) Or on Welles, Thp_Ematting of the
President ' -7

(3)- Vaughn Meader, The First Familv_
Al um (about_JFK, for-historical-
interest)

(4) Tom Lehrer, several albums, good
satirical songs.

(5) Lily Tomlin, This is ,,,_a Recordin g -
spoof of the phone company, etc.

(6) You may also want to investigate
racial satire - via the albums of
Flin Wilson, et al. - Lenny Bruce
(a controversial figure, recently
the sub joct of a Broadway play),
Bob and Pay, and others.

d, Magazines

(1)- rim0_- good Clean fun
(2) hp.:0,pna1 Lamilogn -outrageous

hvmor - use with discretion.
(3) Emuixst and the-New Yorker. - occasional]y

(4) Art BuchwaldPs syndicated-newspaper
column.
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(5) the political cartoons of Jules Feiffer

e. Waugh's A Handful of Dust'is also a
satire and could be used here to contrast
with Swift. (See Part 11, section B of
this unit for suggestedactivities with

this work,

2, Suggested Activities

a, Fill in biography of Swift for the
students so they can better understand
his political purposes in Gulliver's,

b. Major points of discussion

(1) Book- ==I attacks people who misuse
power. Book II shows the involve-
ment of the ordinary man in the
viciousness of Book I. Book III
satirizes learned men because of
their inability to correlate brains
with what really matters. Book- Its

focuses on the vanity, greed, and
b04stiality of man (Yahoos) in con-
trast to creatures of purareason,

Why is Gulliver a good narrator
for Swift's purposes?

How does Swift's humorous empha-
sis on the difference in size be-
tween Lilliputians and Europeans
become an instrument of Swift's
criticism of the actual world? How
does humor serve the satiric pur-
pose?

(4) Note the description of the king
of Lilliput and contrast with
world leaders of the past and pre-
sent.

(2)

(3)

(5) What comment does Swift make on
political parties by having the
chief difference between those in
Lilliput a matter of the height of
their heels?
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(6) What standards are used to mea-
sure men's greatness in Guilin=
Travels? What parallels do you see
with our "real" contemporary stan-
dards of greatness?

(7) What is Swift's 2inal attitude
toward man? Take into account the
Yahoos of Book and keep in mind
that Gulliver's opinions are not
necessarily Swift's own,

c. Have students choose characters from
various portions of the book and por-
tray them for the rest of the class.

d. Adapt one or more scenes for presen-
tation on the stage, (Good for graup
assignment.)

Have a mock debate between a Houyhnlinm
and a Yahoo (presided over by Gulliver).
Let students choose initially which
side they favor by sitting on the a.ppro-
priate side of the room. As the debate
progresses, let students switch sides
if a particular debater makes a good
point.

f. Have students (singly or in groups)
write a short satire on a contemporary
issue in the manner of Swift.

g, Discuss the characteristics of satire,
Some leading questions might bet

(1) What is'the purpose of satire?
(2) How is satire accomplished? Humor,

irony, sarcasm?
(3) How do we distinguish between comedy

and satire?
'00 Does satire deal with types or in-

dividuals?
(5) Does satire show man in society or

man alone with Y'iself with God?

4
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h. Listen to recorded examples of modern
satire and compare it, with Swift. What
are the main targets of satire today?

1. Have a group of students make a bulle-
tin board of recent cartoon satire,
thematically arranaed.

Notes The Durham County office has a set of transparen-

cies on satire.

1

4
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Part Iii Exploration of the Theme in Twentieth Century

Literature

A. IBSEN

INTRODUCTION

Called the "father of modern drama" and one

of the primary forces of the realistic movement

in literature, Ibsen is a good starting point

for exploring the theme of the individual and

society in the twentieth century. In the plays

we have chosen, the Penoral subject is the rela-

tion of the individual to his social environment.

Ibsen was a critic of his own hypocritical society,

and his plays are amazingly relevant today. In

two of these, A poll's Holm and Ghostag. he .

attacks the artificiality of marriage as a self-

inhibiting institution. In addition, he explores

the problems of heredity, pollution (Eleay of the

people), and orthodox religion vs, freethinking.

1. Readings

a. from Fpugvigia_plqxgjoy_agla (BantaM),
*A ppli7s House (i879)
*4fiti (57881)
*An

11

Enemy_pf thp pemit (1882)

b. Suggested parallel reading

(1) Matthew Arnold, "Self Dependence"
(poem)
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(2) Shaw, The Cluiniessence of Ibsenism
(good for teacher- background materials)

(3) Joseph Addison, "Party Patches" and
"The Coquette's Heart " (essays -
the latter is available in Western
Literafium,,p. )- -

(4) Daniel Defoe, "The Education of
Women" (essay)

(5) Lorca, The House of Bepnarda
Alba other

"rebell-
(6) Synge, In the Shadow of the-Glen ous"

(one-act play women

(7) recent articles of Women's Liberation,
such as
"Women Arise," Life, September 4,

1970
"The 'Venom Prohlem'" a three part

series in Life beginning August 13,
1971.

and especially pertinent to A Doll's
Hopspo "pgnprolit Wife" in Life,

2. Suggested Activities

a. A2911.1§ HouM

(1) Major points of discussions

(a) Is marriage an "evil tyranny?"
Discuss Ibsen's attitude towards
marriage and women. (Women are
not just playthings; Nora is
forced to assert her dignity as
an individual)

(h) Does a person have a right to
do as Nora did?

(e) What is the significance of
the title?

(d) Are duties to husband and chi14-
rore sacred than respons3bili-

tics to oneself?

fi

I
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(2) Dramatize scenes between Nora and
Torvald.

(3) Relate through role-playing (round
table discussion, for instance) s
Antigone, 1,ysistrata, Creon, Defoe,
Addison, Joan, Nora, Ibsen, Ms. Al-
ving

(4) For outside reading in essays! How
do Defoe's ideas differ from Addi-
son's?

(5) Compare the rebellious women in The
Shadow of the Glen, The House of
Berylvdo Alba, and Antigone. Ask
three students to study the main
character in each play which vividly
depicts the "rebellious vmman", Then
have each student through oral inter-
pretationv present the most significant
scene which expresses the theme of
the rebellious woman.

(6) Group assignments Make a bulletin
board of current Women's Lib issues.

b, Ghostg

(1) Major points of discussion

(a) "Despite Ibeen's disclaimer,
Ghostg can be viewed as a sequel
to (ll Doll's House). It is unmis-
takenT3r the playwright's answerto
thn crthoox moralists who ^nndemned
Vora for ralking out on her husband
and children. Mrs. AJving is a
Nora who stayed ...Both plays ex-
amine in different ways the price
a woman has tc pay for the assertion
of her individuality and freedom."
(Block and Shedd, eds., Masters of
Mgdern Dram) - Discuss this proposi-
tion with tho studentd.

Obosts appears to be a "slice of
life" in many ways - realistic dia-
logue, observation of the unities,

C.
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believable characters - but
it is also a highly contrived work
of art.

(c)'- The meaning-of "ghosts" in the
play and the whole question of the
influence of the past.

(d) Is Ghosts a tragedy?"

(2) Have students read The Wild and
compare with Ghosts in terms of man's
need for certain illusions (there is an
apparent contradiction in Ibsen's stance
in the two plays).

(3) Have students rehearse and act out
situations from Ghosts.

(4) Rewrite (or role play) Ghosts as a
Peyton-Place melange-of-characters
soap opera.

c, An Enemy of =the People:

(1) Brief-Summaryl a doctoidiscovers-
the medicinal waterof this little

- Norwegian -town-_-are ApollUted*, but the-
townsmople refUtete_clese the local
baths-._ Hedenounces_them for
and is'condemned as "an enemy of-the:
people."

(2) Major points of discussion

(a) Which comes first - loyalty to
family, to principles, or to the
community? Compare with A Man for. .

All Seasons.

(b) Ironically, self-interest is
mately best served by subordinating
selfish personal and family concerns
to the welfare of the total community,

.(c) Agree or.disagree? Democratic
society moves forward only because
of the course, vision, and the ex-
ample of the enlightened minority
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willing .to discard what is out-
moded or corrupt. .Conversely, the
unrestrained majority is only too
ready to limit individual liberty,
free thought, and needed change.

(d) Consider logic and persuasion in
the action of the play - faulty
reasoning, irrationality, different
tactic of persuasion, the effective-
ness of these tactics, defense of
the doctor's "discoveries".

(e) Students should see the doctor's
move from igndrance and naivete to
greater enlightenment. They need
to identify his ideals in the first
of-the play (which he is forced to
abandon as the action unfolds), such
as

Scientific facts carry weight
and speak for themselves,

b. Individuals operate out of dis-
interested m_ otives.

c. Credit will go mere credit is
due.

d. Society honors reason and truth,
e. Free men have the right to say

anything they wish in public,
regardless of who _is offended or
what is attacked,

(f) What elements take on symbolic signi-
ficance?. Baths connote phsical and
moral pollution; note the mayor's hat
and stick in Act III and the frequent
use of animal imagery in Acts IV and
V, especially the distinction between
"cur ment! and "poodle men ".

Trace the repetitive use of key words as
"'truth", "public opinion, majority",
"poison," "self-government" throughout
the play and arrive et some conclusion
on= the question, 'Toes Ibsen believe in
democratic government ?"
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(4) DistOss or research for incidents
in which facts have been withheld
from the public to insure material
profits or to retain positions or
to win powerful offices. Note poli-
tical candidates who reveal only
half-truths and almost any brand of
advertising (the buyer is distracted
from the real issue).

Compare Stockman with contemporary
persons ,'No have fought corporate
practice in the name of consumer pro-
tection,

(5)

NOTES There are two optiono at this point in the

course. Either choice fits well into the continu-

ity of the unit, The teacher should choose the

one he feels most comfortable with in terms of

his own emphases in the course.

A Handfulo Dust returns to the satirical

mode, with sharp criticism of moral deterioration

of the 1920's, As such, it prOvides an effective

bridge to Part-.I -C (the totalitarian society).

Itpokity Bvkwarft was written in 1887 and

looked forward to the rear 2000 in its description

of an ideal socialistic society in .America. As

such, it ties in with other "utopian" works in

the course and lays a rood foundation for an

examination of what wont wrong with the communist

dream in the net section,
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B-li The early twentieth 'century Wastelands A Handful
of Dust

INTRODUCTION:

Evelyn Waugh's A Handful of Dust (1934) is

concerned with the deterioration of morals so

characteristin of the twenties in Britain. He

Specifically satirizes the vices of the British

upper class. Since. he felt that the aristocratic

class was the cultured class which had to trans-

mit the- finer cultures of civilization, he was

more aghast at the degeneration of this society.

In A Handful of Dust, a lost civilization is

epitomized, these people haye lost insf.ght

to the world around them. More importantly, the

characters do not have the ability to find a

meaning for existence.

1. Readings

*a. A Handful of Dust
b. Decline and Fall (1928) - short novel

included in the same Dell paperback as
AHol2a.

c. T. S. Eliot's "The Waste Land"
d. Sinclair Lewis, Babbit
e. Miller, Death of a Salesman

2. Suggested Activities

a. Have a student or a group read and
report-on Eliot's "The Waste Land" -
the source of the epigraphy of Waugh's
novel - or at least en the most per-
tinent sections.
.... I will show you something from

either. Your shadow at morning



striding behind vou
Or your shadow a't evening rising

TO meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful

of dust.
(Eliot)

emptiness, and trivia of the
=oily is significantly displayed

in this passage from the novel (p.121).

"What is it Jock? Tell me quickly, I'm
scared, It's nothing awful, is it?"
"I'm afraid it :IF:. There's been a very
serious accident,"
"John?"
"Yes.'
"Dead?"
He Llodded
..She sat down on a hard little Empire
chair against the wall, perfectly still

her. hands folded in her lap, like a
small well-brouC-J- child introduced
into e rerm fnll'of grown-ups.
Sh- "Tell h 4hat happened? Why

do you ..cw w first?"
"I've be do-T. t. Eetton since the

week-end."
"Ectton?"
"Don't you remember? John was going
hunting toda:T."
She frowned, not at once taking in what
he was saying.
"John...John Andrew...I...Oh thank God..."
Then she burst into tears.

In this passage,. Brenda exclaims a sense
of rel ief in the revelation that her son,
John. Andrew, is dead - not her lover, John

Beaver,

Students genera? ,1 react very strongly
to this scene. Ilse it to bring up a dis-
cussion of the values of the characters.

c, Major points of discussion

(1) Which character is the most sympa-
thetic and why?
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(2) In A Handful of Dust, attempts are
initiated to rer,tore the splendors
)f the past. React to this.

(3) Comment on this selection.- Mrs.
Beaver comments on a recent fire,
"No one (was hurt) I am thankful
to say, except two house maidS."

what sense are Hetton and London
both wastelands?

(5) Ts there Pnvthire really gay about
"'Jordon's gay life"?

(6) Bow does ;'laugh react to the lonF-
lived Estehlishilent?

Write a c_aracter sYetch of Mrs. Rattery.

e. Role-play3np: .lituationt Brenda and .her
psychiatrist, Analyze the conflict and
sugges-L ways in which she might overcome
her rfcblem.

f. Have students bring in pictures of the
"beautiful et set people ", within the
aristocratic society (Jackie Onassis,
Charlotte Ford, et al.) Good discussion
should stem from these real life people.
Discuss some of the following ideas:

(1) Are these people really "beautiful"?

(2) Why do they need the constant travel
and freouent divorce?

(3) Compare Wauph's British society with
our present Jet Set society.

B-2, The Utopian Novel in Americas LookIngpackward

1. Readings

*a. Edward Bellamy, Lookincr Backward.
A Bostonian goes to sleep in the year 1887
and wakes up in 2000. A new America is
explored - all income is received from the
state in the form of credit cards; all boys
and girls have a coil ego education suited
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to their needs; there is no want.

b, Too Near the Sun (see previous summary
in section 1-B)

c. Research on other real socialistic socie-
tit,,z, in U. S. History.

. 2. Suggested Activities.

a. For gbod motivating activities for the
study of a utopia, refer to Gladys Valcourt
Gaumann, "A Year of Utopia," English
Journal, February, 3972. Ms. Gaumann has
some excellent ideas about getting students
to work with setting up their ownutopia.

b. What criticisms does Bellamy make of his
societY whi?e settinc up the society of
2000?

c. Have any of BellamY's predictions/ecomMc-r-
dations come to pass today?

d. Have the students write about a day as
they would spend it in the society of.
Looking Backward.

e. Research the effect Lookim. Backward .

had on society arming the turn
. of the century.
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C. The Totalitarian Society and.the

INTRODUCTION - A totalitarian society reluires in-

dividual freedoms to be sacrificed for the good

of the group. What begins as a Marx1.st dream of

a perfect society ends in Stalinist repression.

How did this betrayal occur? What place can an

individual have in a society t:Iat seeks to control

every aspect of life?

I. Readings

*a.- George Orwell, 308h - 1,:erhaps ÷he most
dramatic literary example of the indi:id-
ual in a totelitarian soc'ety. Satirical,
pr-phetic, and friphter.intr, :,robes much
d-oper t1-:an merely oping a speejfic

7' 1-As ppplicntio--
to any rovernmert fleekr to control
every asirct of rinn's

b. Orwell, Animal Farm (in Western Literal:ure
text) - well known allecory/fable rr the
Russian :?evolution. `!'r-ats many of fly'
same themes as 1984. in P more accer!sible
nerrative.

c, Richard Crossman, ed The Cipj that Failed
well known intellectuals te:,1 why they

accepted, then rejected Communism - articles
by Arthur Koestler and Richard Wright are
especially recommended.

d. Suggested parelleJ readinE or sul4itute
texts

(1) Lord of the Flies (Golding) A group
of English schorl boys ax'e abandoned
or an is? and. Forcod to establish a
society, they choose D democratic form
Of goverment, but soon 1.hey are drawn
toward acceptin a savage dictatorship.
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(2)' William Butler, The Butterfly Revo-
lution. Vervmuch like Lord of the Flies;
the story of a boys' totalitarian
society created within a summer camp
resort. What begins as a temporary
"fun" revolution ends as a brutal,
forceful projection of dictatorship.
Easier reading.

(3) Ken Kesey, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest. The society is a ward in a
mental hospital, the authority figure
is Big Nurse, and the individual is
Randle Patrick, McMurphy. A beautiful
and moving novel aboutlan individual
fightint for his sanity and life in a
totally repressed situation. Recommended
for, mature readers.

(4) THX-1138 (Warner Brothers feature
film) - a striking film about a
future computer-controlled world.
Hero forgets to take his prescribed
drugs, falls in love, and is arrested
for "drug evasion and sexual perver-
sion" Much along the lines of 104
except this one has an optimistic
ending,

2. Suggested activities

a. Main points of discussion of 1984

(1) The society of 1984 has been called
a "negative Utopia." From your
knowledge of earlier utopias, what
is your opinion?

(2) What is doublethink?

(3) What is Winston's crime? (not as
simple as it sounds)

(4) Why isn't Winston merely vaporized?

to Describe Winston's "rehabilitation."

(6) Describe the quality of life in
l9 (and ask yourself if we are
headed there).
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b. Find examples of doublethink in our
own time (more guns to- bring about
peace; a freer society through tighter
controls; advertising).

c. Make a list of Orwell's neo-loaf sms in
1984 and define them.

d. Comr,-e Animal Farm and 1984 as to in-
ter-, theme, and treatment.

e. Examine Animal Farm and 1984 and com-
pare the techniques of propagandapre-
sent in each.

f. Discuss Newspeak (maybe even try writing
a paragraph of it). Pay particular
attention to Syme's theory that by limit-
ing the- number of words, they are limit-
ing the thought process itself.

g. Make a bulletin board of contemporary
pictures or articles illustrating how
"1984 is already with us."

h. Using as many novels as you hare read
from this section, attempt to answer
the question, "Why does man often choose
to live in a totalitarian society?"

Show the short film "The Hand" (see AV
2ist) and compare it with 1984.

:1. Examine a variety of magazines ads and
commercials for subconscious "brain-
washing."

D. The Frightening Future

INTRODUCTION

1.254 show us the horrors of the not-too-dis-

tant future that have a potential in the present.

Huxley's Brave New World extends our future horizons

to 2532 A.D. and forces u5 to think about the

effect of the advancement of science on human
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individuals. These and other novels show us where

we might be headed and warns'us against such

"advancements" in society. Also, most importantly

for our theme, each of these societies does every-

thng it can to eliminate individuality.

1. Readings

*a. Aldous Huxley, Brave New World, Know-
ledge is power - who controls and uses
knowledge wields the power. Overpopula-
tion leads to economic insecurity and
social unrest, which in turn forces greater
government control, Concentration of
Power by a few may lead eventually to
regimentation.

b. Suggested supp]ementary reading or sub-
titute texts.

(1) Anthony Burgess, A Clockwork
Orange, Source of the controversial
film. Depicts a violent society
of the near future. Main'charac-
ter is a rogue who is imprisoned
for murder and reconditioned (to deprive
him of his violent urges) via a
"Pavlovian" technique for a return
to society.

(2) Philip Wylie, LA-2012 (a TV script
published in . Literaary Cavalcade,
February, l972,. This work warns
about future results of environmenta]
pollution if man does not clean up
the environment, especially the air.
The setting is underground Los Angeles
in the year 203.7. The publisher of
Howards Publication is projected into
The future after the world has been
destroyed by poisonous gases. The
government is totalitarian as a result
of limited space, air, and provisions.
Play is written with producer's direc-
tions.
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(3) Alvin Toffler, Future Shock.
(nonfiction) The author explores
the patterns of change affecting
the human side of tomorrow; a

social criticism; several chapter
divisions and subdivisions. Unlike
Huxley, Toffler believes advanced
4---hnology will produce variety and
--city in everything from con-
---r goods to life styles.

2. Suggested Activities

a. Read selection on the family in Future
Shock, (chapter 11) Solicit discussion.

b. Read recent articles on "life control"
- "The Crucial Math of Motherhood," Life,

May 19, 1972
- "Taking Life in Our Own Hands," Lock,

May 18, 1971
- "The Marriage Experiments," Life, April 28,

1972
- "Boy or. Girl - Would you chm3e Your

Babyvs Larsallt November. 10.',,
- "Science, Sex ,rd T--crrow's Morality,"

Life, Jun: 23, 1969

(Good motivation excipise for realizing
the contemporary relevance of Brave New
World.)

c. Give some bachground information on
Huxley and the society at the time he
wrote the book.

d. Major points of discussion of Brave New
World

(1) What is Bokanovsky's process of
production?

(2) What are the social strata in
?rave New World? Why do they exist?

(3) Explain the use of "Ford," plus the
significance of such names as Marx,
Levine, Benito, and the reason for
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Pavlo's name in "Infant Nurseries -
Neo-Pavlovian Conditioning Rooms."

(4) What are the forms of persuasion?

(5) What is somm? Why is it necessary?

(6) What is the function of sex in BNW?

(7) Contrast Bernard Marx and Helmholtz.

(8) Contrast the view of the Savage
before he visits BNW and at the
beginning of his stay here and later.

(9) Examine closely the arguments between
Savage and Mond in chapters 16 & 17.

(10) In what ways is the ending pessimistic?

e. Discussion or debate topics

(1) Is our society guilty of a double
sex standard? Should there be laws
governing adultery, divorce, homo-
sexuality, etc.?

(2) Is modern science incompatible with
God?

(3) Do members of a society need limita-
tions imposed upon them in order to
have a comparatively peaceful, orderly
existence?

(4) Mond states, "Every change is a
menace to stability. ". Agree?

(5) Is "built-in obsolescence" good
for the economy?

f. Ironically, according to Mond, the Savage
proclaims the right to be unhappy by
wanting individualism, or the right to
choose, Explain.

g.' Compare and contrast BM with 1984 and/or
Plato's Republic,
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h. What is meant by Zero Population Growth?
Research this topic and have the students
debate pros, cons, and methods of achieving
it.

i. Write a sleet teaching lesson for future
Epsilon street cleaners or for any caste
you choose.

Write an informal essay cn"Why I Would
(or would not) like to live in Brave New
World."

k. In BNW, everyone talks in bromides: "A
gramme is better than a damn." "Ending is
better than mending". Choose three of
these-and discuss their significance.
What doey the universal use of bromides
tell you about the society? (You might
also try writing a few bromides that
apply to your specific set of values)

i

4
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Supplementary Audio - Visual Aids
(arranged by units)

I-A, Greek Roots

1, Films

The Age of Sophocles (EBE* - color, 30 minutes,
rental: 411,50 for a three day perAod),

The Character of Oedipus (EBE - color, 30 minutes,
$11,50 for 3 days).

Plato's Apology, The Life and Teachings of Socrates
(EBE - 30 minutes, $11.50 for 3 day0.

The Greeks: In-Search of. Meaning (LCA* 26 minutes
$30,00) Contains scenes-from Antigone, LA/170.strata,
and the life of Socrates.

2, Sound Filmstrips A

Antigone and the Greek Theater
(Scott, Foresman & Co.., Atlanta, Oa, 30305,. -
$34.10) - Contains excerpts from Anouilh's
Antigone, narration & filmstrip of /ntigom &
the Greek Theater, and Antigone by Sophocles.

The Drama 0,,21assiQA110ace, Part I: Origins
and general characteristics of tragedy; leading
plays of Aeschylus, Sonhoc les, & Euripides,,
Part II, Characteristics of old and new comedy;
play:, of Aristophanes and IVienander; the innuenee
of Greek drama. (EAV - l RF - 935, LP & 2_
f5lmstrips $20.00) .

3. Recordings

Trial of Socrates (includes Apology & Crito)
3 -- 16 ipm LP's (G3.604 $3.95 from Audio -N,ok
Co., 4220 W. Jefferson Plyd., Los Ange)esr
California 90016.

Plato - Apology (Caedmon * TC 2050, 2 L]-''t:
$13.00),

Aristophanes' Lipistrator (Caedmon PRS :313,
2, LP's $14,00).

*addresses given at end of this list.
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B. The Individual Conscience

1. Films*

-Conformity (CBS-TV Productions, rental
12.50 from Carousel Fi1 m3, 1501 Broadway,

N.Y., N.Y., 10036). Narrated by Harry
Reasoner, Includes the r.cCarthy debacle,

of Hitler and Cerman7's fantastic
a2.!32:17ne to him.

-Hypothese Beta (7 minutes, color /animation,
rental $12,50 from- Contemporary Films, Inc.,330 W. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y.- 10036) . Bensas a pleasant cartoon tea-ing alOience with
the heal/t7 of non-con T.ormit-. Quickly sh""!--:
to nr 1111t4rg wei7h4rc3

with 'tient!, E,nd

-Ccli'oo! The Ch11--,-.? of. Peason (LCA, 26 mirute-t.rental $20.00).

. Sound filmstrip

-Prr-tost Writing (2 sound filr'Itrips,
from Ed',cational Dimensions Corp., Box
48P, Great Neck, N.Y., 11022) . Americsn
rrotest from Thomas Paine to Rachel
Carson and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.)

3. Recordings

-Saint Joan (Shaw) - Caedmon TRS 311,.4 LP's$27.00

-Synge, Riders to the Sea and In the Shadow
of the Glen. el LP - SA 7773 $5.95 frail,
Spoker Arts, 1.150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
Illinois) .

C. Gulliver's Travels

1.* Recordings

-Gulliver's Travels (Caedmon TC - 1099.
1 LP $6.50) Voyage to Laputa and The
Houyhnhnms.
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-Gulliver's,Trave.ls (Caedmor TO - 20, 2. LP's

$13.00). Voyage to Lil-Ainut, abridged.

-Gulliver's Travel:-., The :liodest Proposal,
Epitaph, & other wri:-s (MGM-ARO - E-3620
5,98) Alc Ouiness Reeds. MGM Records

151:C N.Y., N.Y. 1003.

Ibsen

1. Films.

2.

A Doll!s House (from EBF)
Part. I - 33 1-inutes, $11.50
Part I.T. - 28 mirutr,!.:, J:lop30

I
1

Recordincr,s

-An lf.nflthv of tj'iqPeople (ArOlir 1%i .111r,Irts

adaptaticr; inoluds discufision with
Miller). Oe-.)dron TS 3 bP's -
$20.50.

A Doll's Horse (Cf,emon TRS 341, 1 LP's
$20.50T

Encycl(Inedia iiritannica

Rentel libraryt
Rerional Illanager

James Rnauqh
North rIU i Office L!n?)
Suit 236,
RaleiPh, 1'i C. 27(-00,

°,
Learning Corp, of Amorica

Ken, !fiurray

7104 Dickinson Ave,
College Park, marylard 20740

Caedthon Records
461 Eighth Ave.
New York, N. Y, 10001

4
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Supplementary honks in use in Durham County

Grade 8:

American Folklore anti Legends
Anna and the King of 74rn
The Big Wave
A Book of Teenage Talec
Buffalcn Bill
Cheaper. By the Dozen
Court Clown
Davy Crockett
Dino and Other P3ays
Fifteen Mysteries of the Sea
The Good Earth (AT)
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
The Illustrated Man (AT)
Incredible Journey
Jesse Stuart Reader
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner (AT)
Midsummer N5ght's Dream
O'Henry's Short Stories
Old Yeller
Oliver Twist
On Target
The Outsiders
Poe's Tales of. Mystery
Poetry
Reflections on the Gift of a Watermelon Pickle (Selections)
Rush for Gold
Sabre Jet Ace
Scholastic Literature Units: Frontier; The Family
Scopes Reading I
Scopes Reading II
Shane
So Big (AT)
Stars in My Crown
Stories for Teenagers
Stories to Remember
Teenage Tale, A,B,C,
And Then There Were None



SuppleMentary books in use in Durham County (cont'd)

Grade 9:

15 American One-Act Plays
Andromeda Strain (AT)
Anthology of. Verse by American Negroes
The Bridge at Andau
Bridge Over the River Kwai
The Bridges at Toko-Ri
The Contender
Count of Monte Cristo
Courage (Scholastic Literary Unit)
David Copperfio]d (AT)
Death Be Not Proud (AT)
Hard Times
The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter (AT)
The Horsemasters
In Cold Blood
Light in the Forest
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner"
Lost Horizon
The Miracle WorkTr
Moments of Decision (Scholastic Literary Unit)
Mythology
A Night to Remember
Prince and the Pauper
Profiles in Courage
Requiem for a HePvyweiht and Other Plays
Romeo and Juliet
The Sea Gulls Awoke Us
Short Stories II
Stories for. Teena!rerst Book 2
Street Rod
To Kill a Mocking 11..r. d (AT)
Turn of tlie Screw (AT)
West Siae Story
Word Wealth Junior
You Would If You Loved Me



Supplementary books in use in Durham County (cont'd)

Grade 10*

A Bell for Adano
Anthology of Negro Poetry
Best Short Stories by Negro Writers (selections)
Best Television Plays
Bless the Beasts and Children
Bridge of Sari Luis Rey (AT)
A Connecticut Yankee
Darknessat Noon (AT)
Death Be Not Proud
Diary of Anne Frank
Flowers for Algernon
The Good Earth
50 Great -Short Stories
Green Mansions
The Hobbitt
Idyi3 s of the King
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
Illustrated Man
I Never. Promised You a Rose Garden
A Journey of Poems
Julius Caesar
King and I
A Lantern in Her Hand
Lilies of the Field
Lord of the Flies
Member of the Wedding
Mirrors - Scholastic Unit
Oedipus the King (AT)
Old Man and the Sea
The Pearl
-Personal Code - Scholastic Unit
Point of. Departure
Portrait of Jennie
Pride and Prejudice
A Raisin in the Sun
Red Badge of Courage
The Red Car
A Separate Peace
Silos Marner.
Survival - Scholastic Unit
Taming of the Shrew
To Kill a Mockingbird
To Sir, With Love
Twelfth Night
Voices II
Walkabout
Willow Hill
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Supplementary- books in use in Durham County (cont'd)

Grade 111

All the King's Men
All Quiet on the Wester Front
American Tragedy
Anthem
Babbitt
Best Short Stories by Negro Writers (selentions)
Best Television Plays (selections)
Billy Budd and Tyme
Black Boy
Bridge of San Luis Rey
The Chosen
Contemporary American Drama
The Crucible
The Deerslayer
A Death in the Family
Death of a Salesman
East of Eden
Ethan Frome
Famous Amerinan Speeches
Famous Plays of the 1940's
Farewell to Arms
Fifty Great American Snort Stories
Four American Novels
Four Short Novels by Melville
Giants in the Earth
Go Tell It on the Mountain
Grapes of Wrath
Great American Short Stories
The Great Gasby
Great Modern Short Stories
Great Tales and Poems by Edgar Allen Poe
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
How Green Was My Valley
Huckleberry Finn
Inherit the Wind
In the Zone
The Invisible an
Joy in the Morning
The Jlyngle
Look Homeward, A-,gel
Lord Jim
Main Sti7e::
ralcolm
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Supplementary books in use in Durham County, Gradc 11 (cont'd)

Moby rick
Mr. Clemens and Mark Twin
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass
Native Son
No Time for Sergeants
The Octopus
Of Mice and Men
Only Yesterday
Our Town
Ox-Bow Incident
A Pocket Book of American Short Stories
The Reivers
Scarlet Letter
The Sea Wolf.
Six Modern American Plays
Spoon River Anthology
They Shoot Horses, Don't They?
Three Famoiis Short Novels
Travels With Charley
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Voices II
Walden/Civil Disobedience
Washington Square

Grade 121

Alice in Wbnderland
Andromeda Strain
Animal Farm
Anoullh's AntigOne
Beowulf
Brave New Wor3 d
Brothers Karamazov
Canterbury Talet
Canticle for Leibowitz
Carmen, Oolumbe and Selected Short Stories by Merimee
Cry, the Beloved Country
Cyrano de Bergerac
Don Quixote
Edge of Awareness
The Fall
Famous Plays of 1940's (selections)
Far From the Madding Crowd
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Supplementary books in use in Durham County, Grade 12 (cont'd)

Four. Comedies
Four European Plays
Four. Major Plays by Ibsen
Fundamentals of Research Paper.
German Stories and Tales
Great English Short Stories
Great Russian Plays
Greek Drama by Hodas
Hamlet
Handful of Dust
Heart of Darkness
Hnery V
Iliad
Infernal Machine
The Inferno
Jane Eyre
J. B.
Johnny Got His Gun
Joseph Andrews
King Lear
A Man for All Seasons
Mayor of Casterbridge
Mourning Becomes Electra
Mouse that Roared
Murder in the Cathedral
My Fair Lady
Mythology
198k
No Exit
Oedipus Cycle
Of human Bondage
One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
Portrait cf an Artist
Portrait of Dorian Gray
Paradise Lost
Power and the Glory
St, Joan
School for. Scandal
She Stoops to Conquer
The Shoes of the Fisherman
Story of Philosophy
Stranger in a Strange Land
Taming of the Shrew
Three English Comedies
2001 Space Odyssey
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Supplementary books in use in Durham County, Grade 12 (cont'd)

vicar. of Wakefield
visit to a Small Planet
Wuthering Heights
Yale Shakespeare

World Literature:

Anna Karenina
Anthology of Greek Drama
As You Like It
Crime and Punishment
David Copnerfield
Dialogues'of Plato
Euripides I
Fathers and Sons
Faust (Part One)
Madame Bovary
Oliver Twist
Pere Goriot
Three Great Plays by Euripides

Novel Course:

Catcher in the Rye
Doctor Zhivago
The Razor's Edge
The Stranger
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Supplementary Paperbacks for Resource Units

8th Grade

Black _Scenes, Alice Childress
Ghost Stories, F,Irman

Harlem Summer, Vroman
How Words Change Our igives; Little
Mystery Stories, Owen

-On Two Wheels, McKay
She Wanted. to Reads Story of Mary McLeod Bethune
Soul Brothers and Sister Lou
Story of Phyllis Wheatley
The ?e NObody Knows
Time Machine, Wells

Additional:

Classroom Reading Clinic - Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
(one for each junior high)

Come To Your Senses: A Program in Writing Awareness - Scholas-
tic Audio-Visual Materials (one for each junior high)

==1



Supplementary Paperbacks for Resource Units

9th Grade

Now Poetry, Cutler, Hoey and others
Reflectigns on a Gift of Watermq,lon PLckle

10th Grade

A Raisin in .he Sun
Black Voices
Boy Gets Car
The Cross and the Switchblade
Flowers for Algernon
From Ghetto to Glory
Great Black Americans
Great Black Athletes
Harriet Tubman
Hold Fast to Your Dreams
Just Morgan
Mr. and Mrs, Bo Jo Jones
Narrative of Frederick Douglass
Old Yeller
The Pigman
That Was Then, This Is Now
True Grit .

Tuned Out
What's It Like Out There
White Fan7
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Supplementary Paperbacks for Resource Units

31th Grade

Future Shock
Am Third

My DarlinF, My Hamburper
My Shadow RP11 Far.'
Of Mice and r,'en
Peter Pan Batr

12th Grade

A Clockwork Grange
A Different Drummer
The Butterfly Revolution
Comedies, Aristophanes
Future Shock
The God That Failed
Gulliver's Travels
Looking Backward
The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Sacco and Vanzetti
Too !ear the Sun

We
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Procedures for th-deripg County Aud io- Visual Materials

HOW TO ORDER COUNTY FILMSs

1. Select -our films from the catalog. Do not use
the U.N.C. catalog in orderinF, films from the
county office!

2. the titles of the films yo9 are reouesting,
indicating the date (a ?lorday) On Which yo'] would
iike to have the films delivored. Be sure to
mdicate the date after which you cannot use each

3. Turn in your request to the building Audio-Visual
coordinator, This is to he done before you. leave
school on Tuesday for delivery six days later.

4. The buildinE :so-ordinator will have your order in
the out-going mail no later than Wednesday.

rz- All orders will be filled in the .. -V office and
deliw,red to your school on the following Mondr-.y,
Teachers may have full -,-se of the films !fl:-.,ndayr

,711,0Sar;ly, Wedrsday, and TF=-day."

6. Retxrn ALL (AlT:fays - No Elr-ptions)_ to the
building co-ordinator prior to the time you 1-,ave
school on. Thursday afternoon.

7. vans will be picked up on Friday rorning and
will be returned to the County _Office for redistri-
bution the next week. _

OVerhead Transparency Service,

The Cenral. Audio-Visual Office will nrepare in limited
amounts transparencies for the overhead p-o;;;ector either
of the thrre followine. nnocessess

Dry boat procrss
Wet photocopy process
Photo-life process

When sending in material. from -Yhieh you wart transparencies
made, please remember the following limitations of the
enuipment that we use*

ar
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Can copy only in it 1 proportion
(can neither reduce nor enlarge)

Can produce only black and whito projected image.
Can cover no larger than a 10" x 10" area
Allow two weeks for completton of work
Can supply no art work

Please give the materials that you want transparencies
made from to your building A-V co-ordinator. Write a note
to accompany materials, giving 6irectior.s if you
require something other than th simple centering of a
copy in a 10" x 10" page.

Equipments

Request the following as you do filrst

Mount Press
Lon- Tense_ for Filmstrip pro;!ectors
Mi6-onrojector
Opnque Projector
Photo-Life Maehine
Public Address Syster (portable)
Tabletalk (projector, fiThstrip, and record player.

Combination)
Tine recorder (Portable)
mransr!=reney maker
Video-tape '(should have inTtruction in use of this

before actual c3 ass 17::.e; county office is
glad to provide the necessary instructions)
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Bibliography of. Professional References for the
Teaching of English (available through the

County Curriculum Library)

Curriculums

FramewW: for Freedoms Fairfax County Schools, Fairfax, Virinia

High School Derartments of English: Guidelines

Ideas for Teachinp English, Grades 7-8-0

Knudson, Selected Objectives for the Language Arts

Resource Bulletin for. Teachers of En lishlalsie_2, Baltimore

Resource Bulletin for Teachers of English,_ Grade 8, Baltimore

Resource Bulletin for Teachers of English, Grade 9, Baltimore

Resource Bulletin for. Teachers of Englishi_Grade 10, Baltimore

Resource Bulletin for. Teachers of English, Grade 11, Baltimore

Squire, High School English Instruction Today

1?.000 Students and Their English Teachers

.113) the Down Spiral with English, Diocese of. Cleveland, Ohio

Geneyals

Burton, TeachlagEnglish in Today's High Schools

Carruthers, Building Better Engl5.sh Tests

College Entrance Examination Board, Freedom and Discipline in

English

End of Year Examinations in English forgollegejlamd Students

Fowler, Teachingianaggelgompsition and Literature

Green, 14aitaLmmlianallitx_in_Ibl_Emligh_glagamm

rt
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Bibliography of Professional References (cont'd)

Hook, Taachinz...pfEighachool English, 3rd ed.

Loban, Teaching. Langmagp and Literature

Teacher's Guide to High School Speech

Wilkinson, Changes A Handbook for the Tnacbinfr.of Engl3sh

and Social. Studies

L4I1V1510!

An_Apprpach to Teachin. English-Dialects

An Approach toTeacling...Eng2i2122rammar

Arupproach to Teaching English Usage

An Annroach to Teaching the History of the English Language

Language...Programs for the Disadvantaged

Marckwardt, linguistics and the -Teaching of English

Postman, Linguistics* A revolution in Teaching

Shane, LiAnglxistics_

Shanker, Semantics! the IVagic of Words

Literature*

Bromberg, Making Literature Lesson;; Live

Burton, Lipturn Study in the High School

Chesler, 1121e-p? aing Methods in the Classroom

Decker, 100 Novel WayewlIp Book R,Iports

Herber, Teaching Ronding in Content Areas



Bibliography of Professional Refrences (cont'd)

Jenkinson, Teaching Literatur..: in trades 7 thru

Mearns, antive Power

Painter, Poetry and Children

Rosenblatt, Litcrature as Exploration

Ryan, ItlAchinp, the Novel

Sebesta, ImysApes and Peacocks

SomebodySomebody Turned on a Tap in These Kids

Stanford; Theor, and Practice in the Teaching of Literature by.

384'

Afro -Americans

aachingiJiteraturo in Grades Ten thvaagh Twelve

Medias

Kuhns, Thepesi qhcrt-Films for Discussion and Suv-lement One

Schreiber, An Annotated Li,,t of Recordings in the Language Arts

Whitton, The Uses of FiJm in the Teaching of English

writf,uas

certner. Gettiug Your Students to Write More Effectively

Certner; TestldTopics and Techniugs for ImproziaAritirg

Corbett and Tate, Teachinp High School Composition

Corbin; The Teaching of Writing _in Our Schools

iacrorie, Telling Writing I



Bibliography of Professional References (contd)

Macrorie, Ekiametli

Macrorie, Writing4to Be Read

Murray, A Writer Tgaches Writing

West, Developing Writing Skills


